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ABOVE ALL, THE EAR
THE ROLE OF PRINTED WIRING IN HIGH FIDELITY
FORD MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM SOUND REINFORCEMENT
TRANSISTORIZED SINGLE-CHANNEL REMOTE AMPLIFIER

...a perfect ending

Weathers high fidelity achievements are not measured in words-hut dramatically in sound! Weathers
new, improved FM Pickup system is perfectly balanced to a one-gram stylus force, faithfully tracks the
finest record engravings, causes no record wear. Only such dependable design results in perfect tone
quality. Weathers Speaker systems are just as finely engineered. Here you have sound reproduction in
the exact middle register-sound with startling realism because it is perfectly natural!

Write for full
information on
ail Weathers
components.

The DECORATOR
—a beautiful, compact system
achieved only by Weathers exclusive hi fi developments
through scientific use of sonic
principles...a functional decor
for any room.
Export:
Joseph Plasencia, Inc.
401 Broadway, New York 13, N. Y.

The MONTE CARLO
—a new six-speaker system,
presenting a graceful elegance
patterned after the Barrington
design ...rounds out Weathers
selective line of systems for
audiophile or beginner.

WEATHERS STYLUS GAUGE
—a simple, accurate measure
for balancing a phonograph
pickup for its specifically designed tracking force...makes
records last longer, sound
better.

Industries, Div. of Advance Industries, Inc.
66 E. GLOUCESTER PIKE, BARRINGTON, H. J.
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GARRARD
is happy to extend
sincere congratulations
to Audio magazine
on this occasion,
the celebration of
its tenth anniversary.

JVe take a
special pleasure
in this event,
for we were
the first manufacturer
of high fidelity
record changers
to advertise in
the pages of
this outstanding
publication.

The products of
the B.I.C. Group
of high fidelity
components include:
GARRARD
Record Players
LEAK
Amplifiers
WHARFEDALE
Loudspeakers
R-]
Enclosures
RIVER EDGE
Cabinets
GENALEX
Tubes
S. G. BROWN
Headphones
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These unidirectional
dynamic microphones
are now more than ever
your best choice in those
installations where
feedback is a problem,
and for all fine-quality
public address, theatrestage sound systems,
magnetic recording and
remote broadcasting —
indoors or outdoors —
where critical standards
call for a rugged microphone of fine quality.
Another example of the
continuous creativity of
the Shure Research
and Development
Laboratories.
55S Unidyne
List Price $79.50
556S Broadcast Unidyne
List Price $120.00-

SHURE BROTHERS, INC.
Microphones
Electronic Components
216 HARTREY AVENUE . EVANSTOH, ILLINOIS
"in Electronics Since 1925"
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TUBELESS
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COMPENSATION
onhj 14 db!
insertion loss!

The Model 4201 Program EquaU
izer has been developed to provide
utmost versatility for the compensation
of sound recording and broadcast
channels. High and low frequencies
may be boosted or attenuated while
the program is in progress with negligible effect on volume levels. It may be
switched in or out instantaneously to
permit compensation at predetermined
portions of the program. This feature
is especially useful in tape dubbing
work.

Model 4201, Program Equalizer
FEATURES:
Equalization and attenuation in accurately calibrated 2 db. steps at 40,
100, 3000, 4000 and 10,000 cycles.
Insertion Loss; Fixed at 14 db. with
switch ^in" or "out/'
Impedance: 500/600 ohms.
Low Hum Pickup: May be used in moderately low-level channels.
tend for BuUetin E for complete data
Net Price $195.00
F.O. B. North Hollywood
Model 4201 Program Equalizer is also
available for the custom builder in kit
form with complete wiring instructions.
Send for Bulletin TB'4.
Representatives in
Principal Cities

Division of
International Resistance Company
12970 Bradley Avenue
Sylmar 9, Calif.

AS ALL READERS KNOW, this IS the
tenth anniversary of Audio Magazine. 1 have been privileged to be
a regular contributor for somewhat more
than a year and a half. Considering this,
it seems to me that I should try to find
some way for me and Audioclinic to offer
help to even more readers. There are times,
though, when it seems that the response to
this column has been such that I seem to
get letters from at least three times as
many readers as there are subscribers.
To come down to earth, I believe I have
found the means for giving you, the
reader, a better Audioclinic. As it stands
now, 1 answer all questions submitted to
me, regardless of their suitability for use
in this column. I shall contiuue doing
this. What I have in mind is a How-ToDoTt section. If you have had difficulty
in doing a particular operation, but finally
did come up with a solution, let me know.
If I can use your hints in this section I
shall do so, with credit to whomever sends
in the idea.
These ideas are typical of what I mean:
How you finally prevented overheating
shielded wire when soldering it into place;
a method you developed for simple assembly of speaker or equipment cabinets;
or perhaps something along this line. In
conjunction with Robert W. Gunderson,
the author developed a means for running
crystal mikes over long lines. This came
about because I had to make a recording
under conditions where the mike was located two hundred feet from the recorder.
(At the time I did not have any lowimpedance mikes.) We accomplished this
by triode-connecting one of the sub-miniature hearing aid tubes so common on
the bargain counter today, and wiring it
as a cathode follower. From the usual
vacuum tube formulas we determined the
correct bias resistance for this tube. We
had to figure for ourselves since no data
were available for these tubes in the triode
connection. The mike was mounted directly
to the box containing the cathode follower,
with the other end of the box attached to
the microphone stand. With a 200-ft. cable
we could not detect any serious degradation of high frequencies.
You can see that this How-To-Do-It
section can take in almost everything. If
your suggestions can be used, they will be
printed in Audioclinic over your name.
Needle Talk
Q. Quite often, while playing records, 1
notice an unpleasant sound coming from
the speaker similar in quality to needle
talk coming from the pickup. This is especially true of loud trumpet passages. How
may I correct this difficulty? Harold E.
Lamb, Atlanta, Georgia
A. The trouble you describe is not at all
uncommon, and it stems from two sources.
The first of these is that too many discs are
recorded with far too much lateral deviation. Secondly, certain cartridges do not
have sufficient compliance to follow rapid,
wide modulation excursions. In your par* 3420 Newkirk Ave., Brooklyn S, N. ¥.

ticular case, it is quite likely we are seeing
a combination of the two factors.
The only thing which I can recommend,
short of using another cartridge, is to check
the stylus. If it is worn, this type of distortion will be all the more apparent.
Power Supply Hash
Q. I am having trouble with a power
supply. T)iis seems to have caused a 6881
in my amplifier to biirn out. There doesn't
seem to be much hum in the power supply.
Prior to connecting the scope to the power
supply, the amplifier was disconnected and
the power supply was properly loaded resistively, the value being such as to cause
current to be drawn equal to that taken
by the amplifier. The sensitivity of my
scope is 25 millivolts. When I connect it
directly to the cathode of the rectifier, 1
must set the sensitivity at x 100, and notice
a normal full-wave pattern. Moving the
scope connection to the junction of the two
chokes, {the supply consists of a two-section LC filter), 1 then need, to increase
the sensitivity to x 10, at which point 1
still see the normal full-wave pattern. But
when 1 connect the scope lead to the output
of the filter and increase the sensitivity to
x 1, I note that the pattern does not remain stationary, but jumps up and down,
sometimes going right off the screen. Could
you please explain to me what might be
happening? All power supply components
have been thoroughly tested, and are of
the highest quality. Charles L. Wilson,
Kansas City, Mo.
A. First, let me say that your power
supply could not in any way be responsible
for the 5881 blowing out. It was either defective to begin with or was burned out
because the amplifier was oscillating or because of insufficient bias. You will be glad
to learn that the pattern you have observed
on your scope is not at all strange. Since
your scope was set at maximum sensitivity,
a change of only 25 thousandths of one
volt would cause a picture to deviate an
inch. Assuming that the supply delivers 400
volts, a change in line voltage of approximately 6.5 millivolts, 6.5 thousandths of one
volt, would be sufficient to cause a trace
to vary one inch. The line is constantly
undergoing changes of at least that much,
and of course they are very rapid. These
changes will cause the filter capacitors to
charge up to a slightly different value,
which would cause some slight fluctuation
in the output. Since these are not necessarily average d.c. changes but, rather, are
instantaneous, they can be translated into
a picture on the scope screen.
It should also be borne in mind that,
because of the proximity of the last choke
in the two-section filter to the power transformer, some 60 cycle hum voltage is induced in that choke. Some of this voltage
can find its way through the filter and appear at the input terminals of the scope.
To prove the existence of this hum voltage,
disconnect the last choke, and connect the
leads directly across the scope's input
terminals. You will probably find quite a
bit of voltage present.
These small fluctuations in power supply
output are not at all harmful, and cannot
even create hum in the output of an amplifier. This is so, since the output voltage
and the minute changes in it form a large
ratio. These changes are not so likely to
occur with a power supply whose filter
components are RC, rather than LC, which
probably accounts for your being able to
AUDIO
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4 Speeds —plus the reproduction qualities
of the world's finest record players ... in
this compact, revolutionary

. .GARRARD

model TT mark JI
single play unit

Engineered for quiet,
reliable high fidelity perform

O N l_ Y

ance, this complete turntable
tone arm assembly incorporates the
latest Garrard advancements... at a modest price.
O 4-Pote
Surge"
Motor:
Heavy Shaded
duty, vith"Induction
minimum of vibration
or rumble! Smoothest, quietest, most powerful
type available. No hum, even when used with
sensitive pickups. Self-aligning Oilite bearings
fop and bottom.
Exclusive, Dynamically-Balanced
Rotor: Super-finished and individually weighted
by exclusive Garrard equipment for true speed.
O Live Rubber "Coni-Poise" Motor
Mounts: Floating power! Motor Isolated and
damped by exclusive tension/compression shock
absorbers.
O Perfected
True-Turret
All 4
speeds
operate directly
off motorDrive:
on a single
turret, eliminating vibration and insuring even
speed. Perfect results now possible without belts.
O Oversized "Soft Tread" Idler Traction
Wheel: Surrounded by 3/»"-wide live rubber,
presents long-arc heavy traction surface. Guarantees unfaltering speed, without inducing wows, flutter or vibration.
O Self-Neutralizing Pull-Away Idler
Wheel Mount: Keeps idler perfectly round and
"true". . . no thump ... no rumble. Automatically disengages in any shut-off position.
^ 45 RPM Adaptor : Rests on unit plate —
ready for instant use.
O Exclusive
"Finger-Form"
Switch;
Convenient,
instantaneous
4-speedStar
selector.
O Exclusive, Sensi-matic Trip: Permits perfect operation even with tone arm set at lowest
tracking pressures. Safe, gentle, quiet and positive.

to Heavy Steel Precision Turntable: A
full inch high! Shields motor; eliminates possible
hum caused by stray magnetic fields. Flywheel
action to compensate for any voltage variation
in drive motor.
(D Genuine Rubber Turntable Traction
Mat: Special tread ... no abrasive action on
record grooves.
Noiseless Main Spindle: Rotates >
specially designed bearing.
,
® Automatic Start and Stop: Move tone
arm to start; shuts off at end of record.
(D
Shielded Condensor-Resistor Network: Pioneered by Garrard. No startling
"plop" noise through speaker when player shuts
off.
Heavy-Steel Unit Plate: A husky, rigid
support for entire mechanism.
True-tangent Tone Arm of Aluminum: Provides rigidity with low mass and light
weight. The finest material for this use . . . similar to professional arms. End socket pivots to
permit perpendicular stylus alignment.
Convertible Tone Arm "Safti-Rest":
Supports tone arm — ready for play . . . simple
snap locks it for safety in carrying.
0 Interchangeable
Accommodate
users" personal Plug-In
choice ofHeads;
magnetic,
ceramic or crystal cartridges,- turnover, twist or
simple plug-in types.

<0
Accessible
Adjustment: Knurled
knob Stylus
on backPressure
of tone arm
sets
pressure instantly and maintains it , . . easy to
use regardless of where player is situated in
cabinet.
Exclusive "Snap Mount" Spring Assembly: Permits instant mounting and con easily be levelled from top of unit.
^
Complete UL-Approved Wiring . . .
Ready for Plug-In! 6-ft. UL-approved electrical
line cord; and pickup cable, terminating in
standard lack. No soldering or tools required
for connecting.

Now, there's a Garrard for every high fidelity system
Turntable
S-'.

Slightly higher
west cff Rockies

Deluxe Changer

m;: '!
Mixer54:Changer
•.

Model
T MarkU
Manual
532.50Player

9 Service and Replacement Parts:
Garrard record players hold their pre-eminent
position in the American market by the finest
service and parts facilities available in the industry ... the guarantee and facilities of the
BIC group.
^ Minimum Cabinet Dimensions;
Left to right: 143,4" • Front to rear.- Wfa"
Above Motor Board: 3",
Below Motor Board: 2 /|fc"
MAIL THIS COUPON FOR HIGH FIDELITY
PLAN BOOK AND DEALERS' NAMES:
Garrard Sales Corp., Port Washington, N.Y. Dept. 6E-17
Please send High Fidelity Plan Book
Name
Address.
City

find one among all of your power supplies
which does not exhibit this condition.
Head Alignment
Q. How may I properly align the heads
of my tape recorder? Nat Silvers, N.Y.C.
A. If your machine is one of the small
home models, it is likely that there is no
adjustment for this, and hence nothing can
be done. If the machine is one with one
or two heads, proceed in the following
manner. Try to secure a good alignment
tape. (Do not be too surprised if you encounter two alignment tapes which yield
differing results.) Run it through the machine, adjusting the alignment to obtain
maximum output as noted on the machine's
own VU meter, an output meter connected
to the speaker terminals, or aurally as

heard from a loudspeaker or headphones. If
the machine is a single head model, you've
done all you can, and the machine will
automatically record tapes and play them
back and they will be in alignment. The
second head on the two-headed model is
generally the erase head. The positioning
of this head is not at all critical, and the
chances are good that there isn't any provision for adjusting it. If poor erasure is
observed, look for a worn head, or for a
weak tube. If no alignment tape is available, use a high-grade recorded tape. If
such a tape is used, do not align for maximum output but for maximum frequency
response as noted aurally. To align a machine which has separate playback and
record heads, proceed as follows: 1. Align
the playback head as indicated in the
section devoted to aligning single or two-

^fgrc PifKtP^STATIC

''The author selected the Astatic 988 for
^ the job due to its extreme frequency response and particularly fine sound of the human
voice. On a dollar-per-cycle basis it represented
a best buy for high fidelity tape recording work,

VOGUf

9

Sa

II

"Livingston Audio Products Corp. recognized the
988's fine performance, as well, and by joint
agreement we selected the 988."
(signed) JACK BAYHA, Author
CHED SMILEY. President
Livingston Audio Products Co

V

'Narrated by Ed Condit
Duplicated by Livingston Audio
Products Corp
Published by Tape Recording
Magazine. Severna Park. Md
A ^TATTP
FUTURA
rilliant new Astatic Futura dynamic microphones add still another to their many startling
industry "firstsl"
The producers chose Vogue
988 of Astatic's Futura line
as THE microphone in recording "ALL ABOUT TAPE
ON TAPE," the first definitive TAPEBOOK® reference.
Astatic's incomparable ''FUTURA" series combines striking beauty, rugged construction, all-around versatility,
and electronic engineering of
the highest quality.

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION
on all Futura series microphones
write for Catalog No. S-438.

- KNOWN THt WOtlD OVff
5ss€€y CORPORATION, CONNEAU7, OHIO
•N r^NADA CANADIAN ASTATIC LIMITED, TORONTO. ONTARIO
Export Salts Rtprtsenlative; 401 Broadway. N. Y. 13. N. Y. ■ Coble—ASTATIC. N. Y.
4

head units. Make this adjustment as accurately as it can be determined. 2. Remove alignment tape and replace it with a
reel of fresh tape or one whose contents
are of no value. Set the machine to record,
and feed in a test oscillator, tuned to 10 kc,
setting the level at 15 db below zero VU.
3. Monitor the output of the playback amplifier with the machine's own VU meter,
output meter or loudspeaker, and adjust
recording head for maximum output.
If a test oscillator is not available, use
the thermal noise of an FM tuner whose
dial is set between stations. Proceed as
above, but in this instance, listen to the
output and adjust the recording head for
maximum clarity of the hiss. Your machine
is now aligned so that the recording and
playback heads correspond to each other
magnetically. If the playback head was not
properly aligned, tapes recorded on more
accurately aligned machines, when played
back on yours, will sound muffled and lack
sheen, the amount of degradation dependent upon the degree of misalignment of
the playback head.
Table Rumble
Q. On many records, especially when
playing soft passages, 1 hear a sound which
can he described only as a roaring. Could
it be caused by voltages induced in the
motor by the pickup? Would a rumble
filter be of any help? Anyway, how can 1
fix it, since I'd rather listen to music than
be roared at. Eerebrt Muir, Waltham, Mass.
A. The noise you encounter on some
discs is probably caused by the cumulative
effects of turntable rumble, hum pickup
from the motor, and preamplifier hum, plus
whatever rumble components impinged on
the record at the time of recording. Your
combination of components and discs would
seem ideal for this. Starting with the records, 1 have observed hum on some recordings, low in amplitude to be sure, but can
become annoying if the turntable rotates
slightly slow or slightly fast. The hum on
the disc will then form beatnotes with the
hum which is always present in some preamplifiers. Further, some turntables are
known to contain considerable rumble.
From this distance it would seem that the
hum picked up from the motor is probably
the least serious obstacle to overcome, for,
while there is little that can be done to
shield the cartridge, it can be made to
traverse an arc over which the hum will
be at a low minimum.
Before resorting to a rumble filter, try
cleaning up the hum in the preamplifier.
This might be done by applying d.c. to
the heaters of all tubes if they are now
supplied with a.c., and by rearranging the
a.c. lines and power supply components so
that they are separated from the preamplifier proper. If these modifications should
be of no avail, a rumble filter is the only
thing left to try. These devices limit the
low-frequency response of a sound system,
and by so doing, reduce rumble. They are
composed of RC or LC circuits, placed at
the input to the preamplifier, or at some
other convenient point, depending upon the
manufacturer.
Reactance Formulas
Q. What are the formulas for capacitive
and inductive reactance? If you find this
question suitable for use in your column,
please do not use my name.
A. The formula for inductive reactance
is XL = SnfL, where Xt is the reactance of
the coil, f is the frequency in cycles and L
is the inductance in henrys. The reactance
of a capacitor may be found by the formula Xc = l/2nfC, where Xc is the reactance of a given capacitor, / is the frequency in cycles, and C is the capacitance
in farads.
AUDIO
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Amperex

tubes

Are Making Music
In

POWER AMPLIFIER TYPES
6CA7/EL34 —Exceptionally linear high-power output pentode with lowvoltage drive requirements. Up to 100 watts in push-pull.
EL84/6BQ5 - Unique AF power pentode combining high gain and linearity
with 9-pin miniature construction. Up to 17 watts in push-pull.
VOLTAGE AMPLIFIER TYPES
EF86/6267 —High-gain pentode with exceptionally low hum, noise and
microphonics.* Particularly suitable for pre-amplifier and input stages.
Equivalent to the Z739 and the 5879.
ECC81/12AT7 —Medium-gain dual triode with low hum, noise and microphonics. Replaces the 12AT7 without circuit changes.
ECC82/12AU7 — Low-gain dual triode with low hum, noise and microphonics.* Replaces the 12AU7 without circuit changes.
ECC83/12AX7 —High-gain dual triode with low hum, noise and microphonics.* Replaces the 12AX7 without circuit changes.
ECC85/6AQ8 —High-gain dual triode for FM tuners, with shield between
sections for reducing oscillator radiation.
RECTIFIER TYPES
EZ80/6V4—Indirectly heated, full-wave rectifier with 6.3 v, 0.6 amp
heater, 90 ma output capacity and 9-pin miniature construction.
EZ81/6AC4 —Indirectly heated, full-wave rectifier with 6.3 v, 1 amp
heater, 150 ma output capacity and 9-pin miniature construction.
GZ34/5AR4—Indirectly heated, full-wave rectifier with 5 v, 1.9 amp heater
and 250 ma output capacity. Octal base. Replaces the 5U4G without circuit changes with the advantage of lower tube voltage drop because of
the unipotential cathode.
'MAXIMUM LEVELS SPECIFIED AND GUARANTEED
INDICATOR TUBE TYPES
A complete line of subminiature, 9-pin miniature and octal-base
types for AM and FM tuner and radio receiver applications.

The

World's

Finest Amplifiers

High-fidelity authorities may not be in perfect agreement as to the
"finest" amplifier design available today, but none of them will deny
that at least 80% of the contenders for such a title utilize one or
more of the new AMPEREX 'preferred"' type audio tubes. Originally
developed in the laboratories of Philips of the Netherlands and applications-researched by AMPEREX for the American electronics
industry, these ultra-advanced tubes have by now thoroughly proven
their reliability and unique design advantages in late models by the
world's leading high-fidelity manufacturers. Sold by franchised distributors everywhere . . . available for off-the-shelf deliveries in any
quantity.
Detailed data, as well as applications engineering assistance to manufacturers and professional designers, available from Semiconductor
and Special Purpose Tube Division, Amperex Electronic Corp.,
230 Duffy Avenue, Hicksville, Long Island, N.Y.

ask Amperex
bout hi-fi tubes for hl-fl circuits
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LETTERS
COMING

To Your City...

HIGH

FIDELITY

SHOWS

SEE and HEAR the latest in HIGH FIDELITY from
leading high fidelity manufacturers . . .

Don't miss these public showings
of Hi-Fi Equipment . . . from
the most economical units for the
budget-minded to spectacular
home music theatres . . . compare and enjoy them all.
"Complete Hi-Fi Systems and
Components.

"Amplifiers — Pre-Amplifiers —
FM-AM Tuners — Turntables
and Record Changers — Phono
Cartridges — Microphones —
Music Control Centers —
Speakers.
"Speaker Enclosures and Equipment Cabinets — Finished and
Assembled or Do-It-Yourself
Kits.

THREE FULL DAYS OF CONTINUOUS DEMONSTRATIONS
FROM \ P.M. TO 70 P.M. FOR EACH SHOW

Rigo Shows

1957

Sept. 20,21,22

Cincinnati

Sheraton-Gibson Hotel

Oct. 18,19, 20

Miami

McAllister Hotel

Nov. 1, 2, 3

Portland

Multnomah Hotel

Nov. 8, 9,10

Seattle

New Washington Hotel

Nov. 22, 23, 24

St. Louis

Statler Hotel

ADMISSION SO^f

RICO Enterprises Inc. 500 N. Dearborn, Chicago 10, III.

The Fourth Speed
Sir:
I should like to add a few (im)pertinent
comments to your remarks about the fourth
speed for records. I understand that the
45-rpm speed was arrived at by subtracting
33 from 78. By following this same logic
(!) we could have:
33 from 45
12 rpm
12 from 33
21 rpm
21 from 78
57 rpm
33 from 57
24 rpm
etc, etc, etc.
By following this system on out we could
have an awful lot of new standard speeds
—without bothering to work it out I'd
say at least a dozen—and if each one could
contribute as much to the standardization
of the industry as EGA said the 45 speed
did . . .
As you can see, in creating new standard
speeds, this system is vastly more efficient
than merely halving existing ones, since
with the latter method we will quickly run
out of speeds at which the quality of reproduction is acceptable, even when the
discs are played on these new distortionless, super-fidelity reproducing systems.
(Available for $19.95 and up at better
gas stations and super-markets everywhere.)
I just can't understand where such an
unscientific speed as 16% ever came from.
Phil Phillips
228 S. Summit,
Iowa City, Iowa
"Judge for Yourself"
Sir :
If we adopt the attitude that all things
are good, and (since each individual's
opinion is subjective) that one evaluation
of an experience or a product is as good
as another, then all is lost. Competitive
striving for perfection in any realm then
becomes useless. For this reason I feel that
a few more comments on this subject are
in order.
The entire audio reproduction or hi-fi
effort is directed to completely accurate
reproduction of sound. That we are yet
far from this unattainable, but approachable, goal is clear. However, the fact that
some components and some systems closely
approach this ideal while others fall far
short is perhaps not sufficiently well known.
Insurance of accurate reproduction imposes a fantastically difficult set of requirements on each component of a system.
Let us assume a perfect signal source—a
tape or record or FM signal which contains
sufficient totally accurate information to
be identical to the original sounds. Then
all that our reproducer must do is possess
an infinite bandwidth with no phase shift,
contain no harmonic or intermodulation
distortion, have completely flat response
over this infinite band, and produce wave
configurations and apparent sound sources
precisely duplicating the original.
Not all manufacturers of equipment currently meet these minimum specifications,
and not all ears can define how closely
these requirements are met. It is then
necessary to appeal to instruments other
than the ear for preliminary judgements.
So intermodulation meters, calibrated microphone sets, and the like are invoked.
Now, the degree of subjectivity of the
opinion of a unit has been considerably
lessened. After using such devices to obtain the best possible reproduction, then
(Continued on page 78)
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First of a Series

CLARINETS, OVERTONES
AND

^ -/eaving the adjectives to
the people who need them to bolster an absence of facts, we have undertaken a test whereby the JansZen
Electrostatic Speaker and one of the
"best-sounding" Dynamic Speakers
are allowed to "speak" for themselves. Here are the results of the test
— simple, factual and conclusive.
Robert McGinnts, Solo Clarinetist of
the N. Y. Philharmonic, cooperated
with us in the measurement of sounds
of the clarinet. Actually, any one clarinet sound is a composite of over a dozen
different tones, arranged in a natural
acoustical progression. These are the
overtones — or harmonics.
A "pure clarinet" tone, with its accompanying overtone series (represented by line "A"), was measured. We
charted the intensities relative to the
fundamental tone through the JansZen
Electrostatic ("B") and the Dynamic
Tweeter ("C"). This experiment was
based on a "flat" system response right
up to the speaker terminal. The results
were illuminating. Study the chart, and
note how closely the progression of
tones through the JansZen parallels the

LOUDSPEAKERS
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live sound. Compare that with the distortions in the high range of the Dynamic speaker — reaching as much as
18db of difference at 3729 cps! This is
a graphic portrayal of comparative frequency distortion.
While the basic electrostatic principle has been acknowledged superior
to dynamic designs for upper octave
sounds, it is in the fansZen, with its
precision push-pull design, that this
principle reaches its optimum performance. Because of this, the test must be
considered not an analysis of electrostatic principle per se, but rather a specific comparison of the JansZen Electrostatic with a good dynamic speaker.
While the JansZen does not produce

absolutely identical reproduction of
the live clarinet sound, it does come
closer to the original than any other
high frequency speaker made.
Interestingly enough, women are
more sensitive than men to overtones
in the higher ranges. If your present installation includes a Dynamic
Tweeter, the resultant distortion of
these overtones may well be the cause
of your wife's complaint about the
"shrillness", or "loudness" of your
sound system. She won't be bothered
by this common ailment of high fidelity sound, with the JansZen — and
neither will you. Because the JansZen
gives you the closest thing to live
sound — by actual measurement!

Send for complete
literature on the JansZen 1-30
Electrostatic as well as the name of
your nearest dealer.

product of NESHAMINY ELECTRONIC CORP., NESHAMINY, PA. Export Division: 25 Warren Street, N. Y. C. 7 Cable; Simontrice, N. Y.
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NEW LITERATURE
• Triad Transformer Corporation, 4 055
Redwood Ave., Venice, Calif., announces
the publication of its new 1957 General
Catalog". Described and illustrated are
more than 700 transformer- types, of which
117 are new items. Among the new listings
are toroids, pulse, transistor, geophysical,
power, filament and audio transformers,
also chokes and television components.
Available from any Triad distributor or
by writing direct and requesting Catalog
TR-57.
E-l
• Hickok Electrical Instrument Company,
10612 Dupont Ave., Cleveland 8, Ohio, lists
25 pieces of new test gear, including two
color generators and the Cardmatic "automatic" lube tester, in an 8-page catalog
which will be mailed upon request. This
publication will be of distinct interest to

professional engineers, laboratory technicians and electronic hobbyists. Requests
should specify Form SM-30.
E-2
• Lafayette Radio, 165-08 Liberty Ave.,
Jamaica 33 N. Y., is offering free a new
16-page high fidelity brochure. Included in
the booklet is a wide selection of speaker
systems, tuners, amplifiers, and record
playing equipment. Profusely illustrated,
Brochure HF-250 is an excellent directory
of latest models made by leading manufacturers. Copy may be obtained at any
of the six Lafayette hi-fi centers or upon
written request.
E-3
• Livingston Audio Products Corporation,
Livingston, N. J., has just released a new
comprehensive catalog of all recorded
t;ipes available from the company's tape
library. Containing more than 40 stereophonic and 160 monaural titles, the attractive 48-page booklet contains a great var-

'It's the man from downstairs. He says it would sound
better if we had Tung-Sol Hi-Fi Tubes'.'

What we're driving at is the simple fact that Tung-Sol Audio
Tubes are preferred by makers
of the finest Hi-Fi equipment.
TUNG-SOL ELECTRIC INC.
Newark 4, N. J,

^TUNG-SOL'
AUDIO TUBES

8

iety of music material ranging from classical to jazz. It also features such unusual
items as a complete performance of a
Shakespeare play by a name cast and a
selection of satirical monologues b>
Henry Morgan. If you own a tape recorder, this catalog is a virtual necessity.
Free upon written request.
E-4
• John F. Rider Publishers, Inc., 116 W.
14th St., New York 11, N. Y., announces
the availability of a 32-page spring-summer 1957 catalog which describes the Rider
publications. Covered are the contents of
books presently in the Rider line as well
as approximately 20 titles which will be
released by June. A 4-page article titled
"Why Read" stresses the fact that the
printed word is one of the most effective
methods of improving one's background in
the field of professional activity. Copy
will be mailed on request.
E-5
• Klipsch and Associates, Hope, Ark., will
mail free a listing of the titles included
in the firm's new line of stereophonic recorded tapes. Developed to meet the demands of those who own high quality
stereo playback equipment, Klipschtapes
are recorded to be played at 15 ips. They
are recorded under the direction of Paul
W. Klipsch, designer of the well-known
Klipschorn speaker system. All Klipschtapes are first generation copies of original master tapes, made directly from the
master tapes at original recording speed.
E-6
• L.E.E. Incorporated, 625 New York Ave.,
N.W., Washington 1, D. C., describes and
illustrates its complete line of high fidelity speaker systems, including the wellknown Catenoid model, in a 6-page 2-color
folder which has just been released. Copy
will be mailed upon written request. E-7
• Shasta Division, Beckman Instruments,
Inc., P.O. Box 296, Station A, Richmond,
Calif., has performed a distinct public
service in making available an 8-page 2color brochure describing the function,
applications, and recent improvements of
the National Bureau of Standards radio
stations WWV and WWVH. The publication also describes the new Shasta Model
905 WWV receiver which received its first
public showing at the recent I.R.E. trade
show in New York. When requesting your
copy, specify Data File No. 10.
E-8

COMING

Apr. 28-May 3—8Jst Convention of tlie Society of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers, Shoreham Hotel, Washington,
D. C.
May 22-June 1—Scottish Eadio Show, Kelvin Hall, Glasgow, Scotland.
August 20-23—WESCON (Western Electronic Show and Convention) sponsored
by the 7th Region of I.R.E. and the West
Coast Electronic Manufacturers Association. Cow Palace and Pairmount Hotel,
San Francisco, Calif.
Aug. 28-Sept. 7—National Eadio & Television Exhibition, Earls Court, London,
England.
Oct. 9-12—New York High Fidelity Show,
presented by the Institute of High Fidelity Manufacturers. N. Y. Trade Show
Bldg., New York City.
Nov. 8-10—Puerto Rico Hi-Fi Show, Normandie Hotel, San Juan, Puerto Rico.
AUDIO
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BECAUSE IT'S SUCH GREAT FUN . . . AND BECAUSE
WE GET SO MUCH MORE FOR OUR MONEY!"
Every day more and more people (just like you) are finding out why it's smart
to "do-it-yourself" and save by building HEATHK.IT high fidelity components.
These people have discovered that they get high-quality electronic equipment
at approximately one-half the usual cost by dealing directly with the manufacturer, and by doing their own assembly work. It's real fun—and it's real
easy too! You don't need a fancy work shop, special tools or special knowledge
to put a Heathkit together. You just assemble the individual parts according
to complete step-by-stcp instructions and large picture-diagrams. Anyone can do it 1
Heathkit Model SS-1 Speaker System Kit
This high fidelity speaker system is designed to
operate by itself, or with the range extending unit
listed below. It covers the frequency range of 50
to 12,000 CPS within ± 5 db. Two high-quality
Jensen speakers are employed. Impedance is 16
ohms, and power rating is 25 watts.
Can be built in just one evening. 9XU95
Shpg. Wt. 30 lbs.
W# .
Heathkit Model SS-1 B Speaker System Kit
This high fidelity speaker system kit extends the
range of the model SS-1 described above. It employs a 15" woofer and a super-tweeter to provide
additional bass and treble response. Combined frequency response of both speaker systems is =fc 5
db from 35 to 16,000 CPS. Impedance is 16 ohms,
and power is 35 watts. Attractive
^^ ^ _
styling matches SS-1. Shpg. Wt.
$0095
80 lbs.
MM*
HEATHKIT
"LEGATO" SPEAKER SYSTEM KIT
Months of painstaking engineering by Heath and
Altec-Lansing engineers has culminated in the design of the Legato, featuring "CP" (critical phasing)
and "LB" (level balance). The result is a new kind
of high fidelity sound, to satisfy even the most
critical audio requirements. Two high-quality 15"
theater-type speakers and a high-frequency driver
with sectoral horn combine to cover 25 to 20,000
cycles without peaks or valleys. "CP" and "LB"
assure you of the smooth, flat audio response so
essential to faithful reproduction. Choice of two
beautiful cabinet styles below.
"Legato" Traditional Model HH-1-T
Styled in classic lines to blend with period furniture
of all types. Doors attractively paneled. African
mahogany for dark finishes unless *«««*/*/*
\ou specify imported white birch 5
ibr light finishes. Shpg. Wt. 246 lbs.
*
"Legato" Contemporary Model HH-1-C
This fine cabinet features straightforward design to
blend with your modern furnishings. Slim, tapered
struts run vertically across
the grille cloth to produce
a strikingly attractive shadowline. Wood parts are
preeut and predrilled for
simple assembly. Supplied in
African mahogany for dark
finishes unless you specify
imported white birch for
light finishes. „ ^
_
shpg. wt. $325°.°
231 lbs.
•

$32.50 dwn.
$27.30 mo.

HEATH COMPANY
A Subsidiary of Daystrom. Inc.
BENTON HARBOR 25, MICHIGAN
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HEATHKIT

It's Easy (and fun) to Plan Your Own Hi-FI Installation
By Choosing the Heathklt Components
That Best Suit Your Particular Needs.
As the world's largest manufacturer of electronic equipment in kit form, Heath
Company can provide you with a maximum variety of units from which to
choose. You can select just the amplifier you need from five different models,
ranging in power from 7 watts to 25 watts, some with preamplifiers, and some
requiring a separate preamplifier. You can pick your speaker system from four
outstanding high fidelity units ranging in price from only $39.95 to $345.00. You
can even select a fine Heathkit FM or AM Tuner! Should there be a question
in your mind about the requirements of an audio system, or about planning
your particular hi-fi installation, don't hesitate to contact us. We will be pleased
to assist you.
MATCHING CABINETS . . .
The Heath AM Tuner, FM Tuner
and Preamplifier are housed in
matching satin-gold finished cabinets to blend with any room decorating scheme. Can be stacked one
over the other to create a central
control unit for the complete high
fidelity system.

-

^
MODEL FM-3A

j~
MODEL BC-1

^

;—
[V—...T
^ 0&(
MODEL WA-P2

PRE-ALIGNED TUNERS . . .
A unique feature of the Heathkit AM and
FM Tuners is the fact that both units are prealigned. A signal generator is not necessary !
IF and ratio transformers are pretuned at the
factory, and some front-end components are
preassembied and pretuned. Another "extra"
to assure you of easy kit assembly.

HEATH COMPANY
A Subsidiary of Daystrom, Inc.
BENTON HARBOR 25, MICHIGAN
EASY TIME PAYMENTS . . • We invite you to take advantage of the Heath Time Payment Plan on any order
amounting to S90.00 or more. Just 10(>. down and the balance in twelve monthly
payments. WRITE FOR COMPLETE DETAILS.

10
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HIGH

FIDELITY

OHEATHKIT HIGH FIDELITY FM TUNER KIT Features ApC
and stabilized, temperature-compensated oscillator.
Sensitivity is 10 microvolts for 20 db of quieting. Modern
circuit covers standard FM band from 88 to 108 mc. Employs ratio detector for efficient hi-fi performance. Power
supply is built in. Illuminated slide rule dial for easy
tuning. Housed in compact satin-gold enamel cabinet.
Features prealigned transformers and front end tuning
unit. Shpg. Wt. 7 lbs.
^25^
MODEL FM-3A Incl. Excise Tax (with cab.)
$2.60 dwn.( $2.18 mo.
HEATHKIT BROADBAND AM TUNER KIT This fine AM
Tuner was designed especially for use in high fidelity
applications, and features broad bandwidth, high sensitivity and good selectivity. Employs special detector circuit
using crystal diodes for minimum signal distortion, even
at high levels. Covers 550 to 1600 kc. RF and IF coils are
prealigned. Power supply is built in. Housed in attractive
satin-gold enamel cabinet. Shpg. Wt. 8 lbs.
SOC95
MODEL BC-1 Incl. Excise Tax (with cab.)
•
$2.60 dwn., $2.18 mo.
©HEATHKIT HIGH FIDELITY PREAMPLIFIER KIT This preamplifier meets or exceeds specifications lor even
the most rigorous high fidelity applications. It provides
a total of 5 inputs, each with individual level controls.
Hum and noise are extremely low, with special balance
control for absolute minimum hum level. Tone controls
provide 18 db boost and 12 db cut at 50 cps. and 15 db
boost and 20 db cut at 15,000 cps. Four-position turnover and four-position rolloff controls tor "LP", "RIAA",
"AES", and "early 78" equalization. Derives power from
main amplifier, requiring only 6.3 VAC at 1A and 300
VDC71b
at I0MA. Beautiful satin-gold enamel finish. Shpg.
Wt.
s.
MODEL WA-P2 (with cob.)
$1.98 dwn., $1.66 mo.
OHEATHKIT ADVANCED-DESIGN HI-FI AMPLIFIER KIT
This fine 25-watt high fidelity amplifier employs KT66
output tubes by Genalex and a Peerless output transformer for top performance. Frequency response ± 1 db from
5 to 160.000 cps at I watt. Harmonic distortion less than
1% at 25 watts, an IM distortion less than 1% at 20 watts.
Hum and noise are 99 db below 25 watts. Output impedance is 4, 8 or 16 ohms. Extremely stable circuit with
"extra" features,
r ^Consists of, v.,
c. 1
MODEL W-5M
MODEL W-5:
W-5M
SCO 75
plus WA-P2 Preamplifier
• 55.98
$5.02 dwn.
mo.
Shpg. Wt. 38 lbs. $79.50 $7.95 dwn.
Shpg. Wt. 31 lbs.
$6.68 mo.
Express only
Express only

SYSTEM

HEATHKIT DUAL-CHASSIS HI-FI AMPLIFIER KIT This
^ 20-watt Williamson-type amplifier employs the
famous Acrosound model TO-300 output transformer, and
uses 5881 tubes. Frequency response is ± 1 db from 6 cps
to 150 kc at 1 watt. Harmonic distortion less than 1% at
21 watts, and 1M distortion less than 1.3% at 20 watts.
Output impedance is 4, 8 or 16 ohms. Hum and noise are
88 db below 20 watts.
MODEL W-3M
MODEL W-3: Consists of W-3/v\
SAO 75 54 98 dwn.
Hy
$4.18 mo.
plus WA-P2 Preamplifier
Shpg. Wt. 37 lbs. <t/*0
^-95 dwn.
Shpg. Wt. 29 lbs.
Express only
$5.84 mo.
Express only
(j) HEATHKIT SINGLE-CHASSIS HI-FI AMPLIFIER KIT This
^ 20-watt Williamson-type amplifier combines high performance with economy. Employs Chicago-Standard output transformer and 5881 tubes. Frequency response ± 1
db from 10 cps to 100 kc at 1 watt. Harmonic distortion
less than 1.5% and IM distortion less than 2.7% at full
output'. Output 4, 8 or 16 ohms. Hum and noise—95 db
below 20 watts.
MODEL W-4AM
MODEL W-4A: Consists of W-4AM
75 $3.98 dwn.
$3.34 mo.
plus WA-P2 Preamplifier
$5 95 dwn
Shpg. Wt. 28 lbs.
Shpg. Wt. 35 lbs <tCO Crt '
Express only
Express only ^ J
$5.00 mo.
OHEATHKIT 20-WATT HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER KIT
Features full 20 watt output using push-pull 6L6
tubes. Built-in preamplifier provides four separate inputs.
Separate bass and treble controls. Output transformer
tapped at 4. 8. 16 and 500 ohms. Designed for home use,
but also fine for public address work. Response is ± 1 db
from 20 to 20,000 cps. Harmonic distortion less than 1%
at 3 db below rated output. Shpg. Wt. 23 lbs.
$35^®
MODEL A-9B
*
$3.55 dwn., $2.98 mo.
*7* HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CROSS-OVER KIT This device
separates high and low frequencies electronically, so
they may be fed through two separate amplifiers driving
separate speakers. Eliminates the need tor conventional
cross-over. Selectable cross-over frequencies are 100, 200,
400, 700, 1200, 2000 and 3500 cps. Separate level controls
for high and low frequency channels. Attenuation
12 db
per octave. Shpg. Wt. 6 lbs.
S1Q95 5,1 90 dw""
MODEL XO-1
'lOV $1.59 mo.
HEATHKIT 7-WATT ECONOMY AMPLIFIER KIT Qualifies
o for high fidelity even though more limited in power
than other Heathkit models. Frequency response is ± I'/i
db from 20 to 20,000 cps. Push-pull output and separate
bass and treble tone controls. Good high fidelity at minimum cost. Uses special tapped-screen output transformer.
MODEL A-7E: Some as A-7D except one
MODEL A-7D
more tube added for extra preamplifi- $1795 S'-80 dwncation. Two inputs, RIAA compensation
I# • $1.51 mo.
and extra gain.
Incl. Excise Tax
Shpg. Wt. 10 lbs. <£1 Q QC $2.00 dwn.
Shpg. Wt. 10 lbs.
Incl. Excise Tax ^ ^^ ^ $1.68 mo.
HOW TO ORDER
Just identify kit by model number
and send order to address below.
Write for further details if you wish
to budget your purchase on the
HEATH TIME PAYMENT PLAN.
f"HEATH COMPANY
i
A Subsidiary of Daystrom. Inc.
| BENTON HARBOR 35, MICHIGAN
j Please send Free HEATHKIT catalog.
I
| Name^
| Address
I City & Zone
_State
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EDITOR'S

REPORT

SO MUCH HAS BEEN SAID
ON THE SUBJECT—
Contemplation on the science of sound reproduction draws us repeatedly to that old saying which
relates to the senior in college who expanded the
freshman's "I don't know" to the more erudite "So
much has been said on the subject and on the whole
so well said that 1 do not feel that I can add anything
further." In a sense, this is the way we feel about
much of the published material concerning stereo and
about sound reproduction as a whole.
So we went to Sound Headquarters—Bell Telephone
Laboratories—and requested permission to bring to
our readers some of the original technical papers
covering many of the classic experiments and developments upon which our industry is founded. Permission has been granted and, beginning with the June
issue, audio will present as a monthly series these
authoritative articles—complete and unabridged—■
from the pages of the Bell Laboratories Record and
The Bell System Technical Journal.
The first article in the series is titled The Neprodvetion of Orchestral Music in Auditory Perspective. It
covers that notable event of April 27, 1933, when a
performance of the Philadelphia Orchestra was transmitted by wire from the Academy of Music in Philadelphia to Constitution Plall in Washington with a
degree of effectiveness which would be impressive even
by today's standards. Later articles will include such
classics as Technical Problems of Stereophonic Reproduction by a group of BTL engineers, and Loudness. Its Definition, Measurement and Calculation by
Harvey Fletcher and W. A. Munson.
It goes without saying that our gratitude to Bell
Telephone Laboratories for this generous gesture is
both deep and sincere. And we are certain that our
satisfaction in being able to publish these articles will
be matched by the interest with which they are accepted by our readers.
STACKED vs. STAGGERED
This is a subject which has been handled with kid
gloves for too long, yet it is one which affects everyone
who is either a user or a potential user of recorded
stereo tapes. 'Way back in the 20's we had two different types of phonograph records—vertical cut, as
represented by Edison and one or two others, and
lateral cut, as represented by Columbia Gramophone,
Victor Talking Machine Co. and others. There was a
time when it was necessary to have a "turnover"
sound box if one were to play both. Finally, the
Edison-type gave way completely, and the lateral
phonograph record became the standard. As we all
know too well now, we were far from standardized as
to recording characteristics, but before electrical recording and reproduction it didn't make too much
difference.
Records improved considerably over the next tenyear period, and we resorted to tone controls to make
any final adjustments. With the advent of the LP,
along with high quality magnetic pickups, minor differences in recording characteristics became really
12

important, and anyone who has followed hi-fi since
LP's were introduced knows how long it was until we
had even a fair amount of standardization. Now, of
course, practically any current record will play well
with RIAA equalization.
Up to now, it seems as though we are likely to have
a similar problem with tape—particularly stereo tapes.
It is bad enough that the equalization characteristics
of the various machines are not uniform, but part of
that can be attributed to differences in tastes among
those who have the responsibility of passing on the
prototypes before they go into production. A much
more important variance from good engineering practice is the existence of two types of stereo tapes—
stacked and staggered.
Throughout the industry it is recognized that the
original stereo recorder resulted from the idea that a
machine made for two-channel instrumentation could
also be used for music. Trial proved that it could, and
since the machines were available it was natural that
this use would be publicized. And with a rapidly developing market, what was more natural than the introduction of recorded stereo tapes 1
Most instrumentation applications demand a very
high degree of isolation between the two (or more)
channels, and it is most easily obtained by the use of
completely separate heads. Thus the two recording or
reproducing gaps had to be spaced, and a distance in
the vicinity of l1/^ in. became standard. However,
with the staggered tracks, it is practically impossible
to do a proper job of editing. Furthermore, it seems
doubtful if completely accurate spacing can be maintained in production of the machines. Anyhow, stereo
tracks do not need a high degree of isolation, because
the material on one track is so very similar to that on
the other, and after all, both ears hear both tracks at
the same time.
With a more realistic approach, another company
brought out the stacked-head machine. The tapes are
easier to edit, and the phase relation of the two tracks
remains absolutely constant. But with two "standards," recorded-tape companies almost had to provide
tapes for both, Avhich doubles their inventory and it
doubles the inventory of the retail dealer.
At this moment, however, it looks as though the
stacked head will be the winner in the long run. According to Retailing Daily (now Home Furnishings
Daily) for March 29, RCA has discontinued the manufacture of recorded tape for staggered-head machines,
two manufacturers of staggered recorders are ready
with kits to convert the machines to stacked-head
models and a third is considering the change, and
there are no signs of the reverse of this trend. Naturally we are in favor of this move, and hope it will
soon become universal.
One tape and recorder retailer recently sent out an
open letter to the industry with a strong plea for
standardization on stacked heads, and they back up
their opinion by refusing to handle staggered machines and tapes because they "like to keep their
customers happy." We believe they are ri^ht. and
trust that more will follow in their lead. There is certainly no room for both systems.
AUDIO
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everyone's acclaimincp the extraordinary new

incl. 1 mil diamond stylus

jJTuxvb/ve. -Un/pa/SE.

p/akup - arm
WITH ITS OWN BUILT-IN CARTRIDGE CONTAINING AN EASILY REPLACEABLE STYLUS...ALL STYLUS SIZES ARE AVAILABLE INCLUDING THE EXCLUSIVE H MIL
The all-knowing, the cognoscenti, music critics
and record-playing enthusiasts have accorded
the Pluxvalve-Unipoise Arm an acceptance
never before seen in the history of Hi-Fi equipment. Here is the ultimate arm-cartridge for
perfect tracking ... for minimum stylus wear
. .. for maximum record life and for optimum
performance... there's nothing like it... nothing to compare.
The Fluxvalve-Unipoise Arm, latest development in record-playing arm-cartridge combinations, embodies all the features exclusive
to the Fluxvalve .. . and at the remarkably low
price of $59.85 for the arm-cartridge combination — including' 1 mil diamond stylus!

■IH
'
Professional Audio Components
i f
EXPORT: AD. AURIEMA. INC.. 89 BROAD ST.. NEW YORK / CANADA CHARLES W. POINTON LTD.. 6 ALC1NA AVE.. TORONT
• .Wm
V*:-; PEJjfes m
:
Km
Enjoy a demonstration at your hi-fi sound studio . . . you'll hear the difference. For the dealer nearest you or for literature write Dept. A-16

i
AUDIO
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This combination of features is exclusive with the Fluxvalve-Unipoise:
• Very high compliance
• Very low tracking force, 2-4 grams
• Resonance-free, flat frequency response to 30kc
• Distortion-free dynamic tracking
• All stylus sizes, including V2 mil
• Maximum stylus life
• Minimum record wear
• Feather-weight, airframe design
• Single friction-free pivot bearing
• High output
• Easily replaceable styli
Ultra-dynamic styling to match ultradynamic performance!
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Bell Laboratories engineer Cyril A. Collins. B.S. in E.E., University of Washington, demonstrates new TV switching control panel for Mack and white or color. Complex switching
connections are set up in advance; in a split-second a master button speeds dozens of
programs to their destinations all over the nation. Special constant-impedance technique
permits interconnection of any number of broadband circuits without picture impairment.

Telephone

science

Telephone science plays a crucial
part in your TV entertainment. An
interesting example —one of many
— is the latest TV switching center
developed at Bell Telephone Laboratories.
Switching centers control the
transmission of programs which
come to your local TV station over
Bell System facilities. To he available exactly on cue. programs must
be switched at high speed and with
very great accuracy.

speeds TV enjoyment

lo create the new switching center Bell Laboratories engineers borrowed from the switching control
art which handles your dial telephone calls. They developed a
special control panel which puts
complex switching patterns within
the easy grasp of one man. By pushing buttons, he sets up—and doublechecks—forthcoming network
changes far ahead of time. On cue
he presses a master button which
sends the programs racing to their

respective destinations around the
nation.
To connect the broadband circuits, the Laboratories engineers
developed a new video switch which
operates on a constant-impedance
principle. The new switch permits
the interconnection of any number
of circuits, without the slightest impairment of transmission quality.
Thus the technology which serves
your telephone also works for your
TV enjoyment.

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES
WORLD CENTER OF COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Above

All,

The

JENNIS A. NUNLEY

Ear

:

A light in the darkness anent the mysteries of hi-fi as practiced by the cultists. This
author, with his feet on the ground, wraps a strong lesson up in a bit of humor which
may tend to mislead, but, if we may resort to a colloquialism—he's got a point there.
Marry, this is yet but young, and may
he left
To some ears unrecounted.
Shnkespeare.

catalog number 112, dated 1947 (actually published in 1946) which I have
carefully preserved. In this catalog,
there are about four pages devoted to
things which were then termed high
fidelity (versus over 60 pages in the
Allied 1957 catalog). The most choice
amplifier offered then was the Altec
A-323, a 15-watt job. This boasted the
phenomenal response of 20-20,000 cps.
within plus or minus 1 decibel. The unit
had 2 percent harmonic and 8 percent IM
distortion at rated output and sold for
$118.00. This was hot stuff. Allied's own
Knight hi-fi amplifier was somewhat less
expensive at $59.95 and carried these
words in the specifications list; "Frequency Response. High-fidelity frequency response—flat within plus or
minus 2 db. from 30 to 12,000 cps.
Extremely wide coverage." The unit included variable automatic volume expansion. a feature which I would like to see
incorporated more extensively in present
amplifiers. Altogether, we felt, the
Knight was not a bad amplifier. Another
statement extracted from the specifications list of the Knight seems a trifle
naive today but is a splendid indication
of the almost natal state of hi-fi in 1946:
'•Inverse Feedback. Imparts triode qualities to the 6L6G beam-power output
stage and yet preserves the well-known
efficiency of the 6L6G tubes; improves
tone quality and reduces hum and noise.
An important engineering feature."

Back in 1946, when high fidelity first
started to roll again, I was working
in fhe office of an oil firm and of
about 300 office workers, there were, only
two of us who had any knowledge of
what hi-fi meant. The other fellow. Jack,
was a good deal more active than I,
being on a higher salary (hi-fi was somewhat. more expensive then than it is
today). Jack used to take great pleasure
in regaling me with recounts of his experiences over the weekends, which he
devoted entirely to experimentation. At
that time, the triode was the thing, and
Jack had been building up an amplifier
with transformer-coupled triodes, using
expensive imported "pots" (his word for
the transformers), which came from
England.
One Monday morning, Jack came
bursting into the office, wild-eyed and
lacking for sleep. "The doggone thing
will pass a square wave!" he announced
triumphantly. 1 was positively struck
dumb.
Jack's announcement had been made
in a loud voice and I became aware of
irritated looks from the clerks around
me, and a particularly malignant one
from the section boss, who had been
hearing too much lately of decibels, fre- Proof of the . . .
quency response, and waves. To avoid
Getting back to Jack and his all-triode,
antagonizing my associates, I hurried
Jack off downstairs for a cup of coffee. transformer-coupled amplifier. Finally,
In the coffee shop. Jack breathlessly after a couple of weeks of ironing out
told me of his completing the amplifier bugs (mostly hum and noise), he. invited
and of the various tests he had made on me ai»und to listen to his rig. The first
it. All of the tests had indicated results part of the "audition" consisted of peerfar exceeding his expectations and he was ing at a 3-inch oscilloscope screen while
completely jubilant. The fact that the the amplifier "passed" square waves, and
amplifier had succeeded in reproducing then observing the needle of an a.c.
a square wave with only a small amount meter while Jack fed various signals to
of deformation was the crowning the input of the amplifier. At last. Jack
achievement and, in 1946, that did rep- got around to connecting the amplifier
to a pickup and to a pretty decent Altec
resent a fair accomplishment.
Although this has nothing to do with 12-in. coaxial in a conventional bassthe main subject of this piece, with your reflex cabinet. He put on a couple of
indulgence I will digress a moment to his better 78's (no LP's in 1946) and I
describe briefly the state of high fidelity sat back to listen. This part obviously
in 1946, for the newcomers and for those made Jack nervous; he much preferred
who have forgotten. This is best pre- the oscilloscope and meter tests to the
sented by a copy of Allied Radio Corp. rather mundane act of just listening.
The listening test was quite satisfying
"J" St., Salt Lake City 3, Utah. to me, especially since Jack had put on
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one of my favorite recordings. The latter
fact, of course, I would not dare mention to Jack, in fear of revealing to him
my incredible naivete in considering the
music itself almost as important as the
electrical characteristics of the reproducing system. Actually, with no vanity involved, I secretly did not think that
Jack's system sounded much better than
my commercially built combination,
which Jack had degraded violently, refused to consider as a serious sound reproducer, and would not condescend to
listen to.
To some. Jack may sound like an intolerant, disagreeable person, but, on the
contrary, he was pleayant, enthusiastic,
and a nice person to know. He was infected, however, with a condition that
has grown right along with high fidelity
and is part and parcel of a great many
audiofans today. This condition consists
of being too much intrigued with electrical matters rather than with the product of these elaborate electrical schemes,
and with being too much impressed by
more or less abstract electrical tests and
data. Jack, being one of the avant garde:
was perhaps more radically inclined
toward this condition than most; happily, many audiofans strike a good balance between listener and electrician.
The two roles are intertwined and complement each other perfectly, if allowed
to do so.
In the November 1953 issue of Eadio
and Television News, Alva R. Wilson
describes an amplifier of his own design
(the merits of which will not be discussed here), and in the second paragraph makes this statement: "Just to
be different, therefore, we are going to
describe an amplifier whose audio curve
is far from flat. We have designed an
amplifier to please the human ear and
not an oscilloscope." This paragraph
startled me somewhat, and I can imagine
the knowing smiles and disgusted sneers
it must have evoked among hi-fi people
all over the country. What startled me
was not the unspeakable idea expressed
in the paragraph but that Mr. \\ ilson
should have the courage to allow his
name to appear in connection with such
a statement in a serious, widely-read
magazine. To publicly blaspheme against
the response curve and the hallowed
oscilloscope in connection with audio
seemed so alien as to smack of extreme
liberalism, or communism, or something.
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The Ear's the Thing
So here we have a man who designed
an amplifier to please the human ear!
I'm almost as dumbfounded as I was
when Jack first told me that his rig
would pass a square wave. And now I'm
going to jump right into the pool of
sharks with Mr. Wilson and confess
that I, too, feel that the human ear, not
an oscilloscope or an a.c. meter, should
be the ultimate test for any music system. In the following paragraphs, I am
going to go as far as to let a little of
my blood into the water, just to infuriate
the sharks, and see if I can come out
without being chewed up. In other
words, I will attempt to justify, or at
least to rationalize my stand.
I am going to take the liberty of referring occasionally to that great and
amusing oracle, Mr. G. A. Briggs, using
as a source his book, Sound Reproduction (3rd Edition), which is published
by the Wharfedale Wireless Works of
England, and purveyed in this country
by British Industries Corporation.
I will start by making a direct quotation from Mr. Briggs' chapter on The
Ear, which will lead toward certain observations ; "It is often stated that distortion is produced in the ear at low
frequencies by the non-linear lever
action of the bones of the middle ear,
but I am inclined to think that this
statement should be accepted with reserve." Mr. Briggs is certainly correct
in accepting the statement with reserve
but should the statement be accepted at
all, with or without reserve? There are.
no doubt, some people who would like to
be able to wire the output of an amplifier directly to the brain (with appropriate matching transformer), thus
avoiding the clumsy exchange of sound
impressions from speaker to air to ear
to brain. The ear, being composed of
spontaneously formed protoplasm, is
not subject to redesign and therefore
must frustrate many experimenters who
see a number of flaws in its construction.
We must consider, however, whether
or not the ear is capable of imperfection
or of introducing distortion, within the
limits of the definition of the term "distortion as applied to audio matters.
Distortion, as we all know, is any deviation in reproduction from the original
sound as perceived by the human ear.
be it spurious harmonics, unequal reproduction at different frequencies, or any
of the other improper variations which
beset the reproducing system. This definition obviates the possibility of the ear
being responsible for real distortion
barring actual physiological change in
the ear between the time of hearing the
original sound and hearing its reproduced replica. If there is "distortion"
in the ear at a given frequency, then
this "distortion" is generated as the
original sound is heard and identically

generated as the reproduced sound is
heard. The "distortion" becomes a real
part of the sound to the individual listener and to him is the natural and true
sound; thus, in actuality, there is no
real distortion present. We must concede
that all true reception of sound begins
at the ear shell. Erom there through the
various bones, liquids, membranes, and
nerves, there is, by definition, no distortion possible. The "response" of the
ear is perfect to the individual to whom
the ear belongs; it is the instrument
which has acquainted him with the world
of sound since birth and it is the instrument which brings it to him today, and
he has no other. (Look around the other
side of his head, Ed.)
If there were some way of improving
hearing, say by increasing the highfrequency hearing of one whose ear
naturally and inherently does not perceive the high frequencies, the result
would not be pleasing. The individual
would, until sufficient time had elapsed
for him to become accustomed to the
change, complain unnaturalness in
sound, and possibly he would develop a
dislike for the piccolo. Similar results
would be obtained if the lever which is
presumably responsible for low frequency "distortion" in the ear were remodeled in conformance with good audio
practice. We may fiddle with amplifiers,
design new speakers and enclosures,
even control the temperature and humidity of the air that surrounds the ear, but
once the vibrations have reached the ear.
then the matter is beyond our purview.
Use of Instruments
Outside the ear, then, we have the
various tests, the IM figures, the curves,
the scope tracings, and so on, which
(don't mistake me) are of great value,
but they are of value only in helping
the ear to find out why it is not pleased,
never to tell the ear when it is pleased
or when it is not pleased. If distortion
is heard in the playback of a recording,
or if it sounds flat or unnatural, it is
quite proper that assistance from instruments more precise and discriminating
than the ear should be sought in order
to determine why the reproduction was
not pleasing. But picture the predicament of the fool whose instruments, by
all the established rules, indicate that he
should have good reproduction but whose
ears find the final result unpleasing.
("Oh, but that is impossible," you may
say.) Is he to ignore the evidence of his
ears and conclude that the reproduction
is good because the instruments tell him
so? His diametric opposite is the man
(like Mr. Wilson) whose amplifier tests
poorly but renders sounds that are almost indistinguishable from the original.
Of these two, who is the happier? Well,
if we must make a choice, I will be found
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in the camp of the man whose rig sounds
good, for (am I a freak?) I can sooner
forget a poor scope trace than a tortured
chord assailing my ears.
But, alas, you are going to win over
me to an extent, for I am forced to make
a rather large concession (and here the
shark gets a bite of me) : a reproducing
system which tests good almost invariably sounds good. With eyes downcast,
I also concede that this is one of the
major reasons why tests are used so extensively in connection with audio equipment. Another reason, however, is that
a battery of test equipment can remarkably transform an amateur into a professional, at least in the eyes of another
amateur, and nothing can hide the shortcomings of a reproducing system quite
so well as a cluster of data and a lengthy
demonstration of characteristics on the
faces of meters and scope screens. It
might be pointed out that Mr. Briggs
relies heavily on oscillograms in his research, but it is also evident that he takes
a distinct pride in his ability to hear,
without the aid of instruments, what is
best in reproducers.
It has occurred to me that absolutely
precise measurements of sound (as differentiated from electrical voltages or
currents) are impossible. We most certainly may say that a reproducing system has definite electrical characteristics;
each component may be measured electrically with results as precise as the
measurer has time, money, skill, and patience to make them. A magnetic pickup
delivers exactly so many volts at such
and such a current at a given excitation
(the record grove) ; an amplifier delivers
constant-wattage output at a given excitation and this can be compared with
the level of excitation to produce very
exact and useful results. We may then
use this precisely known energy to excite a loudspeaker cone and we may
measure the excursions of the cone for
each given excitation, again with exact
results. If we assume blindly that the
cone excursions represent an exactly
proportional amount of actual sound,
then we know how much sound has been
reproduced. But we can make no such assumption without actually measuring the
intensity and volume of sound and comparing them with the excitation and cone
excursions. This is where the impossible
is introduced, for there is no known
method of measuring sound exactly.
If that last sentence has taken your
breath away, I will wait calmly while
you recover, then listen patiently while
you gasp, "But, my dear sir, all that is
necessary is to place a microphone in
front of the speaker and measure the
electrical output of the microphone."
You are right, but to a limited extent.
In such a measuring set-up, we must take
into account the sound-to-electrical-out(Continued on page 73)
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The

Role

of

Printed

High

Wiring

in

Fidelity

NORMAN H. CROWHURST*
While there is often an advantage in cost with this new technique, its principal advantage is in
the improvement in performance, particularly when applied to tuner and audio amplifier circuits.
Wii often read announcements of
a "revolutionizing'" development.
So often that thoughtful people,
and engineers in particular, are apt to
think "wait and see," whenever a reporter writes, "I venture to predict that
the present system will be entirely obsolete in 5 years from now." The advent
and development of printed wiring, or
printed circuitry, has been followed with
considerable interest by manufacturers
of high fidelity equipment, waiting to
see what, someone else would do. This is
understandable in view of the investment involved.
About 18 months or so ago, HarmanKardon undertook this very bold step—
and they are still very much in business!
Now that they have this experience behind them, I decided to investigate their
conclusions on the subject: whether they
had found a productive field or whether
they may be thinking of abandoning it
as a rather expensive experiment. Over
at the Harman-Kardon plant I found
a very interesting story.
What are its Potential Advantages?
Probably most readers would expect
the principal advantage of the new process to be reduced production costs. This
is the big point in its use for television
production and consequently is probably
its best known advantage.
What seems to be less known is the
advantage it achieves in precision construction and the consistency of the resulting product. This fact is exemplified
in the use of printed wiring technique
for all items of computer and guided
missile equipment. There it is not used
primarily because of reduced production
cost, which is not usually a factor, but
because it gives greater reliability and
product consistency.
Not only are lead dress, and similar
features of a product, identical from
unit to unit along an indefinitely long
production run, but quality control is
much simplified by the very fact that
the entire circuit is readily visible. It is
much easier to look for defective wiring
simply by inspecting a printed board.
* 150-47 14th Bond, TVhitcstone 57, N. Y.
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Fig. 1. HarmanKardon receiver
chassis constructed
with the printedwiring techniques
described.
Performance is held
to extremely close
limits.

A dry joint is at once visible. The "quality" of the wiring can be reduced to a
matter of tolerances the same as the
value of a resistor or a capacitor—
something that was never possible using
the old method of wiring.
In the audio field a continuation of
expenditure on engineering time, after
a product has gone into production, has
come to be expected. Companies regularly allocate engineering time to production follow-through for years—in
fact, indefinitely—because little bugs
keep cropping up in the production line,
long after the prototype circuit has been
"finalized" (a word that seems to have
lost its meaning!). It seems as if engineering is only finished when a product
line becomes obsolete. This has always
been a considerable drag on high fidelity
engineering departments. They never
seem to be entirely free to give undivided attention to the development of
new products. Always they have to be
taking time out to re-work production
items.
The printed wiring technique has
brought in sight the end of this neverfinished-engineering aspect. The engineering department, having put a de-

sign "to bed" so the production department can go on making it, can turn
their attention wholeheartedly to the
development and design of another new
product.
But enough of this generalizing. Let's
examine some of the things that Harman-Kardon found in their change-over
from the old fashioned method of wiring to the printed wiring technique.
Originally they laid down equipment to
convert their existing product lines to
printed wiring production. Then, having found this successful, they went further. Engineering went to work on new
designs. So they are now manufacturing
product lines that were exclusively designed for production by printed wiring technique, as well as printed wiring
versions of their original products. This
says the experiment was successful.
Fundamental Differences
They had to learn, in applying the
process to high fidelity equipment, that
(his is a different field from either television or computer and guided missile
type equipment. The main purpose here
never was production in vast quantities
at much lower cost, as in the television
17

the two sides. This is an extremely fragile method, because the plating is only
about .002 in. thick and the sharp corners where it joins the etched metal on
each face of the board are weak points
where it can easily crack and break the
connection.
Another possibility is the use of a
connecting lead from a resistor or capacitor inserted in this position, relying on the solder to flow through from
one to the other and make a successful
joint with the metal on both sides of
the board. This too can prove quite unsatisfactory because it is so easy for a
contaminant to get on the resistor lead
that may obstruct (he flow of solder
from one side to the other. Using an
extra long period or a higher temperature in the solder to overcome this can
result in the solder flowing too far up
so as to damage some of the components,
especially switches, volume controls and
similar items.
The best solution seems to be to design the board around a circuit that
prints ou one side only. Actually a laminate is used and the part of the copper
surface not wanted for the circuit is
etched away. The etched copper is on
one side of the board and the resistors
and other components have their leads
pushed through from the other side.
Loop-overs from one connection to another are achieved by jumpers of tinned
copper wire, inserted by the same machine that inserts the resistors. Holes are
made in the "wiring" of the etched metal
in the right place to accommodate these
jumpers and the inserting machine bends
them to standard dimensions, just the
same as for inserting resistors.
This method makes a good reliable

Fig. 2. Method of making mock-up drawing which serves as master for production of
printed-wiring panel. Pressure sensitive tape is used for laying out "wires" between
connection points.
industry. The high lidelity consumer
wants a better product for his money
and, as a secondary interest, he would
like to get it for less money too.
In the television industry, the printed
boards are made, up in individual units,
of which there are quite a number to a
complete TV set. In the high fidelity
amplifier the better approach is to get
as much as possible ou one board. This
gives a maximum consistency in the finished results, because as much as possible of the wiring is fixed by the printing and as little as possible is left to the
variation in routing of connecting leads.
For achieving the maximum cost reduction (as in TV manufacture) a fully
automatic assembly line is desirable. But
in the high fidelity approach, because
the quantities involved are not large
enough to warrant the terrific expenditure on fully automatic equipment, and
also because "larger and fewer" is the
desirable trend in printed boards, the
technique is developed in more of a
semi-automatic fashion.
The machines for inserting resistors
are set up quite quickly to each position
on the board and a number of boards
run through, inserting the same resistor
in each board. A quick change of the
positioning tool, and reloading with a
different resistor value and the boards
have a second resistor inserted in all of
them. Capacitors and other components
are inserted in the board virtually by
hand, but using a production line
method whereby each operator inserts
the same components in successive
boards.
One problem in laying out a printed
wiring arrangement is how to make one
connection cross another (corresponding

with "loop-overs" in a schematic). This
is inevitable in any electronic circuit.
The original approach was to print some
of the circuit on each side of the board
and make through connections from the
part on one side to that on the other.
This involves twice the printing cost,
because there has to be art work and a
printing operation for each side of the
board.
But the serious problem is getting a
satisfactory connection between the two
sides of the board. One way to do this
is to plate through the hole that joins
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Fig. 3. Printed board with solder mask s shown at top before insertion of components; same board is shown at bottom a fter components are dip-soldered in place.
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connection and avoids the cost of printing on both sides of the board and the
problem of satisfactory connecting between sides. The path followed by the
jumper is standardized to just the same
extent as the printed wiring, because
the ends are located by the holes into
which they are inserted and these are
fixed by the original tooling. The path
followed is straight and standard because it is fixed by the inserting machine, the same as for resistors and other
components. Thus the end product is a
circuit in which not only the components
can be to specified tolerances, but also
the exact positioning of every wire.
While the objective in applying the
printed wiring technique for high fidelity is to put as much as possible onto
one board, not everything is put on the
board. The supply filter capacitors and
rectifiers are usually mounted separately
on the chassis. This part of the circuit
is not usually critical as to lead dress.
It is the circuit internal to the amplifier
and carrying audio signals that is critical as to placement of wiring. All of this
is printed and thus standardized.
For high fidelity application standard
resistors and other components are used.
Capacitors are standard, except for the
use of a type, developed for application
with printed wiring, having the leads
at one end. They are standard foil capacitors in a suitable casing. Printed
resistors, capacitors, coils and other circuit components are not recommended
for high fidelity application. The technique is, for the present at any rate, restricted to the use of printed wiring,
into which standard resistors, capacitors
and other components are connected.
Process Problems
Xext we come to the soldering process
itself, where the biggest saving in time

Fig. 4. Resistor-inserting machine in
action. Circuit
board is positioned
by guide clamped
to work table and
one resistor is inserted in same position in each board
of entire run.
Clamp is then
moved to guide
board for a second resistor, and
so on.

and cost occurs. Here it is important to
use a skilled operator for the actual
dipping. Various companies have tried
skillfully designed machines to do the
dipping, but there seems to be as yet no
satisfactory substitute for the "touch"
that a skilled operator can acquire. It
does not take too long to learn to do a
good job but this is essential to a satisfactory operation.
It is very similar to the ordinary soldering operation. There is no ready sub-

Fig. 5. Solder dipping operation is performed by band.
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stitute for knowing how to solder by
applying the iron and the cored solder
to the joint for just the required amount
of time, feeling or seeing when the
solder runs into the joint, and removing
heat from the joint as soon as it does,
so it will "freeze" without becoming a
dry joint. The man who does the dipping has to acquire a similar technique
applied to the many joints that are made
on the one board.
An important factor is the control of
the solder composition. This is apt to
deteriorate over a period of time. For
one. thing, tin being lighter than lead,
the tin is apt to rise to the top, especially when the bath is switched off and
allowed to cool and then heated up
again. Even with agitation to get the
mixture well homogenized a certain
amount of separation occurs which
means the bath needs replenishing with
tin.
Also, contaminants from the board
can slowly but surely reduce the effectiveness of the solder composition. To
take care of this a procedure of careful
analysis with critical standards has to
be established so the solder is maintained
in good condition. This is not a serious
disadvantage to the process, because the
rejected bath of solder is not wasted.
When it has become too contaminated
it is returned to the manufacturer for
recovery and the bath is filled with fresh
good solder.
An aid, particularly in the inspection
department, is the use of the solder
mask. This is a further printing, on top
19

Fig. 6. Comparison between older type tube socket, left, and newer type, right, giving
increased serviceability.
of the etched circuit, that prevents
solder from "taking" on all the wiring,
so solder only adheres to the points
where joints need to be made. This
makes all the joints stand out visually
in a different color from the rest of the
"wiring" so the operator concerned with
quality control can much more easily inspect all the joints at a glance, to find
any that may not have taken, or are dry.
Effect on Production
There are many more details that
Harman-Kardon have found out about
the process that enable it to be more effective. These are some of the main ones.
The general effect is that the material
costs rather more than in a unit of conventional construction (using the same
circuit, anyway). At present capacitors,
for example, cost a little more than
those, with conventional lead-outs for
normal circuits.
On the other side of the "bill," however, labor costs come down considerably so the over-all cost of the unit is
still well below that using conventional
wiring methods. But the company have
not cut back on their employment because of reduced labor cost per unit.
Their wage bill is probably a little
higher, but their production has increased very much more. While a fewer
number of people would theoretically
be required to produce the same output,
what is more to the point is that the
same number of people can produce a
much bigger output.
A greater degree of skill is required
for most of the work. In this connection, a surprising thing is the relation
between the number of people working
on production, making the unit, and
those whose job is to inspect and test it
at various stages. Because the actual
production takes so much less time and
labor, it is possible to devote considerably more effort and attention to test

and inspection and still produce the
product at a cost below that of the conventional method. Not that printed wiring needs more inspection and test. But
the method enables comparatively minor
defects to be eliminated, that would
never have been economic with the old
method. The product can now go out
essentially perfect at a cost hitherto impossible.
The fact that a larger proportion of
the labor is now spent in test and inspection means a higher degree of skill is
needed. In the author's opinion this fact
is to be commended on sociological
grounds. Much of the modern trend has
been away from skilled or craftsmanlike labor, toward unskilled. It is good
to see this process reversed, so the
worker can feel he is really putting a
personal contribution to the quality of
the finished product. Also it means his
work is worth more and hence his pay
improved.
The components for printed wiring
have developed rapidly in the past 18
months. As with any other new types,
they have had their "teething" troubles
and were not at first as reliable as components which have had the test of time.
Component manufacturers have given
excellent cooperation, as a result of
which these troubles are now a thing of
the past. Improved design from the
viewpoint of handling and service has
also evolved.
For example, the earlier type of tube
sockets which solder solidly into the
board were difficult to remove if they
should be defective. The newer improved
type of socket stands up on pins so it is
possible, if it develops a defect, to clip
the pins around and then remove them
one at a time with a soldering iron. This
makes tube socket replacement quite
simple without the risk of wrecking the
printed board in the process.

Effect on Design
The printed board manufacturers
have improved their service in providing sample boards—almost over night.
The quick technique of drawing the
boards has been developed using adhesive tape on a four times full size paper
version. This can be done much more
quickly than using pencil or ink. Prints
of this mockup drawing can then
quickly be rushed to the sample board
manufacturer and a printed board is
back with a minimum delay enabling the
circuit to be made up and tested at
quite a reasonable cost before investing
in all the tooling. Of course, these
sample printed boards are not cheap in
comparison with a bread board for conventional experimental work, but they
are well worth their cost in expedited development.
Care is necessary in the arrangement
of the boards to keep any of the heavier
components in positions where they are
not likely to wreck the printed board in
transit, due to stresses placed on it. This
should go without saying, but it needs
a little more attention than the conventional construction.
The advantages of improved precision
in production were evident in several
ways. Taking the company's tuners as
an example, a single stage Mmiter is
used, with a sensitivity comparable with
two-stage limiters of conventional design, and it is quite consistent in its performance. It gives, in fact, better performance than many two-stage limiters.
The fact that the circuit wiring is so
consistent and uniform enables pretuned i.f. cans to be used with an absolute minimum of post-assembly alignment. With the conventional construction, the degree of adjustment necessary
in alignment means the performance of
the finished unit is far from uniform,
either in bandwidth or sensitivity. The
close consistency possible in the tuner
construction means the performance of
any unit taken from the production line
will be quite uniform.
The increased gain from a single stage
is possible because controlled regeneration can be used. With a conventional
design this would need extremely careful
attention to lead dress, and a jar in
transit might well make the unit unusable. The use of printed wiring makes
it possible to design a "hot" circuit
with a closely controlled amount of regeneration. Of course it cannot be made
too "hot," otherwise variation in tube
tolerances would render it unstable in
some circumstances. But it is possible
to design a circuit much hotter than a
conventional type can be made and still
achieve a more consistent performance
than was previously possible with
"cooler" circuits.
It is fairly obvious that this advantage
applies to tuner construction. What is
{Continued on page 75)
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Presenting some of the facts about the oldest magazine
in hi-fi and the people who put it together. The history
of AUDIO and of the high fidelity industry are so closely
intertwined as to be almost inseparable so that even the
well informed audiofan is never quite sure which came
first. Actually, of course, there was no recognized hi-fi
industry in 1947, but AUDIO ENGINEERING was aimed
in that direction from the first issue.
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speaker enclosures; as new and better equipment was
Ten tears is not a long time to an octagenarian, but
described—usually as the product of a serious home
to a newborn babe it could seem like forever. And
experimenter—modifications of these designs began
when the "babe" wasn't born until three years after
to be available commercially. For example, the first
its strongest booster started, we get into the realm of
big swing toward the Williamson-type amplifier folinfinity squared or light years or something equally
lowed the publication in November, 1949, of the story
hard to comprehend.
about the "Musician's Amplifier." The corner speaker
The "babe" is, of course, the high fidelity industry,
cabinet which incorporated both front and rear radiawhich wasn't thought of when the planning commenced
tion was first described in Audio Engineering in
for the first issue of Audio Engineering. The time
1949, and many variations began to show up in the
was January, 1947; place. New York City; occasion,
stores.
As early as 1948 there was published in .ZE an
the need for a new type of magazine which would
article on the loudness control; the one described then
cater to the professional sound engineer and which—
has become practically a "contour control" while a
it said in small print—would bring together those who
modification described in 1949 has been simplified to
followed hi-fi as a hobby.
the extent that about half of the amplifiers on the
Tt was for these people that Audio Engineering
market today incorporate a loudness control.
first offered a means of exchanging ideas, and as they
The trend of the market made it advisable to change
were gradually drawn together they began to show a
the name of Audio Engineering magazine in 1954,
purchasing power, and more and more products beand while the newly-named Audio continued to incame available to them, so that by 1950 a small but
clude serious articles, the predominance of editorial
steady demand for hi-fi equipment was apparent.
material was in the realm of the home system. And
From then on, the growth of the high fidelity industry
that readers like the magazine's policy seems to be
has continued to surprise practically everybody—even
attested by a list of over 700 Life Subscribers and a
those who are in it—every year.
renewal rate that is unusual in the magazine industry.
Originally, Audio Engineering was a professional
Audio does not have a big staff. Since a large per-K
sound engineer's magazine, but just as the growth of
centage of its editorial material is submitted by out♦
hi-fi pushed the magazine in the direction of specialside contributors who are deeply interested in the
♦
ization in home equipment, so also did the growth of
subjects they write about—there are a few people who
*
television push advances in the professional field into
i
are
involved with every issue. On the following pages
*
the background. Radio stations and networks didn't
will be found photographs and specifications of those
-K
have the money for improved audio facilities when
whose work is related to the production and distribu*
*
♦
*
every cent was needed to expand into television, and
tion of your monthly copy of Audio. There are a few
*
•S
the novelty of the convex white screen held the eyes
*
others whose work is equally important, but it doesn't
♦
*
-X
of the country while the ears were assailed by 4-inch
bring them into contact with the reader—in fact, he
4
*
*
-X
speakers squirting out the sides or tops of millions of
may never hear of them. Audio^ on its tenth anniver*■
-X
thin-walled, open-backed cabinets. Sound was defi♦
sary, salutes those who make it possible: first, the
■X
♦
-X
nitely
in
second
place.
But
as
the
novelty
wore
off,
reader, without whom there "would be no advantage to
-X
I
-X
the tide turned toward music and with the coming of
the
advertisers;
second,
the
advertisers
who
have
their
*
-X
the Vinylite LP the corner was turned.
*
own messages to get across to the readers; and its
-X
*■
-X
staff—who, on the whole, have a pretty good time at
The first few years of Audio Engineering saw the
*
-X
*■
-X
producing your favorite magazine.
interest rising in better amplifiers and in better
♦
-X
*
■X
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C. G. McPROUD

HENRY A. SCHOBER

Editor and Publisher

President

Engineer, writer, editor, publisher, C. G. McProud
lias worked in audio for twenty eight years. A graduate mechanical engineer, his first few working years
were spent in civil engineering. He joined Paramount
Pictures in the early days of sound pictures, and was
employed in the same studio for thirteen years. Working with audio all day, he followed it as a hobby
in spare time, and designed and installed high fidelity
systems in the homes of many movie greats.
During the war, he worked at design, development,
and installation of underwater sound equipment; he
was later assigned by the Navy to help in preparing
a series of Maintenance Manuals on the same equipment. Following the war, he entered the magazine
field, did free lance writing, and finally planned the
editorial policy for Audio Engineering in January,
1947, leading up to its first issue in May of that year.
He was the magazine's managing editor until the
death of John H. Potts—its co-founder, editor, and
publisher—in 1949, at which time he became editor.
Duties of publisher were added in 1952.
Mr. McProud was among the original group which
founded the Audio Engineering Society and was president of this organization during the year 1951-52.
He is a charter member of the AES, and received the
Society's award in 1952 as the person who did the
most for the advancement of the Society. He is also
a member of the Institute of Radio Engineers and
of the Acoustical Society of America, and an associate
member of the SMPTE.
Often called "Mr. Audio," he is credited with conceiving and naming the Audio Pair—forerunner of
the current high fidelity shows.

Born in the Bronx, Henry A. Schober is a member
of ANNY, considered by its members to be the most
select fraternity on the Manhattan professional scene.
Surrounded by Kansans, Oklahomans, New Jerseyites
and other westerners, he takes just pride in being
A Native New Yorker.
Educated in New York public schools, he began
work in 1927 as office boy for Arbuckle Brothers, Inc.,
wholesale food merchants. Sixteen years later, after
working his way up to the position of assistant comptroller, he resigned to enlist as an infantry private in
the U.S. Army. During his tour of duty he was promoted to master sergeant and was assigned to civil
affairs and finance and property control divisions of
military government. After serving overseas for approximately three years he received his honorable
discharge and returned to civilian activity.
In February, 1946, he joined Radio Magazines,
Inc., as comptroller. At the time, RMI published CQ,
a "ham" magazine and Audio Engineering, forerunner to Audio. After a realignment of corporate
structure which was culminated in April, 1952, he
became president of the company, in which he and
C. G. McProud are sole stockholders. Since then its
entire activity has been in the field of audio publications—both magazines and books.
Mr. Schober is married, and his principal hobby is
romping with his two sons—Steve, 7, and Wayne, 5.
Among Mr. Schober's academic tributes is the
W. Keith Reid Accounting Award, presented each
year as a mark of merit "for excellence in accounting
and good citizenship." His principal hobby is people
per se, and a great portion of his outside-the-office
time is devoted to an informal study of what makes
them tick.
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HARRIE K. RICHARDSON
Associate Editor

EDGAR E. NEWMAN
Circulation Director

Harrie K. Richardson made his first impression on
the audio world in Pauls Valley, Okla. According to
the graybeards who were present, it was the first time
100 per cent fidelity and 100 per cent distortion had
been achieved with the same transducer.
After education in Oklahoma public schools he
joined the staff of The Ddil/i Oklahoman, the state's
largest newspaper, as Radio Editor.
fn 1929 he became chief announcer of Station
KVOO in Tulsa where, after some months, he was
named assistant manager, which position ho occupied
for the following three years. During these same years
his hobby was electronics in a general sense, with
specific interest in audio.
fn 1931 lie appeared on the Hollywood broadcast
scene and for three years worked with all networks
as producer, announcer and/or writer for many national programs. He was one of three persons engaged
in the opening of NBC's first Hollywood studio.
Leaving Hollywood he returned to the Midwest and
was located in Chicago until 1944, except for 1938
when he was manager of station WNAX in Yankton,
S.D. While in Chicago he held a number of executive
positions in the radio advertising field. Among his
ad agency affiliations were the firms of Needham, Louis
& Brorby, Inc., Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Inc.,
and H. W. Kastor & Sons, Inc.
In the fall of 1944 he withdrew from commercial
activity to join the Office of Scientific Research and
Development in New York as editor of Sonar instruction manuals published for the U.S. Navy. It was during this chore that he first worked with C. G. McProud.
His name appeared on the masthead of Audio in
June, 1951, and has remained there without interruption since that time.

Edgar E. Newman was born in Boonton, NewJersey, and is now married and has three children—
Geoffrey, Douglas, and Lorie Jean. In the interval between, he pursued the usual preparatory studies, attended the American Institute of Banking, Naval
Radio Communication Schools, and Melville Radio
Institute. He joined Radio Magazines in April, 1947,
as an editorial assistant, and a month later assumed
duties as Circulation Manager for both Audio Engineering and cq in addition to his editorial duties. He
became Circulation Director in June, 1952, and when
the Book Division was formed in September of that
year he became its manager. lie became Managing
Editor of Lectrodex (formerly Badiofile), which is
also published by Radio Magazines, Inc., in January,
1957. In addition to these duties, he is also Circulation
Director of The Tibia. Furthermore, he was draftsman for Audio Engineering for a number of years,
but as might be expected from the list of his present
duties, the days were just not long enough.
The importance of the Circulation Director in a
publishing company is one which cannot be overemphasized, since he is likely to be the first point of contact between the reader and the organization, and it is
from him that readers are most likely to form their
impression of the magazine. It is a position that requires patience, skill, and tact, yet all the while it is
made up of thousands of small operations—any one
of which can win or lose a friend for the organization.
How well Mr. Newman meets these requirements of
a difficult assignment is attested by the many friends
he has among our readers. Aside from his family, he
receives his greatest pleasure in receiving subscriptions to Audio.
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EDWARD TATNALL CANBY
♦
CHARLES A. ROBERTSON
-X
*
-X
*
A simple listing of Edward Tatnall Canby's activiMr. Robertson tells us that his collection of records
-X
♦
-X
ties since 1927 would more than fill this page. He
*■
was started in the late thirties, after he attended
■X
*
attended both Yale and Harvard, earning AB and
-X
Columbia College and found out that it was practi*
-X
MA degrees in music at the latter, and during the
*cally impossible to replace those he had enjoyed there
-X
♦
-X
summers he went to Concord Summer School of Music.
and
later
given
away.
His
tastes
extend
to
a
goodly
*-X
*■
He was Instructor in Music at Princeton for three
■X
portion of recorded literature—jazz, oddities, and
*■
-X
years and at Finch College for four, and was Visiting
♦
classical—but he confines his comments in Audio to
-X
*
-X
Professor of Music at Washington University for
the
first
two
categories.
Many
of
the
finest
perform♦
-X
*
one year. In addition, he has done private teaching
-X
ances of jazz were recorded in the 20's and 30's, and
*
-X
of
harmony
and
musical
analysis.
*
in
those
later
years
it
was
still
possible
to
find
some
-X
4
Mr. Canby has been the mainstay of the record
-X
rare
items
in
stores
and
junkshops.
Mr.
Robertson
was
♦
-X
♦
review and music sections of Audio ever since the first
fortunate enough to concentrate on them. Two rich
-X
*-X
issue
in
1947,
and
is
considered
by
many
as
the
most
*
lodes were in export companies gathering discs for
-X
*
-X
reliable record reviewer in the country. He has an
shipment
to
South
America,
and
in
return
for
going
*
-X
*
intense interest in records and in their proper reprothrough stacks of records and salvaging those still
-X
*
■X
♦
duction,
and
while
he
approaches
hi-fi
equipment
from
saleable,
he
could
keep
those
he
wanted
at
only
one
-X
♦
the viewpoint of the novice, his analysis of its per-X
cent each.
*-X
*
formance is usually well-founded and in many cases
He ended this era with two years in the Air Force
-X
*
■X
has been of considerable assistance to manufacturers.
*
as a tail gunner on a B-24 in England, and upon re■X
*
His audio etc column is devoted largely to observa■X
turning
he
found
that
the
old
shellacs
had
been
re*
-X
*
tions
on
equipment
and
to
the
musical
scene
at
large,
claimed to make the evil-sounding wartime product,
-X
♦
■X
and is invariably entertaining. He also reviews records
so he bought only those he could not resist.
■X
*
for Harpers, The Review of liecorded Music, and
-X
His hi-fi components were put together just as the
-X
I
Musical Courier, and has appeared in many other
Korean War began to make them scarce, and he went
-X
♦
-X
*
publications.
He
is
the
author
of
"Home
Music
Sysback to buying as many records as three growing chil■X
♦
tems" (Harper & Bros.) and with C. G. Burke and
■X
dren allowed. Strangely enough, Mr. Robertson is a
**
Irving
Kolodin
co-authored
"The
Saturday
Review
working newspaperman—and has been for 22 years
-X
I
-X
Home Book of Recorded Music."
*■
—and when not hunting records (which his night beat
-X
*
He is a member of the Audio Engineering Society
-X
gives him daytime "leisure" for) he gardens and col*
-X
*•
and of the American Musicological Society, and is on
lects books. He has been with Audio for a relatively
-X
-X
the Committee on Recordings of the National Council
I
short time, but his reviews on jazz and variety items
-X
*
of Teachers of English. He has appeared continuously
-X
are sound and are couched in ordinary English—a
-X
t
on
radio
station
WNYC
in
New
York
since
1947
rarity in the jazz reviewing field where one is assumed
■X
*
-X
*
(where Audio first heard him) and has his own proto be an aficionado if he reads jazz reviews at all, with
-X
*
gram throughout the United States and Canada on
-X
*
its attendant phraseology which is lucid only to the
-X
*
transcription and tape.
cats.
-X
*
-X
*-X
*
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★■A-*
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JOSEPH GIOVANELLI
HAROLD LAWRENCE
*
It was in April, 19'Ji), when the light of day first
Without some knowledge of the material we use in
*
*
our music systems for just listening, we would most
saw Joseph (iiovauelli. During- his childhood it seemed
certainly derive much less enjoyment therefrom. And
that his natural bent would lead him to be a watch
*
*
it is in this realm that Harold Lawrence helps us all
repairman (or, to describe it more correctly, hn'dk*
*
man), but eventually his inclination turned to breakout with his regular feature, about music. He is a
*
native New Yorker, and has studied piano and coming radios instead, which developed finally into a
*
serious interest in electronics. He studied the basics of
position both here and in Paris. He has written ex*
*
electronics in high school at the Xew York Institute
tensively on music for the New York Tinirs Book Re*
for the Education of the Blind, and during the same
view and Music sections, the Saturday Review, the
*
*
period be became a radio amateur and later got his
Reporter, and other publications. lie has also lectured
+c
-K
first class radio telephone (commercial) license.
on musical subjects of the School of General Studies
of Brooklyn College as well as for the Seir York
He obtained much practical experience in sound
*
*
reproduction during hi> four-year stint at Syracuse
Times and the Xew York Board of Education.
*
*
I niversity, from whi;-h he graduated i-itut hindc. where
He managed the Imported Records Department at
*
he made many location recordings of symphony conLiberty Music, Inc.—one of Xew York's largest music
*
*
certs and concert band performances as well as shows,
and record stores—in the late forties; was director of
*
*
singing groups, and, in short, almost any kind of rerecorded
music
nt
WQXR
from
1950
to
1956,
and
is
*
cording. To round out his knowledge and to get a
presently music director of the classical division of
*
*
fuller appreciation of the problems of the sound en.Mercury
Record
Corporation.
His
first
olumn
ap*
*
gineer he studied musicology, acoustics radio writing,
peared
in
Audio
in
April.
1054,
and
he
as
been
in
*
radio production, and radio advertis
and he
every issue since.
*
*
worked in the school radio station.
Audio believes that most people who are interested
*
*
He now has his own recording studio, designs and
in high-quality sound reproduction have that interest
*
builds specialized meters and other types of equipbecause they like music, yet the average person has
*
★
ment, and builds and sells a custom speaker of his
not had the opportunity of acquiring a musical edu*
*
own design incorporating ideas he first had as a
cation along with the other skills he must have to
*
make a living unless, of course, he makes that living
grammar school student. This speaker is included in
*
-K
from music. .Mr. Lawrence approaches music with a
any of the custom hi-fi installations which he makes
★
*
in his spare time. He has been a regular contributor
practical
viewpoint
and
never
becomes
stuffy
or
*
pedantic—largely because he has a sense of humor.
to Audio since November, 1955, and his department—
★
*
His material is not intended to be weighty or proaudioclixic—draws more correspondence than any
*
*
found, but only to give us an insight into the general
other. In this issue, Mr. Giovanelli proposes an ex*
subject of music, and particularly into the methods
tension of the question-and-answer technique to in*
*
of approach employed by composers and the performclude "answers" provided by readers—the new depart★
-k
ers of their music. We like to think of about music
ment to be known as audio techniques.
*
as "painless education."
*
*
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Hi-Fi

Salesman—Friend

or

Foe

Reflections of a hi-fi salesman on the whys and wherefores which govern the
intelligent buying of sound equipment. Watch out for the well-meaning friend.
MARCO KARPODINES*
The purchase of a home music system
is an important event, akin in many
respects to the purchase of a new car.
Tirst, it is a major acquisition, often an
expensive one. Second, it provides pleasure rather than just fillins' a need. Third,
it requires proper advice, and there the
similarity ends.
In buying a new car you shop around,
decide on a make you like, and then buy
it—as is. The salesman does his part by
pointing out the virtues of the particular
car he represents in the, light of your
own needs, and once he does that his job
is over. The audio salesman, however, is
a different breed from our auto salesman
in many ways. First of all, he carries
many different brands of merchandise.
His shelves contain innumerable tuners
and amplifiers, many speaker systems,
not to mention turntables, cartridges, enclosures and various accessories. A formidable array. However, he is not interested in any one particular item as such,
but rather in your own personal requirements.
Price is often the most important consideration. So, although a first glance at
all the equipment on display may leave
you confused, your budget will eliminate
many items. Limited space, possession
of certain still-usable components, the.
desire to modernize or purchase in steps
rather than all at once, possible custom
or inbuilt installations; all these factors
also tend to narrow down your ultimate
selection. Thus, although there, may bo
many systems available, there is only one
that best meets your own individual requirements.
The audio salesman should have some
technical background. He is constantly
asked technical questions concerning
equipment, and your money is riding
on the accuracy of his answers. Obviously, you want to feel that you are
making a proper purchase, and the only
way to insure this is to make certain that
the person advising you is technically
qualified.
The Well-Meaning Friend
Friends always stand ready to advise
you—both before and after you have
bought your hi-fi system. But keep the
following in mind. Although advice may
be given freely, if the results are not
satisfactory, it is the salesman who must
be prepared to rectify mistakes. Your
dealer stands to lose .or gain on the basis
of your purchase. If you are pleased
with the sound and operation of your
equipment, he has made his profit, you
* 1510 Elm Ave., BrooTclyn SO, N. Y.

have purchased wisely, and all is well.
If you are not satisfied and return for
either adjustment or replacement, he
has lost money. He holds himself responsible to you and he bases this responsibility on the soundness and experience
of his salesmen.
On the other hand, a friend who ill
advises is not liable to answer for the
results obtained, either good or bad. Why
should such emphasis be placed on this
point? Simply because the greatest cause
of mis-matched or un-hi-fi systems is the
well-meaning friend. He has a particular
cartridge with a particular speaker in
his home so he feels it is best for you. It
may be the. most unhappy combination
for your installation because of the difference in acoustic conditions which prevail in your home and his. But room
acoustics are often neglected in his consideration. Only a properly qualified
sales technician should advise, you on
your installation.
This attitude is backed by the growing
sale of used high fidelity equipment.
Much of this equipment is sold or tradedin within one year of purchase, but not
because it is defective. In fact, most of
it is in perfect condition. It is unsatisfactory because it just does not sound
right in the listener's home. Admittedly
there are exceptions, but this is generally
the case, since, some of the best known
components in the high fidelity field simply do not work well with one another.
This fact has been proved in the most
practical audio testing lab ever devised—•
the sound sales demonstration room.
Demonstration Technique
More frequently than not the determining factor in the final choice of a
component or a complete system is the
demonstration. It is true, although hard
to believe, that the. average person, in an
initial A-B test, will generally prefer
the poorer sounding of two speakers.
But poorer sounding to whose ears? The
customer's ears—but only before, he has
been shown or taught what to listen for
and how. Let me explain.
The loudspeaker is possibly the most
diffleult-to-choose single component in
any home music system, and is the one.
item which should be selected on the
basis of a subjective listening test. This
does not minimize the importance of a
tuner or amplifier. The problem is attributed to the fact that, whereas distortion
measurements and specifications have
been standardized in the case of amplifiers, for example, practically speaking,
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loudspeaker measurements do not lend
themselves to the same degree of mathematical analysis.
Speaker selection poses an additional
problem in that the average person exposed to extended-range sound for the
first time will perhaps find the higher
frequncies objectionable. It then becomes
the job of the audio salesman not only
to demonstrate but to explain and teach.
The listener must be shown that the offending highs arc actually the top sheen
of the violin or the. overtones of the
trumpet—sound he may not have heard
live in a long while. Once this type of
customer appreciates these basic sounds,
his final decision is readily reached.
It is the approach to this realization
that sometimes makes the audio salesman's job a difficult one. Most customers
want to be shown why they should invest more in a better speaker. But before they can detect the difference between speakers they must be taught
what to listen for and how. In other
words, a good audio salesman must be
a good teacher as well as a handy man
with the records.
All too often, demonstrations are. allowed to deteriorate into a hodge-podge
ABCn listening test which proves nothing in particular. The true A-B test
should be of extremely short duration,
since if extended past a reasonable fiveto-ten-minute time limit, it generally
tires and produces confusion. In an A-B
comparison, more than two speakers
should not be demonstrated at the same
time. The customer's decision should be
made between two speakers. Then a
third speaker can be introduced and
compared with the preferred one of the
two he has already judged.
Although demonstration technique is
of prime importance, the effectiveness
of any demonstration is determined by
the appreciation of the salesman for
the customer's individual needs. In no
other industry must the salesman so
thoroughly shoulder the responsibility
of his recommendations.
If for no other reason, the sound salesman must, literally, always be on the
customer's side. Remember this when
you shop for high fidelity equipment.
Profit by the salesman's technical background, take advantage of his experience
in planning home music systems, and
above all, accept him as one who gains
only if you are thoroughly satisfied with
the equipment you purchase.
He is the well-meaning friend we
mentioned earlier with one exception—
his opinions are backed by sound judgement.

Pharaoh had the words for it!

Photos courtesy of the Metr
*

The pyramid builders had no high fidelity loudspeakers,
but their ancient language had the "words" for
this ultra-modern development... as demonstrated by this translation
into hieroglyphics of University Loudspeakers' slogan.
It's a slogan University proudly introduced to the high fidelity field
because it summarizes our aim: io provide you with truly better listening.
Words can try to describe this superior sound ... but the rich tonal pleasure
offered by these loudspeakers is experienced only when you hear them.
So whether in hieroglyphics ... or in Chinese, Arabic,
Greek, Sanskrit or Hindustani used in other University advertisements...
this slogan conveys our sincere im itation to visit your dealer and ...

hearken

ye
it is
indeed
that
the voice of

Unibrsity

Tronslation into Earty New Kingdom nwnumental type hieroglyphics by Cyril A hired, associate curator of the Department of Egyptian
Arts, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, N.Y.C.

(symbol for
loudspeaker)
(is) good
more than
anything
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"l isten. University Sounds Better" posed novel
difficulties to Egyptologists when translated to
hieroglyphics. For example, the simple English
request, listen, became hearken ye, it is indeed
that. There was no Egyptian verb for to sound,
so the voice of was substituted. And since the
Ancient Egyptians used no comparative forms
of adjectives or adverbs, they had no word for

better; instead, the labored construction good,
more than anything was substituted.
l or University the "easy" symbol of school
for scribes could not be used, since the name
refers here to a manufacturer. A brand new
"high fidelity" hieroglyphic iras developed by
"vocalizing"—phonetically spelling out—University as unibrsity (there was no "v" n Ancient
Egyptian). Then, just as the Egyptians did when
inventing a hieroglyphic for an object, a picture
of the loudspeaker was added . . . thus bringing
a 4,000-year-old form of picture writing up to
date on 20th century high fidelity sound!
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Ford

Memorial

Exemplifies

Auditorium

Sound
BERT ENNIS

Redesign

:

Photos by Ed Sullivan, Paramount Staff Photographer
While many public buildings are outfitted with "commercial" quality public address and sound reinforcement systems, the newest trend is to employ broadcast-quality equipment in professional circuitry.
IF the wraith of the man who gave
the world the T Model Ford were to
visit the Henry and Edsel Ford Memorial Auditorium, Detroit, in the 1957
version of his original car creation, his
reaction to the advances engineering has
made in the areas of acoustics and autonsotives might be well worth recording.
And oddly enough, as is the case sometimes in the automobile field, the remarkable sound reinforcement system
which serves the magnificent, ultra-modern structure dedicated to the memory
of the Fords, father and son, on the
banks of the Detroit River, came about
through the art of redesign; sound system redesign, that is.
When Detroit's city fathers decided
a few years back that drastic face-lifting operations must accommodate the
mammoth Lawrence Seaway project, the
Ford Foundation—together with Lincoln and Mercury dealers in the area—
came into the picture. In company with
a Veteran's Building, new Convention
Hall, County and City Buildings, plans
were drawn for the erection of the Henry
and Fdsel Ford Memorial Auditorium.
Toward an over-all expenditure of five
million dollars for this building, the
Ford Foundation donated one million,
the aforesaid car dealers contributed another million and a half, with the city
of Detroit picking up the tab for the
balance. Completed late in 1956, the
Auditorium is the third of the numerous
structures comprising the Civic Center
now rising along the shore of the rehabilitated Detroit waterfront.
An enormous array of architects, contractors, engineers submitted plans and
specifications, including those of Harlan
Electric Company, electrical contractors,
involving a sound reinforcement system
calculated to serve an auditorium project of this magnitude properly. For this
project embraced a huge stage, lower
floor and balcony seating 3000, rehearsal
halls, dressing rooms, a 100-member
orchestra pit, a Social Room accommodating 500, with its own stage.
Into this multimillion dollar maze of
construction and plans came late, but
decisively, a man named Alan Koseberry.
* Altec Lansing Corporation.

Fig. 1. The magnificent structure known as the Henry & Edsel Ford Memorial Auditorium, located on the Detroit River along the redeveloped waterfront of the city of
Detroit, is equipped with one of the most elaborate and comprehensive sound systems in the country.

in preamplifiers are used in the console, and the front panel
to permit fast and easy access for inspection and service.
AUDIO
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Modern

High

Fidelify

by

CHOOSING YOUR AMPLIFIER
Power Output, Frequency Response and Distortion
The most flaunted amplifier features in the world —
/i/g/i power output, a ide frequency response, loic ilistortion — are virtually meaningless terms unless they
are interrelated. Specifications that fail to show this
relation, say nothing, and can be quite deceptive.
An amplifier that claims "20 wutts of audio power
— 20 to 20,000-cycle frequenry response —and less
than l'< harmonic distortion" may have them all.
Dut, there is nothing to indicate any relationship
among them. The distortion may he "less than lr/r
...at 2 watts, and only between 50 and 8000 cycles,
beyond and below which the distortion may rise appreciably. At 20 watts the distortion may be as high as
10%. Who knows? The 'facts' are not facts.
Here for example, are the vital specifications of
two new Pilot amplifiers with built-in preamps. Note
how they are stated. There isn't the slightest chance
for misunderstanding.
Both amplifiers have built-in preamps with equalization for tape-head playback as well as for records.
Other features include: variable phono input impedance. independent bass and treble tone controls,
rumble and scratch filters, separate loudness and
volume controls, tape recorder output and use of
hum-free dc on tube heaters.

AA-903B
(illustrated)
14 watts

AA-920
20 watts
Power Output
Total Harmonic Distortion
less than 1%
less than 1%
at Rated Output
Intermodulation Distortion
1.5%
1.5%
at Rated Output
20-20,000 cycles 20-20.000 cycles
Frequency Response
±ldb
±ldb
at Rated Output
$99.50
$79.95
Price
prices slightly higher west of Rockies
There is a promise of performance in these statements upon which you can really rely in choosing
your amplifier—a promise that will be fulfilled the
very moment the amplifier is turned on in your high
fidelity system.
And. as an added reward for your choice of Pilot,
you will enjoy styling that will always bring
admiring comment when shown off in your home —
handsome metal enclosures finished in contrasting
burgundy and burnished brass. A Pilot Amplifier
alongside a Pilot Tuner make an attractive pair on an
open shelf or table.

At your hi-fi dealer, or write for complete specifications to Dept.FE-1.
PS/of
AUDIO
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RADIO CORPORATION 37-06 36fh Street, Long Island City 1, N. Y.
IN CANADA; Atlas Radio Corp., 50 Wingold Avenue, Toronto ID, Ontario
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Head of the firm of Roseberry & Son,
Detroit sound-engineering dealer, he
secured from Harlan Electric Company
an order to install a specified sound system. Poring over these specifications,
Roseberry noted they called for a miscellany of public-address equipment, an
imported line of intercommunication
telephones, with public-address equipment for the Social Room differing in
make from that chosen for the auditorium.
Satisfied that the specifications would
not provide a sound system worthy of
the project, Roseberry sought and obtained permission from the electrical
contractors to redesign a system around
a complete, line of Altec equipment. Por
a period of weeks he and his son took
upon themselves the task of building in
their studio the exact systems called for
in the original specifications, using the
equipment designated. They then put toFig. 3. The orchestra platform of the auditorium is hydraulically controlled and raises
up to the level of the stage. Three ''Voice of the Theatre" systems are installed in the
grille above the curtain to provide three-channel stereophonic sound.

Fig. 5. Above the unique murals on the
walls, the ceiling of the auditorium rotunda is equipped with five 8-inch speakers in Lowell baffles.

Fig. 4. The control room is provided with Rek-O-Kut turntable, three-channel Ampex
recording and playback mechanism, two Altec FM-AM tuners, and four power amplifiers in addition to complete control console.
30

gether an alternate system comprised
of Altec components.
When this man-sized chore of redesign had been completed Roseberry invited an audience of architects, contracting engineers, Detroit city engineers and officials of the various Ford
organizations involved to attend a comparison demonstration. Employing identical music and voice sources on both the
original and alternate system, Roseberry
left the decision to this critical jury. The
verdict was unanimous. The Detroit
sound expert was given the go-ahead
to install a complete Altec system. Matters of price differential concerning a.
cost rise of approximately $12,000 were
ironed out. Approval of the $40,000
eventual price tag on the work and
equipment involved in the redesign project was manifest by the comments of
officials during a trial run prior to official opening of the Eord Auditorium.
Patron reaction since the system has
AUDIO
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If you're a musically literate audiophile—rather than just a hobbyist with sound—you're more concerned with high
fidelity performance than you are with electronics.
You want predictable results—and know you must pay for professional audio engineering to get them. You'd rather
leave the uncertainties—together with the expense—to the hobbyist.
You're no doubt pretty wary of advertising claims—and weary of listening to pseudo information and double talk by
salesmen hot after a sale. You're lucky. Or wise. Or both.
Too many "Do-it-Yourself" schemes to make things ':easy" for the uninitiated are all too often unsatisfactory . . . costly.
Who, but professional engineers, are qualified first to select—then precisely to integrate and balance the many components of a high fidelity system? Who, but experienced engineers, are equal to the exacting demands of designing and
constructing horn enclosures? Who, but technically competent people—supplied with all the elaborate equipment
necessary—can measure the performance characteristics of a sound system, account for its mechanical operation, see
to its unimpaired functioning? All you need do yourself is listen.
And who, but you, can judge whether or not a sound system fits your ear . . . your recordings ... the individual acoustical requirements of your home? There are a few superior sound systems. AMI has made one of them. It will never
be "sold" to you—but you may buy it . . . after you've decided that it's for you. Six different models.
Write now for the name of a dealer nearest you. Illustrated literati e and performance data will be forwarded to you.
The Precision \ Instruments of High Fidelity
1500 Union Avenue, S. E.
Grand Rapids 2, Michigan
Engineers, Designers and Manufacturers
Professional and Commercial Sound Systems Since 1909.
EXCLUSIVE THREE-CHANNEL FRONT-LOADED EXPONENTIAL HORN SYSTEM: Below 45 cps to above upper limits of audibility. Exceptional transient response. Three-way frequency-dividing
network with cross-over at 550 cps and 4,000 cps. High output 22 watt
amplifier with preamp for 20 to 20,000 cps range. Less than 2% IM
distortion (60 cps and 7,000 cps; 4::1 ratio signal). Precision calibrated
bass and treble tone controls for definite steps in cut and boost; separate
•continuously variable volume control: professional three-step loudness
control: 12 db/octave high frequency roll-off control (scratch filter);
f
equalization controls. "Tuner," "Mic," "Tape," TV input •
0*
and "Mag Tape" output. AM-FM tuner with AFC:
4-speed precision intermix changer of advanced design; o^i
G-E variable reluctance cartridge with 1 mil diamond
and 3 mil sapphire styli.
INC'
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been in regular operation has confirmed
this judgment.
System Requirements
A highlight of the system is the employment of three channel stereophonic
sound in the main auditorium. Originally, the design provided for only 35
watts of power feeding a speaker array
with a frequency response of only 80
to 7500 cps. This was proved to be inadequate. Redesign permitted the 75-watt
output recommended by the Research
Council of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences to serve an auditorium of this size properly. Additionally, the speaker array was redesigned
to accommodate this increase in power,
and to afford a more realistic frequency
response of 30 to 22,000 cps. Low-frequency horns and high-frequency multicellular horns were installed in the
proscenium arch to accomplish these deFig. 6. Another view of the main equipment racks which are located to the right of sirable and necessary ends.
Ample microphone inputs, 31 in all,
the control console. System is engineered to serve as feed for radio broadcast or TV
were installed throughout the entire area.
audio pickup when required, as well as to provide sound reinforcement.
Magnetic loops, placed in the floor of
the auditorium, were a proper concession
to the future application of the presently
experimental audio-frequency wireless
microphone. Four of the microphone
locations on the stage, capable of handling any type of production in point
of magnitude, utilize automatic microphone stands. Controlled from the stage
switchboard, these stands are electrically
driven to permit elevation from below
stage level, through automatic doors, to
a height six feet above stage level.
Installed in the unusually large control room strategically located in the
rear of the main auditorium is a functionally-designed, compact control console. This instrument accommodates a
professional-type turntable, and a transcription pickup arm. Here again, the
art of proper redesign entered the picture, as the original plans provided a
turntable of a type usually found in an
inexpensive portable phonograph. Figure 8 is a simplified block schematic of
the entire installation.
The left turret of the console contains
the phono volume and tone controls,
talkback microphone controls, tape-recorder remote controls, and the. "AllBridge control." The center turret holds
the stage microphone controls, master
volume controls, speech-music filter, and
VU meters. In the right turret are installed the controls for audience microphones.
The "All-Bridge control" governs the
circuit which bridges each of the three
channels, combining these into a monaural feed which may be used to feed radio
and TV, as well as the other systems
throughout the auditorium. The speechmusic filter is employed to increase the
intelligibility of vocal performance.
If at any time conditions warrant the
Fig. 7. Tom Roseberry, of Roseberry & Son, points out some of the features of the
control console. Telephone communication is provided throughout the building from use of either a single- or a two-channel
the control room, linking all production and operating facilities.
system, provision has been so made. A
32
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"You'll Have The Best
in Hi-Fi Sound with
a Jensen Speaker System!"

ADD

YOUR

OWN

TOUCH

TO HI-FI...and SAVE!

You'll enjoy hi-fi music doubly when you put together your own easy-to-assemble
Jensen speaker kit. . . and you don't need a work shop. The acoustically correct
Jensen-designed Cabinart enclosure kit and the famous Jensen loudspeaker kit can be
assembled right in your living room without any messy woodworking or
wood finishing. Everything is accurately pre-cut and pre-fnished with a professional
furniture finish in your choice of mahogany or korina blonde. You'll have the same fine
matched speaker components used in Jensen's factory assembled complete
high fidelity reproducers—and at far less cost, too!
Send 5(V for your copy of Manual 1060 for full information about
selecting and building Jensen speaker systems.
Jensen
Speaker Kit
"Woofer"
System
Type
Size
Model
Price
Type
Corner* Horn
3-Way
15"
$184.50
KT-31
Corner* Bass-Ultraflex
3-Way
KT-32
169.50
15"
KT-32
Low Boy Bass-Ultraflex
3-Way
169.50
15"
Corner* Bass-Ultraflex
2-Wayt
15"
KT-21
99.50
KT-21
Low Boy Bass-Ultraflex
15"
99.50
2-Wayt
KT-22
Corner* Bass-Ultraflex
2-Wayt
12"
73.00
Concerto
12"
KT-22
Low Boy Bass-Ultraflex
Concerto
73.00
2-Wayt
Corner* Bass-Ultraflex
8"
Contemporary
KDU-10
24.75
2-Wayt
2-Way
Duette
8"
Duette Treasure Chest
KDU-10
24.75
* Gives excellent results against sidewall. Bass-Ultraflex is a Jensen trademark.
t Cabinet provides for expansion to 3-way system at any time with Jensen KTX-1 Range Extender Supertweeter Kit, price
J Available in Mahogany or Korina Blonde.
Equivalent
Jensen
Reproducer
Imperial
Triplex
Triplex

Basic
Cabinet
Kit
K-101
K-103
K-105
K-103
K-105
K-107
K-109
K-l 1 1
K-l 13
$43.75.

Cabinart Cabinet Kits
Dress
Kit}
Price
P-201
$89.00
P-203
48.00
P-205
48.00
P-203
48.00
P-205
48.00
P-207
39.00
P-209
39.00
P-21 1
23.00
P-213
18.00

Price
$54.00
39.00
39.00
39.00
39.00
36.00
36.00
25.00
21.00

BURTON BROWNE ADVERTISING

emen MANUFACTURING COMPANY
6601 SOUTH LARAMIE AVE., CHICAGO 38, ILLINOIS
Division of The Muter Co.—In Canada: Copper Wire Products, Ltd., Toronto
JENSEN LOUDSPEAKERS . . . WORLD'S QUALITY STANDARD FOR MORE THAN A QUARTER CENTURY
AUDIO
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AUDITORIUM SPEAKERS

TO CENTER
AUDITORIUM SPEAKERS

AUDITORIUM SPEAKERS
MONITOR
SWITCH

a

TO CUE
I AMPLIFIER
-X- TO
HEARING AIDS

-f

-i

l-J

UJJJ
MULi
IKLt -v 11
MULTIPLE

J L—►

-m-

ii:

AMPLIFIER
|>vAi...
1510
1511
C - 1540
D - 1530
NORMALLED JACKS
. SINGLE JACKS

'i

-Ch KEY

Fig. 8. Simplified block schematic of entire auditorium system.

patch panel has also been provided to
offer more flexibility to the system. So
that two-ehannel stereo programs may be
received and played to auditorium
patrons, two AM-FM tuners are available. A three-channel stereophonic tape
recorder is part of the comprehensive
control-room equipment. Operation of
the three channels is entirely independent, except for the main a.c. supply.
Steps have been taken to make sure the
Henry and Edsel Ford Memorial Auditorium will always be certain of sound.
Should one channel fail, the control engineer has only to patch the system into
either a two-channel or single-channel
setup, thus assuring continuance of the
performance. During intermission, he
may patch the faulty amplifier out, and
patch in a replacement.
Another outstanding feature of the
Ford Auditorium system is the telephone
hook-up that ties the various operating
points together, employing a common
talking, selective ringing Western Electric phone system. Thus, during a performance, the stage manager has ready
contact with spotlight men, projectionists, orchestra conductor, sound engineer, and all other vital locations.
Backstage dressing rooms are completely covered by a cue system which
permits the house manager or stage
manager to page, backstage, and to feed
the performance to the dressing rooms
by bridging the "All-Bridge Buss." He
may also page the lobby, the large social
room adjacent to the lobby, or he may
permit the lobby system to be fed backstage.
The lobby system was specifically designed for the convenience and use of
the chief usher. He can reach those in
the lobby and social room, and when
occasion demands, feed the stage performance to overflow crowds in these
two locations. The system in the social
room may be employed independently
of the lobby equipment to reinforce the
sound for small groups. Projector sound
may also be fed through this setup.
Throughout this entire, elaborate installation, 1500-series Altec amplifiers
are used exclusively, with a variety of
microphones of the same manufacture.
Through the process of redesign employed by H. A. Roseberry and Son,
the quality of sound provided is such
that various Ford Auditorium patrons
are unaware that sound reinforcement
is employed for a variety of stage attiactions. As a fitting comment, it would
seem proper to add that this monument
of steel and stone to the. Detroit automotive pioneer boasts of a decor equal
in modernity to the sound installation.
Magnificent murals and gleaming basrelief figures employing gold-like metals
provide an architectural beauty richly
complementing the acoustic wonders of
the Henry and Edsel Ford Memorial
Auditorium.
AUDIO
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THE

BEST
IN

THE

CONCERT

_t may be a difficult notion to
accept at first, but most seats in
a concert hall provide the listener with a compromised performance. For one seat, the
violin is muffled; for another, a
flute passage is lost. Even excellent halls suffer from unwanted reverberations and
reflections, and frequently you
must listen at a sound level substantially above or below that
at which you listen best.
Were you free to shift from
seat to seat in the concert hall,
you would finally arrive at the
one, uniquely best for you—the
seat in which you could hear the
music as the composer would
wish you to.
Although it isn't practical to
play concert hall "musical
chairs", you can now effect that
one best seat in your own home
with Harman-Kardon high fidelity instruments. There, free of
the acoustic limitations of the
concert hall, untroubled by audience noise and the accident of
seating location, you and the music meet under ideal conditions.

•
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HALL

A high fidelity performance in your home is fashioned from
a broadcast or recording created under ideal conditions. This
material is faultlessly received or amplified, then reproduced
with precise adjustment for the acoustics of the room and your
own hearing traits. It is characteristic of Harman-Kardon high
fidelity that these significant corrections are effected by operation of a small group of very simple controls.
The two high fidelity instruments seated atop the cabinets
in our illustration are The Rondo AM-FM tuner, model T-I20,
and The Melody amplifier, model A-120. Each is only 121/j"
wide by SVi" high by TAi" deep. A total of seven operating controls and two slide switches provide: magnificent Armstrong
FM with Automatic Frequency Control to insure accurate
tuning automatically; sensitive AM with built-in whistle
filter; dynamic loudness contour control to provide precise
balance for your own hearing characteristics; separate bass
and treble tone controls; record and FM rumble filters;
built-in record equalization; remote speaker selector switch;
and 20 watts of distortion-free, hum-free power output.
The Rondo tuner and Melody amplifier each sell for $95.00.
The Recital, model TA-I20 (silhouetted above), priced at
SITS.OO, combines all the features of the Rondo and Melody
in one compact, handsome unit only 14%" wide by 3%" high
by 10-15/16" deep. Simply plug in a suitable loudspeaker and
record player, and a high fidelity system of incomparable
performance and unique good looks is yours.
FREE: Beautiful, new, fully illustrated
catalog. Describes complete Harman-Kardon line, includes guides on how and where
to buy high fidelity. For your copy write
Dept, A-05, 520 Main St., H estbury, N, Y.

harman
AUDIO
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A

Single-Channel

Remote

Transistorized

Amplifier

Built to broadcast standards yet miniaturized as completely as a pocket radio
set, this unit provides the necessary amplification to feed a line at normal levels.
The circuitry and techniques are worth a thorough study by the experimenter.

JOHN K. BIRCH *

ONE METHOD OP CLASSIFVIXG the wide
variety of remote broadcast amplifiers that have appeared over
the years is according to the method by
which power is obtained. Although a.c.
equipment is the most straightforward,
battery operation has always been extremely desirable, as anyone will agree
who has tried to stretch a 300-foot extension cord to the field house 400 feet
away at an unfamiliar athletic field. But
all battery powered amplifiers have two
things in common—they are heavy, and
they defy any reliable estimate of useful
activity remaining in their power plants.
This uncertainty plus the factor of shelf
deterioration result in a considerable
economic problem where extensive portable operation is planned. To the designer of remote equipment, then, transistors supplied the. means to build a
unit with battery life far in excess of
anything else available; in fact, one that
would carry the broadcaster through an
entire season on only one set of batteries. A discussion of the design considerations for such a unit should be of value
to anyone interested in the portability
and high-quality audio performance obtainable by the use of transistors.
At the outset of the development of
this new remote amplifier, five design
goals were listed which it was felt must
be included at any cost. These will be
described briefly.

microphone input transformer due to
the inherently low input impedance of
the common emitter amplifier. Working
a 150-ohm microphone into a typical input impedance, of 2000 ohms results in
only a slight reduction in gain and signal-to-noise ratio, more than compensated for by the removal of the transformer. Omission of the "A" batterv is

Design Features
1. The complete assembly must be as
small as possible to provide maximum
mobility. Only one microphone input
channel would be provided, adequate for
a large variety of programs such as
sports, interviews, and church pickups.
Size reduction had reached a stalemate in vacuum tube equipment not only
because of the tubes themselves, but also
due to the volume taken up by the power
supply and transformers. Transistor circuitry permits the elimination of the

Fig. 1. The single-channel remote amplifier in its carrying case.

* Galen Radio Company, Quincy, Illinois.
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one of the biggest factors in designing
for compactness, and the VU meter can
be considered unnecessary in a singlemicrophone set-up.
2. Frequency response and distortion
must be held close to ratings for previous equipment. Transformer size and
power output are the critical factors
here and these must be equated with
unit size, battery drain and typical program material to arrive at specifications
which are not better than the service re-

quires, nor below customary broadcast
standards. A frequency response of ± 2
db from 70 to 10,000 cps was decided
upon, with harmonic distortion under 2
per cent at full output. Low-frequency
response comes dearly with miniature
transformers carrying d.c. in their windings, as will be described later. Response
at the high end is dictated principally
by the alpha cut-off frequencies of the
four cascaded transistors, and here any
inclination toward improvement is tempered by the hard facts of remote line
performance.
3. An adequate overload factor must
be provided. By this it is meant that if
+ 4 U is to be the normal output level
with program material, all specifications
must hold for test with a sine wave signal 10 db higher, or +J4 dbm. This is
standard broadcast procedure, and it insures that the entire, amplifier is able to
handle peaks 10 db higher than normal
without overloading—especially important here since no level-indicating device
is provided.
4. A line-isolation pad must be included, of sufficient attenuation to reduce the effects of variation in line impedance to a negligible amount. This is
one of the more unpleasant aspects of
remote amplifier design since it appears
wasteful of hard-earned output milliwatts, but its value is proven by a few
actual measurements.
A remote line one or two miles in
length will measure, quite close to 600
ohms when it is terminated at the console by a repeat coil and a 600-ohm attenuator. A longer line, or the presence
of numerous stubs, may present an entirely different impedance. Response of
the amplifier under discussion was measured at the line terminals when connected to a telephone line ten miles long.
The following table shows the effects of
the line isolation pad;
10,000 cps
60 cps
PAD
- 13
None
+ 4
- 8
2 db
+ 0.7
- 6
4 db
+ 0.5
AUDIO
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The Charming B-305 Provincial
Two-woofer, three-way system to grace the traditional
living room. 35 to 16,000 cycles, 16 Ohms, 30 Watts.

ONE LINE —ONE QUALITY

The Elegant B-305 Contemporary
In acoustical specifications and performance a twin
to the Provincial. Unrivalled for the average living
room with modern decor.

You will find the Bozak name on only one grade
of loudspeaker —
The very finest ice know hotv In build —•
heeause we huild them for only one man —
The experienced listener who will settle
for nothing less than the best.
All Bozak S| x^aker Systems arc identical in tlie
(jualily of their components, consonant in their
tonality . . . differ in power and realism only
because of the numher of speakers and size of
infinite-haffle enclosure employed.
The (juiet elegance of Bozak cahinetry, like the
unequalled listeniuf; ease of Bozak Sound, will
never outlive its welcome.
Your nearest Franchised Bozak Dealer will he
happy to show off his Bozak Speakers. Write for
his name. Careful comparison, usiuj; the finest
associated equipment and program material, will
show you why the Bozaks are known the world over
for

The B-302A Gem
One-woofer, three-way speaker system in the smallest
practical enclosure. 40 to 16,000 cycles, 8 Ohms, 15
Watts. B-300 two-way system in the same enclosure
with the same specifications.

The Distuiguishecl B-400
Four-woofer, three-way speaker system, offering in a
low-boy enclosure the only rival of the B-310. 28 to
16,000 cycles, 8 Ohms, 50-60 Watts.

f et tj sffiesf r'n STcttnrl

All Bozak Products are Designed and Built
by the R. T. Bozak Manufacturing Company

The B-304 Stereo-Fantasy
Single-cabinet two-channel stereophonic speaker system. Each Channel 40 to 16.000 cycles, 8 Ohms, 30
Watts. Also available in graceful provincial styling.
EXPORTS: ELECTRONICS MANUFACTURERS' EXPORT CO. • PLAINVIEW • N. Y.
THE R. T. BOZAK SALES COMPANY • BOX 1166 • DARIEN • CONN.
AUDIO
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Fig. 2. Over-all schematic of the remote amplifier.
Effect of the line pad on decrease in output level when line impedance is reduced
from COO ohms to 150 ohms is as follows :
PAD
None
2 db
4 db

DECREASE
11 db
6 db
3.5 db

Decrease does not include loss in the
pad. Note that the advantage gained by
isolation more than compensates for the
pad insertion loss; this would not be
true, however, of pads larger than 4 db
in this case.
5. Noise must be as low as is measured in similar vacuum-tube equipment,
requiring an equivalent input noise figure of from -115 to -120 dbm. A brief
discussion of equivalent input noise
might be of interest, since it illustrates
an important phase of amplifier design.
Visualize a two-stage amplifier having
a volume control between stages. With
the control open, a signal of - 50 dbm
(50 db below a reference of 1 milliwatt
in 600 ohms) is fed to the input, and a
level of 0 dbm is measured at the output.
When the signal is removed the, noise
present at the output terminals is found
to be 60 db below the output level. We
would then say that this amplifier has

a signal-to-noise ratio of 60 db. Increasing the input signal by 10 db to —40
dbm will make it necessary to turn down
the volume control until it produces 10
db of attenuation to obtain 0 dbm out.
Now when the signal is removed, the
noise will measure 70 db below the signal because the control is attenuating 10
db of the noise originating in the first
stage. We could now say that the amplifier had a signal-to-noise ratio of 70
db, but since it is the same amplifier as
before we must resist the temptation and
look for a more accurate method of describing noise.
It is best done by relating noise to the
input signal, because by doing so attention is focused on the principal
source of noise—the input circuit, and
it can be seen at a glance what is the
lowest level the amplifier can accommodate and still produce the desired output noise level. Equivalent input noise
is obtained by adding the output signalto-noise ratio to the input signal level,
and it may be thought of as being the
output level of a hypothetical noise generator connected to the amplifier input.
In the two examples given, the equivalent input noise level would be -110
dbm. It can readily be seen that this
figure is not affected by the setting of
the volume control. The foregoing ex-
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ample, in which the signal-to-noise ratio
improved for a constant output as the
input level is raised, illustrates the advantage of placing the attenuator after
the input stage in a line or monitor amplifier, and employing high-level mixing
in a multichannel amplifier.
An important point here is that the
interstage volume control must not be
turned down to the point where the input to the second stage falls below the
input to the first stage. If this occurs,
the signal-to-noise ratio will be decreased by the amount of the difference
between input levels. Also, where the
two levels are nearly the same, the second stage must have as low a noise figure
as the first.
These features have been included in
the amplifier pictured in Fig. 1 and
shown schematically in Fig. 2, but only
after overcoming a number of problems
that are peculiar to transistor circuitry.
One of these—temperature stabilization
—has been so thoroughly covered before1 that the method used here will be
recognized as quite conventional. The
rest are concentrated in the input and
output circuits.
The Preamplifier
As mentioned previously, noise in the
preamplifier is of utmost importance.
AUDIO
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ELECTRONICS

The British Electronics Industry is making
giant strides with new developments in
a variety of fields. Mullard tubes are an
important contribution to this progress.
The expert choice

for
medium

British high fidelity experts know
that for medium powered equipment there is no finer tube than the
EL84. A pair of these tubes provide a power output of 10W at a
distortion level of less than !% while their transconductance value of
11,300 jjimhos results in exceptional sensitivity. The EL84 may also
be used for higher powers. For example, two tubes in push-pull will
provide outputs of up to 17 W at an overall distortion of 4%.
A single EL84 has a maximum
plate dissipation Of 12W. It provides an output of 5-6W for an input
signal of less than 5V r.m.s. at plate and screen voltages of 250V.
Supplies of the EL84 for replacement in British equipments are available from the companies listed.

Principal Ratings
Heater
6.3V,
Max. plate voltage ....
Max. plate dissipation
Max. screen voltage
Max. screen dissipation (max signal)
Max. cathode current
....
Base
Small button noval 9-pin

0.76A
300V
I2W
300V
4W
6SmA

Supplies available from:—
In the U.S.A.
International Electronics Corporation, Dept. A5,
81 Spring Street, N. Y. 12, New York, U.S.A.
In Canada
Rogers Majestic Electronics Limited. Dept. HE,
11-19 Brentcliffe Road. Toronto 17, Ontario,
Canada.

ELECTRONIC TUBES
Mullard

MULLARD OVERSEAS LTD., MULLARD HOUSE, TORRINGTON PLACE, LONDON, ENGLAND
Mullard is the Trade Mark of Mullard Ltd., and is registered in most of the principal countries of the world.

\ Mullard |
MEV 43
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THE BOGEN MODEL D070 HIGH

PRIOOA AUDIO CONTROL AND
If you are ready to own the optimum in high fidelity,
get to know these two components. They are the standard against
which others must be measured. The remarkable engineering specifi~
cations only hint at the flawless sound they produce together.

wmm

o O 'ssr o O
because it sounds better

what the 'sound men'say...
"I get lots of calls for Bogen equipment here at Newark's
in Chicago. I like Bogen's broad line, especially the
moderately priced DB115 amplifier and its companion
R620 tuner. They make a fine pair for those beginning
in hi-fi.
"I have also found that the audio quality of Bogen's
premium line of amplifiers, tuners, receivers, and turntables satisfies the most discriminating listener. The fact
that Bogen equipment can fill most every hi-fi need both
in price and features, has sold me on Bogen."—

POWER AMPLIFIER

Richard B. Roetter, Neivark Electric Company,
Chicago, Illinois. (Dick is widely known among Chicagoarea audiophiles as one of the mid-West's leading hi-fi
consultants.)

PREAMPLIFIER

mrnrnm'
THE D070 POWER OUTPUT: 70 WATTS TONE BURST
PEAK POWER: 300 WATTS; DISTORTION; 10% AT SO
WATTS: O.'o'o AT 70 WATTS; 0.125% AT 10 WATTS: FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 5 TO lOO.OOO CPS. WITHIN 0.5 DB
SENSITIVITY: 1 VOLT INPUT FQR 70 WATTS: GAIN: 7G DB
HUM AND NOISE: lOO DB BELOW RATED OUTPUT: DAMPING
FACTOR; VARIABLE FROM -O.I THROUGH OO TO -1.5.
BUILT IN 2 POS SPEAKER-SELECTOR SWITCH WITH BLONDEOR MAHOGANY FINISHED METAL ENCLOSURE: S129.50.
THE PRIOOA -DISTORTION: VIRTUALLY UNMEASUR
ABLE; FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 10T0 130.000 CYCLESi0.fi
DB: lO FRONT PANEL CONTROLS: HIGH FREQUENCY ROLL
OFF <6 POSITIONS;' LOW FREQUENCY TURNOVER '6
POSITIONS'. PHONO SELECTOR '2 POSITIONS i BASS,
TREBLE. LO FILTER '5 POSITIONS'. HIGH FILTER <5 POSI
TIONS ' , 1 VOLUME. LOUDNESS CONTOUR SELECTOR <5 PO
SITIONS INPUT SELECTOR ( 6 PUSH-BUTTON SWITCHES > :
POWER OFF, MON, PHONO. RADIO. TAPE. AUX; 4 CHASSIS
CONTROLS: LEVEL ADJUST FOR PHONO B INPUTS, TAPE
INPUT, TUNER INPUT, AUX INPUT, EXCLUSIVE "TAPEMON1TOR ' PERMITS MONITORING RECORDED SIGNAL WHILE
RECORDING. CHASSIS. $109.00. BLONDE OR MAHOGANYFINISHED ENCLOSURE. S7.50.

Bogen
HIGH
FIDELITY
A UNiTMONICS CORPORATION AFFILIATE

Send25C for new 56-page"Understanding.High Fidelity"..
David Bo gen Co., Inc., Box 500, Paramus, N. J.

but a few calculations will show how it
may be reduced below the amount tolerated by our specifications. R. F. Shea2
has related the published transistor
noise figure to equivalent input noise,
power by the formula
Pnl = .9xl0-" F0 log (/,//,)
Where P„j is the equivalent noise power
in watts at room temperature, Fu is the
noise figure converted from db io a
power ratio, and /, and f., are the lower
and upper frequency limits. The microphone in this case is effectively un-

K = 0u /

Male voice—
12 in.
Piano—10 ft.
15 piece orch.10 ft.

Peak
level

- 73 dbm
- 67

- 57 dbm
- 46

- 57

- 42

r-s3
Ir
r

3
h
P

The Output Stage
In the foregoing discussion of design
principles, it was seen that the output
level to the line must be + 14 dbm. The
4-db isolation pad plus 1 db for a production safety factor and as a margin
for battery aging, make it necessary to
provide +19 dbm (80 mw) at the output transformer. Design of a circuit
capable of delivering this power centers
around two choices; between Class A
and Class B operation, and between the
common base and common emitter configurations.
Class B operation is attractive because
of its offer of high power output and
a low quiescent current, qualities that
have, made it imperative for portableradio and hearing-aid circuits. On the
other hand, it is difficult to obtain very
low distortion with Class B. Biasing is
critical and subject to shifting with
temperature changes unless elaborate
precautions are taken. Distortion occurs
due to the notch effect, and it is especially serious at high frequencies where
variations in current gain and phase
shift between transistors cause unbalance. Push-pull Class A operation is the
logical choice where distortion must be
Vv ot: UJ

The inability of the transistor voltage
amplifier to handle anything but extremely small signals is the result not
only of the high load impedance which
is required for adequate amplification,
but also of the inherent non-linearity of
the emitter-base diode shown by the
Er = 0 curve in Fig. 3. A simple method
of improving linearity is to add a resistance in series with the diode, either
at the base or at the emitter. The effect
of adding a 200-ohm resistor in the
emitter circuit is shown on the same
graph.
This procedure results in degenerative
current feedback, which reduces even
harmonic distortion in the same manner

Fig. 3. Effect of external resistance on
linearity of emitter-base diode.
loaded, and the open circuit output voltage of a 150-ohm microphone, whose output is rated at 60 db below 1 niw/10
dynes/cm2 is 7.8x10 4 volts. This produces SOxlO^11 watts in the 2000-ohm
base circuit. Pni must be 55 db below
this, or 9.5 x IO"10 watts. With a frequency range of 50 to 10,000 cps, and
solving for f0, we obtain

Average
Level

3

o.i
0.2
BASE VOLTAGE - VOLTS

Source

COMMON
EMITTER 1
CONNECTION-50

-40
-30
INPUT LEVEL - DBM
^eht = 100'j°

f0 = 46, or 16.6 db.

Fig. 4. Effect of external emitter resistance on maximum input signal.

Transistors having a maximum noise
figure of 16 db or lower will be satisfactory—two popular types are the Raytheon 2N106 and the RCA 2N104. A
low-noise transistor is also used in the
second stage for the reasons mentioned,
since transistors not designed especially
for low-noise service are apt to have a
wide noise figure spread.
With noise under control, we can turn
our attention to an important but frequently ignored aspect of transistor circuit design—the dynamic range of the
input circuit. Unless the preamplifier is
able to handle any input level that is
likely to be encountered, restrictions
must be placed on the use of the remote
equipment and it can no longer be considered an all-purpose unit. A representative broadcast microphone has a
rated output of - 55 dbm in a pressure
field of 10 dynes per square cm. From
figures available for the average and
peak sound pressures of a number of
sources at different distances,3 some typical levels are obtained:

as cathode degeneration in vacuum tube
amplifiers. Degeneration also has a valuable side effect, in almost completely
equalizing the gain figure for transistors
of any one type and providing good
predictability for the over-all gain of the
amplifier.
The effect of improving input linearity on the signal-handling capability of
the. preamplifier is shown in Fig. 4. Harmonic distortion is plotted against input
level in dbm for unbypassed emitter resistances of zero, 47, and 200 ohms. Note
that 1 per cent distortion occurs for an
input level of -57 dbm for Re = 0 and
- 35 dbm for Re = 200 ohms. The sharp
upswing in each curve occurs when the
clipping point of the transistor is
reached. This is a function of collectorto-emitter voltage, which is kept low in
the low level stages to minimize noise.
This type of degeneration is also useful in transistorized phonograph preamplifiers, where the peak output level
of a cartridge may reach — 30 dbm or
more.
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10

20
30
40
COLLECTOR VOLTAGE - VOLTS

Fig. 5. Collector characteristics for 2N44
in the common emitter connection, illustrating crowding at high collector currents.
kept low, at the price of higher battery
drain.
With this as a start, it is possible to
select a suitable transistor type. With
an output power of 45 mw (for one) the
transistor should have a collector dissipation of about 100 mw for Class A.
Allowance must be made for derating
for temperature increase, so a dissipation of around 150 mw would be required. The G.E. 2N44 is so rated, and
h used in this amplifier for both the
driver and push-pull output stages.
Distortion in the. power stage is due
to two factors: non-linearity of the collector family curves, and non-linearity
of the emitter-base diode. The latter was
described in the preamplifier section,
AUDIO
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systems
hi-quality... hi-fidelity... anywhere and any way you like it!
Soft and sweet or loud and lively ... in your
den or in your living room, RCA CUSTOM
CONVERTIBLE SPEAKER SYSTEMS
offer the finest in sound satisfaction.
Buy with confidence! RCA CUSTOM
CONVERTIBLE SPEAKER SYSTEMS
through exclusive RCA bottom-porting,

are readily convertible for use as INFINITE
BAFFLE.. . BASS REFLEX . . . CORNER
DRIVER ... to suit your room acoustics,
and your personal taste. Custom-built appearance is readily obtainable . . . panels
and grill cloths can be removed and interchanged easily for matching or contrasting effects.

RCA 501 SI Biaxial Speaker — compares
with models two or three times the price!
Features 14.5 ounce Alnico-V magnet and
8-ohm voice coil. Its 12-inch woofer employs

Olson-developed foam damping ring; 3-inch
tweeter is mounted off-axis to minimize
crossover interference; high frequency
response extends beyond 18,000 cps.
Suggested User Price (optional) $33.50

RCA502S1 Direct Radiator Speaker—
outstandingly smooth, unsurpassed in its
frequency range to 16,000 cps. Features
same construction as 501 SI and incorporates

medium-weight curved cone for smoothness,
range, damping, and sensitivity to equal
sound pressure of higher power speakers
using double the power input.
Suggested User Price (optional) $25.25

RCA Enclosures—Beauty in cherry or
blonde cabinetry, the solid Honduras Mahogany will enhance room decor with the
expensive look and feel of fine woods.
Built for a lifetime of use, RCA enclosures
feature mortise-and-tenon joints, glue-block

reinforcements and wood-screw clamping.
For 12-inch speakers.
Suggested User 300W1 Cherry $69.95
Price (optional) 301W1 Blonde $74.50
301X1 Adapter Panel —converts 12-inch
enclosures for use with 8-inch speakers.
Suggested User Price (optional) $2.45

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
COMPONENTS DIVISION

C AMD EN, N. J.

RCA SPEAKERS FOR TV • RADIO • PHONOGRAPH • HIGH FIDELITY • PUBLIC ADDRESS • AT RCA DISTRIBUTORS EVERYWHERE 1
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and it was found that performance, was
improved when the input circuit was
isolated from the source—approaching
a constant-current condition. The same
effect can be obtained by driving the
output stage from a transformer having
a higher impedance than the input impedance. Figs. 5 and 6 show the curves
for collector current as a function of
collector voltage for the common-emitter
and common-base configurations, and a
load line for 4000 ohms has been super-

COMMON 1
BASE
rnMSjFrilON <
\s
fl
<N
\
z
V
\
ocQ£Z)
X
4
OC
t—
\
10

\

\
0
10
20
30
40
50
COLLECTOR VOLTAGE - VOLTS
Fig. 6. Collector characteristics for 2N44
in the common base connection, illustrating even spacing.
imposed on each. The crowding at the
high current end for the common emitter indicates a source of distortion for
operation at maximum output, which in
this case is about 43 mw. Maximum output for the common base circuit is 45
mw. Measurements made on a push-pull
amplifier at 2 per cent distortion using
2N44's show maximum output for the
common emitter to be +15 dbm; for the
common base, +19 dbm, or more than
twice as much power. The input impedance of the common base circuit is about
40 ohms. With a source impedance of 50
ohms, the distortion at +18 dbm is 3
per cent; for 150 ohms, 1.5 per cent;
and for 600 ohms, 1.2 per cent. Since the
loss iii gain is 3 db at 150 ohms and
8 db at 600 ohms, the 150-ohm driving
impedance is chosen as the best compromise between high gain and low distortion. The primary impedances of the
driver and output transformers are 20,000 ohms and 8,(100 ohms, respectively.
Transformers
At this point, it should be emphasized
that transformers are the most critical
factor in high-quality transistor amplifier design, and the most serious obstacle to miniaturization. Although
many extremely small transformers are
available, they are not usable below
about 200 cps for the equipment under
consideration.
Reducing the size of audio transformers usually will involve use of one
of the nickel alloy core materials, which
have very high permeabilities at low

flux densities. These materials are, however, very sensitive to even a small
amount of d.c. flux and most of the
gain involved in their use is eliminated
by even a few milliamperes of d.c. The
design process settles down to a juggling process between core materials,
d.c. in windings and efficiency to determine the optimum combination for the
size, allowable.
Normally with transistors a small
amount of d.c. is present, so that nickel
alloys may be used, but not at maximum
permeability. Resistance of the windings
must be kept at a minimum by crowding all possible copper into the window. Shielding may be provided by a
mu-metal case. Transformers used in
this amplifier are specially made by the
Triad Transformer Corp.
Batteries
Three outstanding features of mercury batteries make them a natural for
use in this equipment: they maintain a
nearly constant load voltage over their
entire life, their total life is the same
whether the equipment is operated continuously or intermittently, and they exhibit an extremely long shelf life.
The first is important in the design

Fig. 7. Internal view showing printed
chassis for amplifier and line pad.
of a low-distortion amplifier, since it
guarantees that there will be no deterioration of the original specifications. A
decrease in voltage of 10 per cent was
measured over the specified useful life
in this amplifier. The second feature is
due to the fact that mercury cells require no rejuvenation period, and it
makes possible an accurate estimate of
the time when the pack must be replaced. To simplify this, a chart is attached to the underside of the case on
which program time may be recorded.
The, third feature is important econom-

ically, allowing a minimum of spares to
he stocked.
Since the drain of a pilot lamp could
not be tolerated, the problem arose of
how to insure that the power would not
he left on accidentally. A simple solution was found by breaking the battery
leads with a set of contacts on the headphone jack. When the headphones are
plugged in, power is applied, and the
top flap of the carrying case cannot be
closed until the. plug is removed. In the
event that headphones are not used, a
plastic dummy plug is carried in a clip
at one end of the case.
Final Design
Fiyun; 2 is the over-all schematic.
Emitter degeneration is provided in the
preamplifier by
and in the driver by
llI5. Because of the high signal level and
low collector voltage at the booster, Qs,
degeneration is not practical because it
would cause the output impedance to be
too high. Thus the linearity resistor,
is placed in the base circuit, and the
collector voltage is reduced by the bypassed resistor Iir2. Temperature stabilization is provided for the push-pull
output stage by supplying the emitter
bias from one cell in the battery pack.
fixes the total collector current at
10 ma. The temperature stabilizing networks shown insure low-distortion operation up to 140° P.
The internal view of Fig. 7 shows that
both the amplifier proper and the line
isolation pad have been assembled on
printed wiring boards. The driver and
output transformers are at the lower
end of the case, and the battery pack is
mounted under a clamp on the cover—
connected to the amplifier through a
plug at the upper end. The small size
of the complete unit—9 x 2 x 3 in. and
weighing only 3 lbs.—suggested its use
in the leather carrying case in which
it is pictured in Fig. 1. It may be operated in a number of ways; suspended
from the shoulder with a short mike
cord attached; serving as a base for a
microphone that has been modified by
the connection of a male plug to its
swivel; placed inconspicuously in a
church, auditorium, or office; and many
others.
This amplifier illustrates one of the
most appropriate uses at present for
transistors in broadcast equipment. It
provides the closest approach yet to perfect portability, benefiting station and
listener alike.
References
1
Paul Penfleld, Jr., "Transistor bias stabilization,"
Audio, May and July, 1956.
2
E. F. Shea, "Transistor Audio Amplifiers," P. 127, John Wiley, Now York,
1955.
3
H. P. Olsen, "Musical Engineering,"
P. 200, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1952.
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NEW SONOTONE CA-12 12" CO-AXIAL LOUDSPEAKER

The price will

be

music to

your ears, too!

40-14,000 cycles —elliptical cone tweeter—complete dividing network. And the
price.. .$19.50. That's right, $19.50. Yet it out-performs speakers selling at
three times the price. Interested? Listen to the CA-12 and be convinced.
Ask your dealer for a demonstration, or send your name end address for full detciils.

Electronic Applications Division
SONOTONE CORPORATION
Dopt. LA-5T, ELMSFORD. N. V.
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A

Matching

Impedance, Variable

Attenuation

Box

A simply constructed unit of this type will simplify many of the routine measurements that must regularly be made in any professional audio installation.

HAROLD REED
Every electronics worker or hobbyist in the audio field is continually
confronted with the problems of
signal level and impedance matching.
He must be careful not to cause distortion in an audio system by feeding- into
it a signal of such magnitude as to result in overloading of the input circuit,
while at the same time providing correct
impedance matching. For a single, fixed
circuit, this condition may be easily satisfied. But, in experimentation, a means
for varying both impedance and attenuation is desirable.
The device described in this article
may be used for all impedances and attenuations normally encountered in
audio frequency work. Simple resistive
networks can be employed which will
work between equal or unequal impedances and provide a wide variety of attenuations. The combinations that can
be designed are practically unlimited.
For purposes of analysis let us consider the circuit of (yl) in Fiy. 1. Here
we have an "H"' type of attenuation
network, also referred to as a pad. li,
and li, are the series arms of the network and Rj, the shunt arm. The input
and output impedances are equal, that
is Z, = Z2. (B) of Fig. 1 shows a "T"
type pad. In calculating for impedances
and losses of the "T" pad we find that
the results are the same except that the
values for the series legs are twice that
of the "H" pad.
In designing these pads it will be
found that over a certain range of losses
the resistive values of B, and /{, vary
only a small amount. For instance, consider the circuit of the 50 ohm "H" pad
of (C) in Fig. 1. Here, Z, = Z, = 50
ohms. For 20 db loss, R, and R, are 20.5
ohms each, and
is 10.1 ohms. For the
same attenuator with 30 db loss, R, and
Rj are 23.5 ohms each, and J{, = 3.1 ohms,
while with 40 db loss, R, and R.2 are 24.5
ohms each, and Rj is 1 ohm. Thus it can
be seen from this data that Rl and R2
change very little, whereas Rj changes
as much as 10 to 1. It seems reasonable,
therefore, for all practical purposes, in
this attenuation range, to vary only the
shunt arm, R3, and select an intermedi* S917 Madison St.. Hijattsville, ild.

o

R1
/////—
R1

o
Z1

oZI = 50 u

2R1
VWW

R1
/AW
R1
-VWW

f
R2
(A)
2R2
•
5R3
(B)
R2
•—VWW
?R3
Z2 = 50 u
>
R2
*
M/W

For 20 db Attenuation, R1 =R2 = 20.5u R3 = 10. 1 u
For 30 db Attenuation, R1 =R2 = 23.5u R3 = 3. 1 u
For 40 db Attenuation, R]=R2 = 24.5u R3 = 1.0 u
Fig. 1. Typical attenuators. (A) "H" configuration; (B) "T" configuration; (C) "H"
configuration with values for attenuations of 20, 30, and 40 db in a 50-ohm
circuit.
ate resistive value for R, and R2. This is
shown in Fig. 2. Here, R, and R, are
given as 22 ohms, while Rj may be 10,
3, or 1 ohm, selected as required by a
switch, and corresponding to 20, 30, and
40 db of attenuations. Any mismatch of
impedances or inaccuracies in losses
would be negligible under usual circumstances.
We may build up a matching impedance, variable attenuator around this
idea with plug-in networks using the
same series resistors for several different
losses and switching in various shunt
resistors. In addition, plug-in networks
may be designed specifically for a single
attenuation value, for equal or unequal
input and output impedances, and used
in the attenuator box. Plug-in networks
avoid complicated, costly switching design. They have the further advantage
that the constructor may design pads of
any desirable impedances and losses as
needed simply by wiring in the required
resistors into additional plugs, using
switch Swl to select the shunt leg.
Practical Unit
The unit shown in the picture is built
into a 4x4x2 inch metal box, Fig. 3.

An octal socket for plugging in the different pads is fitted to the top. Input
and output binding posts are mounted
on the sides. Switching is accomplished
with a wafer type switch. A dial is used
to indicate loss in db (decibels), for the
different switch positions. It is set up
for a range from 5 to 45 db in 5 db
steps.
Pads of any of the losses given on the
dial and all useful impedances can be
easily made and used in the box. It is, of
course, beyond the scope of this article
to present the innumerable combinations
that are possible. Only the values (Fig.
2) for a 50/50 ohm, 20 = 30 = 40 = db
network are given. When this particular
network is plugged in, the dial would be
set to 20, 30 or 40 db according to the
loss desired. If a suitable dial is not
available these indications may be placed
on the panel with decals. The plugs are
very inexpensive, if purchased, or may

Fig. 2. By compromising the values of the
series legs of the H-pad as shown here,
three different values of attenuation may
be obtained simply by changing the
shunt resistor, which may be done by
means of a switch.
be octal bases from old tubes. All resistors are of the V^-watt size.
Wiring of the plug-in unit, socket,
and switch is given in Fig. 4. The impedances and loss values of each network should be marked on each plug-in
unit with white ink. The impedances
indicate the values which will be available at the input and output binding
posts when a certain plug-in unit is inserted in the socket, and the loss values
will be obtained when the switch, Sw^
is set to the indicated loss on the dial
{Continued on page 74)
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quality throughout
makes the
difference in the
FAIRCHILD
cartridge

Precision gromul and
lapped, grain oriented diamond slylus filled and bonded
lo stylus arm for minimum
record wear and long" life.
2. Center beam support insures precise vertical placement of stylus arm.
•z
^ Special alloy aluminum
stylus arm with low moving
mass provides vastly improved
I racking.
Micradjust Screw — permits exact factory setting of
damping after final assembly.
Assures uniform flux gap,
proper centering of stylus arm
and correct damping.
r
Moving coil comprised
of 825 turns of copper-silver
alloy wire .00115" diameter
wound on nylon bobbin .077"
diameter. Wire is triple gold
plated before enamelling for
maximum protection under
all climatic conditions.
Special composition silicone rubber damping ring for
moving coil.
7. Alnico V magnet for
greatest energy product. Special alloy flux return path
prevents leakage and hence
insures full utilization of magnetic energy and maximum
sensitivity.
8* Mylar vane anchors coil
bobbin to base. Flexure pivot
construction provides extreme
freedom of motion.
9. Rubber impregnated
molded base of extremely high
impact resistance. Non-hygroscopic. hence impervious to
moisture absorption.
Gold plated terminal
lugs for corrosion-free contact
and improved signal-to-noise
ratio.
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Equipment

Report

Shure Brothers' new "Dynetic" phono reproducer and arm
TO DESIGN A PHONOGRAPH PICKUP that
was different in operating principles
from any other on the market would
appear to be an almost insurmountable
problem, but that is apparently what Benjamin B. Bauer did with the new Shure
Brothers'
Dynetic" reproducer, even
though that may not necessarily have been
one of the original requirements.
The operating principle of the new
pickup is similar in effect to most other
variable reluctance pickups—a variation in
the magnetic flux through the coils being
caused by the motion of the stylus. In this
unit, however, the movable portion of the
magnetic circuit is the magnet itself,
shown in Fig. 1, which rotates on its own
axis as the stylus follows the groove in the
record. The stylus proper is mounted in a
shoe which is made of magnesium to reduce
mass as much as possible, and the natural
flexing of the shoe gives adequate vertical
compliance. As can be seen in Fig. 1, the
over-all size of the moving part of the
pickup is relatively small, and the effective
mass is claimed to be somewhat under 1.5
milligrams. The magnet itself—approximately gV in. square and § in. long—
is simply inserted in a square opening in
the damping material and seated in another similar opening at the top of the
pickup. Thus the armature is flexibly
mounted, and the damping material is
sufficiently soft that the compliance is
equal fo or greater than 7 x 10-g cm/dyne,
making it possible to track at very "low
stylus forces. The housing for the pickup
is a molded plastic, and the unit is fitted
with a small coaxial plug (see Fig. 2)
which mates with a receptacle in the arm.
Because of the high compliance and the
desire for a minimal tracking force, the
Shure pickup is designed to work in its
own arm, Fig. 3. The horizontal axis of
the pickup assembly is supported by watchtype synthetic ruby jewel bearings. As
shown in Fig. 4, each of these bearings
consists of a sleeve jewel and a cap jewel,
providing greater reliability than would
needle-point bearings—a necessity because
when inserting or removing the pickup
the entire strain is carried by the jewels.
A counterweight permits adjustment of

stylus force between one and two grams.
The arm itself—made in a tapered channel
form—is statically and dynamically balanced and moves only in the horizontal
plane, being supported by a jeweled thrust
bearing. The height of the arm is readily
adjustable so as to accommodate any type
of turntable. A plastic lift button actuates
a spring which engages the rear of the
threaded rod on which the counterweight
is screwed^ and when the button is depressed the pickup is raised. The arm-rest
magnet holds the arm against a simple
vertical post.
SLEEVE JEWEL;/ BEARING DETAIL

Fig. 5. Response curve from Cook Series
10 (78 rpm) test record.
and thus showing the rolloff at the low
end. Note that the response is quite smooth,
with only a 2-db peak at around 12,000
cps. This measurement was made with a
tracking force of 1.5 grams, although the
pickup will track satisfactorily as low as
1 gram. Because of the balancing of the
arm, the turntable may be played at an
angle of 45 deg. from the horizontal so
turntable levelling is not a requisite.
The Shure pickup is normally fur iished
with a 0.7-mil stylus for LP use, which
is an innovation in the standard stylus,
although 0.5-mil styli may be had on some
other types. The main advantage of the
smaller radius of the stylus tip shows up
when playing the inner grooves of a fully
modulated record. In many instances, a
definite degradation of quality is observed
toward the center, and in direct comparison
between 1.0- and 0.7-mil styli, it has been
conclusively observed that considerably
better quality is obtained with the smaller
stylus. This is true consistently with newer
records, although not nearly so noticeable
with some of the early LP's.
On paper, the new Shure pickup would
appear to be ''loaded'' with desirable
features, and the listening tests bear out
the success of the design objectives. We
would describe the quality of reproduction
as extremely good and on that basis alone
it should be well accepted. Coupled with
that are the low stylus force and a high
degree of freedom from the effects of floor
vibration, in addition to a very low hum
pickup—a result of the balanced coil construction.
The output from the pickup is 15 mv for
a groove velocity of 10 cm/sec, and the
unit is designed to feed into a load of
27,000 ohms (used for the curve of Fig. 5).

CAP

CARTRIDGE 7

HORIZONTAL SHAFT •

^ COUNTER WEIGHT

Fig. 4. Detail showing bearing detail and
arrangement of cartridge mounting.
One unique feature of the arm is in ihe
damping of the counterweight to eliminate
the effect of arm resonance. The counterweight is attached to the arm by a flat
spring which is surrounded by an elasticpolymer. The effect of this ''dynamic
damping'' is to eliminate the peak in
response (which usually occurs below 15
cps). Without the damping material, the
arm resonates with one peak if the counterweight is blocked, and with two peaks when
it is allowed to swing freely. With a
proper choice of the damping, the response
rolls off smoothly below about 20 cps.
Elimination of the low-frequency resonance
record wear which can be severe in the case
of a pronounced peak.
Figure 5 shows the response measured
from a Cook Series 10 (78 rpm) test
record without low-frequency equalization,

Fig. 3. Phantom view of Shure "Dynetic" reproducer and arm.
JEWEL THRUST BEARING
HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT SCREW
MOUNTING SPRING
Actual sizes of stylus and
magnet (above. Fig. 1) and
of complete pickup (below, Fig. 2).

DYNAMIC DAMPING
PLATE

COUNTER

MOUNTING SCREWS

OFF-SET NEEDLE
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if it's

AUDIO

FIDELITY

then it's
HIGH

FIDELITY

Audio Fidelity recordings are Not
ordinary recordings—hut Guaranteed
Total Frequency Range Recordings. Here
is the powerful and vital sensuous impacL
of sound in its purest and most natural form.
This is True High Fidelity as you always
want it to sound! ... on Audio Fidelity Records.

The most breathtaking, hundred per cent pure example of musical
spontaneous combustion of authentic New Orleans Dixie ever
recorded!
Vol. 2 AFLP 1840 1 2-in. S5.95

Music of the Bullfight Ring. New selections
by the Banda Taurina of Plaza Mexico. x
Vol. 3 AFLP 1818 12-in. $5.95

Jo Basile, his accordion and romantic melodies of Rome ... of sunny Italy.
AFLP 1 822 1 2-in. $5.95

Eddie 'Pianola' Barnes at the "88V' and
old-time favorites.
AFLP 1827 12-in. $5.95

Exciting, hand-clapping, heel-tapping
music danced and sung by authentic
Flamenquistas. AFLP 1819 12-in. $5.95

Moon-drenched Latin favorites played by
Salamanca and his orchestra.
AFLP 1813 12-in. $5.95

The magic accordion of Jo Basile, his
orchestra and melodies of Parisian nights.
AFLP 1816 12-in. $5.95

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
750 TENTH AVENUE
DAUNTLESS INTERNATIONAL NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
NATIONALLY DISTRIBUTED BY

AUDIO FIDELITY, Inc
465 W. 51st St., New York 19
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1. MODERN SPICE
Hovhaness; Saint Vartan Symphony, Op.
80 (1950). M-G-M Chamber Orch., Surinach.
M-G-M E 3453
This is an extraordinary record, one that
will quickly appeal to almost any ear that enjoys sensuous musical tone, whether understood or not.
Hovhaness is the half-Armenian who. after
a conventional conservatory education in Boston and a thousand-odd compositions which ho
destroyed almost completely (includins: two
big symphonies, several full operas) turned
to a unique new style of music. Eastern-influenced to a degree so far unknown in recent
Western music, yet built upon Western standards with a mostly conventional modern Western orchestra. It's astonishing stuff and. to
tell the truth, can't really be judged by the
normal canons of Western taste and style.
Hovhaness' music stands still—like a
stageful of ballet dancers weaving an intricately dynamic pattern of immoveability.
(Beethoven's music runs ; it is always going
somewhere, rounding out a vast architectural
form.) Nothing happens, yet everything is
alive, brilliant, colorful The "movements"
don't begin and they don't end—they just
exist, for awhile—then suddenly stop as
though a switch had been turned off.
Strange, brassy combinations of tone color,
exotic yet utterly transparent, complex
standing rhythms (like standing waves . . .)
that overlap each other in irregular, asymmetric patterns, elaborate canons that look
fantastic on paper but simply stand still and
produce lovely tone clusters in the listening
-—these are some of the means which Hovhaness uses.
This "symphony," in honor of an Armenian
saint 1500 years old, is a "mosaic in tone,"
24 short sections grouped in five big parts,
like so many mosaic clusters of limpid tone ;
there is unity, you will discover, in similar
motives and patterns that return, but none
of the soaring architecture of the West's big
pieces. The music, though technically polytonal (many-keyed), stays put, mostly scintillating about a single scale or chord ; the
dissonances are colorful rather than harsh. . . .
Enough said—but go out and get this disc
quickly, if you want the latest hi-fi novelty.
Superb recording, in spite of a rumble pattern on the disc (it doesn't sound noticeably)
and reversed labels in my copy. (The second
side should begin with a saxophone solo, unaccompanied.)
Panomma cf Musique Concrete. (Works
by Henry, Schaeffer, Arthuys.)
London Due.-Thompson DTL 93090
This, it would seem, is primarily a historical survey ; for the taped and disced "music"
dates mostly from before 1950—some of it,
incredibly, assembled before tape editing was
available, from numerous disc fragments.
Musique Concrete, in case you didn't know,
is (French term) music made from "concrete"
sounds as opposed to abstract or purely musi780 Greenwich St., New York 14, N. Y.
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EDWARD TATNALL CAN BY*
cal sounds. Anything goes and in this you
will hear locomotives and the like, as well as.
of all things, phonograph records, these last
in bits and pieces, a couple of notes repeated
again and again.
I've heard some snide remarks anent this
disc and there is no doubt of its ultra-ultraserious dedication. If you go to "avante
garde" cinema, you'll instantly be reminded
of the rolling disembodied eyes, the strange
shapes, the double exposures and the general
air of dedicated surrealism I You'll also hear,
if you're in on the recording biz. some tooobvious stunts that quickly pall, such as the
inevitable tape echo (multiple heads) and the
tired slowing down of an uncoupled phono
motor. Art—even this art—is not served by
obviousness : but these were pioneer experiments, I suppose.
I'd suggest that as of now. Musique Concrete is generally pretty zany and of the
lunatic fringe, artistically speaking. But I
think it ought to be said, too, that most new
movements begin, and must begin, among the
dedicated radicals. Nobody else has the onetrack approach necessary to break the nev
ground. It takes work, remember. Would vou
sit around editing tape 12 hours a day year
in and year out for such sounds as this?
When the fanatical pioneers have done their
stuff, others will step in and profit, more
constructively and conservatively. And there
is no doubt at all that "organized sound," as
Edgard Varese calls his work, is a vast field
and ripe for purely artistic experiment. We're
at the dead, zero beginning-point now, but
maybe there'll be a Bach or a Michelangelo
of this art, in times to come. No reason why
not—if people keep working.
Stravinsky: The Soldier's Tale (L'Histoire
du Soldat). Robert Helpmann, Terence
Longdon, Anthony Nicholls; Glyndebourne Opera Co. RCA Victor LM 2079
Here is Stravinsky's little whimsy once
more—it seems to be recorded every other
week nowadays, after many a long year of
obscurity. (I have the earliest job. on 78's.
done by Stravinsky in the very early 1930's.)
This version is the complete one, with the
story nai ration : here it is in British English,
whereas the recording on Vox of the same
presents it in the original French.
All other versions are of the Suite—the
bulk of the music, minus commentary.
As always, I find it quite delightful. The
translation preserves the jaunty, semi-slang,
semi-fairy-tale feeling of the French, and
that odd trick of saying the words in time
to the music. The little soldier is bedeviled
by the Devil in various guises—the fiend gets
his fiddle away from him and enslaves him
with a magic book. The fiddle, we can assume,
is the soldier's soul, in the classic devil tradition. but it appears very violinistically in
the music itself from beginning to end.
A bit wordy, to tell the truth (the original
stage pantomime, ballet style, helps keep
things interesting), but the story hits a nice
stride and manages to get over its folk-like,
legendary sense along with the slang. Good
entertainment and beautifully recorded—well
played, too.
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Milhaud: Suite Provencale (1936); Saudades do Brasil (1920). Concert Arts
Orch., Milhaud.
Capitol P 8358
What with the rage for Latin-American
rhythms, few of us today will have the slightest trouble thoroughly enjoying Milhaud's little suite of Brazilian rhythms, an outlandishly
modern piece back in 1920. It hums along
sweetly in the familiar way and indeed, except for a sharper, harder, firmer outline, it
might well pass as one of the more exotic of
today's juke box items. Very nice for hi-fi, too.
The later opus, Suite Provencale, is based
on music by an obscure early 18th century
composer of Milhaud's birthplace in French
Provence. The tunes are sturdy 18th century
in outline, the Milhaud harmony breezily polytonal, the orchestra rather loud and noisy to
boot. But 1 like this composer's version a lot
better than an earlier 78 recording that, as 1
remember, took the whole suite dreadfully
seriously and heavily. Not so here—it lilts
along quite crashingly.
2. MORE VARIETY
Campaign Fifty-Six: Sounds of an Election Year Campaign. Ed. Profs. H. Lamar,
C. Blitzer, Yale Univ. (1779 Yale Sta.,
New Haven, Ct.)
The pattern for this very interesting disc
has been well set by the CBC documentaries
of the past done by the now famous MurrowFriendly team. The technique of narration
with edited tape-clips fading in and out is
sure-fire and. in this case, is very well managed. You hear major excerpts from b'.g campaign moments beginning far back in the
preceding years and highlighting the two conventions. principally the Democratic one since
that was, in this last campaign, the most
crucial.
The importance of the University background here is simply that the non-political,
objective approach is more easily maintained,
both because of excellent background, via two
professors. History and Political Science, and
because of the safely non-controversial aura
of University patronage. Considering what
was at stake, these editors do a royally impartial job. Net result, be you Republican or
Democratic, you'll think they're on your side.
Right now, the disc already sounds significant—you can hear the clear difference in
approach between Eisenhower and Stevenson,
one preaching plenty of prosperity, the other
talking doom. (Maybe that was the editor's
intention.) In a few years, of course, the
whole thing will take on that air of unreality
that old political speeches always have—so go
out and "collect" this item quick, while the
getting's good. A fine job. (Address above:
priced at ,$3.98.)
Jean Ritchie Field Trip. Collector 1201.
(Collector Lim. Eds., 43 W. 46th St., New
York 19.)
My favorite gal has done it again. Jean
Ritchie is a folk singer, a real one in that she
comes from a "singin' " Kentucky family and
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has learned most of her songs there or in her
own region from actual listening. She is also
a top-notch musician with a beautifully true
voice and a fine sense of style—her own. She
does her own things to her music, too, and
this is within the folk tradition; for folk
music grows as each transmitter-personality
adds his own wrinkles and twists.
Jean now lives in New York and . she's
plenty educated. But instead of "spoiling"' her.
this has turned her interest towards learning
more about the antecedents of the songs she
knows. The present disc is part-product of a
year in England, Scotland, Ireland, where she
traded her own American mountain music for
songs on the same subjects still sung in the
old places. She took a Magnecorder with her,
but she also took her own growing knowledge
of the music itself, and the trade, judging
from examples here, was a fair one.
The record juxtaposes rather loosely some
of Jean Ritchie's own songs and the similar
ones slie found in the old country. The scholarship is casual, the music comes first. For
those who love real folk music there are superb things here, including many delightful
touches—bits of speech and comment left in
where they give us a flash of character or a
bit of background, old voices, childs" voices,
hearty ones and frail ones.
The fresh Kentucky sound of Jean's own
singing, between the others, makes for a fine
variety and continuity of interest. My only
complaint is that there is no word sheet included. There should be (and may be by the
time you get your copy). Address above.

ANNOUNCING

MODEL "IGO"
TAPE RECORDER

ISIMETRIC
# OVERALL PERFORMANCE IS OF
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
Suitable for the connoisseur of tapes or
for master recording.
# CONCEIVED AND CREATED TO OPERATE
FOR LIFE WITHOUT ADJUSTMENT
Isimetric drive with servo control completely eliminates adjustments usually required to maintain top performance.
# SIMPLE OPERATION
Minimum controls — simplified and combined to make operation simple and
intuitive.
# SUPERB EDITING FACILITY
Either reel may be rocked for close editing. Continuously variable skip and rewind speeds, easy access to heads, and
cut-off switch afford fastest possible
editing.
# VERSATILITY

Positions for six heads permit any combination the user desires.
Standard rack size for vertical or horizontal use.
Additional versatility gained when used
with recommended accessories.
Will handle double play, super-thin tape
without stretching.
■ NTERNATIONAL
■■Scientific
Industries corp.
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO

DRIVE
c

Horc's a revolutionary engineering
approach to tape recording that
utilizes a magnetic differential
clutch and brake system, completely out-performing conventional types.
Through isimetric drive, the use of
a mechanical servo-fced-back system with magnetic differential
automatically applies the correct
torque to the supply and pick-up
reels, thus maintaining constant
tape tension and stability, whether
in play-record position or in fast
forward or re-wind.
Isimetric drive wholly eliminates
the tendency to spill, stretch or
break tape. ISI Model "100"
Tape Recorder is designed to fulfill the necessary functions of tape
handling with ease, simplicity and
precision.
The ISI Recorder has a 2-speed
synchronous hysteresis motor and
is available either in 3^4", 7/2"
or 7y2", 15".
Price $465.00
Carrying case, 10" Reel Adapter,
VU Meter, Panel and Stereo Playback kit are accessories that may
be added.

Address Inquiries to: SALES OFFICE, 1 5 ELLIS RD., WESTON, MASS.
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Adventure in Time. Sauter-Finegan Orchestra, et al.
RCA Victor LPM 1240
Well. I honestly don't know what one is
supposed to make of this ... in particular
whether it's funny or deadly serious. S-F is
a band known for relatively progressive experimenting (if you can use that word) and
what's significant here, I guess, is simply the
nature of the weirdies they've gone to such
trouble to wax, in super-hi-fi.
Couple of items are just jazz—pardon me.
pops. I honestly like 'em best, especially those
which play a simple bit of a musical figure,
in a musical sort of way. But then you get
into "E MCV a piece for percussion that
bangs and whangs but doesn't hold a candle
to its forerunners composed by such as Edgar
Var^se (beginning in 1925!). "The Minute," a
poem by Karl Shapiro, is read ultra-seriously
in a half whisper, to odds and ends of semipercussion sound, by Ruth Yorke. Then there's
a little item in which a lot of people scream
ungodly murder, off in the synthetic echo,
"Whoo dco Voodoo" by name but it sounds to
me like Sauter-Finegan acting just too, too
sophisticated.
Then there are pieces that seem mighty like
old 12-tone Schoenberg at his most unlubri
cated. (He squeaks and scrapes and scratches.)
Not exactly popular-style, these. An item
"painted on the piano" is a very seriousminded solo. "World Without Time" is a
classic-style modern trio, flute piano and percussion, and could have bounced right out of
any concert hall, more or less. Then there's
"Swingcussion," in which a dedicated young
man loudly announces he likes Swingcussion
—at close range—and is echoed by other dedicated souls in the background.
Quite eerie, the whole thing, and it must be.
as they say, "a phenomenon of our age." You
know. I have a dreadful feeling maybe it i.s
serious, all of it. On the other hand . . . maybe
they're kidding us around. Or they're taking
RCA Victor for a ride. You try it. I give up.
Soundproof. (The Sound of Tomorrow
Today.) Ferrante and Teicher, duo-pianists, tape-treated.
Westminster WP 6014
This is probably the ultimate that can be
done with two pianos, seventeen channels,
four mixers (monaural and stereo). ".30" tape,
and lots and lots of time. Each number adds
a new electronic trick to those in the one preceding. Tape editing does the rest.
What's it like? Well, there are two things to
consider. The tricks and effects, and the music.
No doubt about it, the stunts here are fantastic and beautifully carried off. without a trace
of clumsiness. The music just rips along with
AUDIO
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never a slip, as though it were, indeed, being
played this way by human beings. The "music
concrete" tapesichord boys had best look to
their laurels, technically ; this is the most expert stuff yet.
What you hear is a sort of orchestra, for
which these are arrangements. Piano sounds,
harp-like effects, lots of pluckings and pizzicato, a few vibrato sounds, not unlike Hawaiian guitars (could this be a celesta brought in
clandestinely?), woody xylophone-like noises,
plenty of low, low bass (moved down an octave) and lots of skittering high virtuoso
spurts of incredible speed (moved up an octave
or two). It all flows along effortlessly and
naturally, if you can see what 1 mean. Nothing weird about it.
But the music? That's the rub, for me. With
all the enormous effort and time and skill
spent on it, the stuff ends up as just a lot of
rather conventional dinner music, with a
Latin-American sort of flavor. "What is This
Thing Called Love," "Dark Eyes" and so on.
Now isn't this typical of our age? On the
one hand, the clumsy, idealistic "classical"
experimenters try to write original, new, different stuff, with tape techniques that vary
from amateurish to so-so. And on the other,
the popular artists turn out fabulous, unbelievably fancy technical perfection—and play
the same old tunes in the same old way.
Now if some of our really original, progressive composers of music would just get together with the purveyors of this kind of tape
trickery, we might come out with something
to knock the listeners flat a couple of centuries
hence. I doubt if this record will.
Elektra Playback System Calibration Record (Eng ineer: David Hancock).
Elektra EKL 35 (KT)
All those who are test-minded should have
this disc on hand, regardless of whether other
test records may be favorites. It'll do no harm
to have more than one, even if this one doesn't
prove to be the best. I suspect maybe it is,
however.
The record is simple, providing no more
than a series of careful tone sweeps, with
pauses at fixed and indicated frequencies. This
combines the virtues of a sliding sweep, covering all frequencies (and perhaps picking up
resonances and the like in your equipment)
and the obvious values of steady-frequency
tone. The spectrum is covered in three bands,
plus two at 1000 cps for level setting, before
and after. Within each band there are slight
separations as the tone slides from one level
to the next, so that with care you can "feel"
each one and move the pickup accordingly. No
speech or other direct identification of frequencies.
The two sides of the record are identical,
providing double life. The cutting is done with
RIAA bass but flat treble, in order to avoid
pre-emphasis trouble at the high levels required for the very high upper tones, which
begin at 20,000 cps.
I suspect the main practical problem with
the record will be in identifying the frequencies as they pass by. The only sure way is to
play each band from the beginning, following
the list of frequencies printed on the album.
Though you can, as I say, "feel" the subbands, it is easy to miss one and unless you
have absolute pitch you're likely to lose your
place frequency-wise.
As to quality, the evidence is that this one
beats most or all others. The Christmas tree
looks good, the engineer, David Hancock, has
a good reputation and I hear good reports on
the disc, as well, from many sources. Actual
professional testing of test records is decidedly
beyond my province.
How to Use Your Tape Recorder. Dir. Hal
Michael; narr. Dr. Millard McClintock.
Golden Crest CR 3005
This is a sincere attempt to tackle the problem of amateur instruction via the LP medium, with recorded musical examples as well
as test tones. The results are fair, some parts
being usefully informative and others inconclusive.
The extensive narration is by Dr. McClintock of Sound Book Press (which has done inAUDIO
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teresting experiments in combining visual and
recorded material). He speaks in a friendly
way, but the material is read in the traditionally slow manner of spoken directions,
impersonally, with exaggerated care, as though
the audience were listening with ear trumpets.
A waste of good time and especially since the
entire spoken text is printed out in a handy
booklet, word for word ! You'll go nuts if you
try to follow it at the record's snail-like pace.
It seems to me that a more sensible use of
the combined lodk-and-listen medium could
have been devised than this.
The discussion and examples cover such
items as frequency range, waver and wow
from wrongly adjusted reel tension, recording
level (with examples of low-level recording
plus tape hiss and overload with distortion),
mike placement, editing and the effects of
magnetized heads, scissors, and the like.
Admittedly, the job of simplification here is
an almost impossible one. Ramifications loom
up at every turn : all sorts of uneasily sleeping
dogs must be left strictly alone, so to speak.
I found the discussion and examples of fre( n« m y range differences, of splicing and magnetism problems and of right and wrong recording levels the most useful for the practicing amateur, who will quickly recognize the
"symptoms" as here presented to his ear and
eye.
Some other parts struck me as probably
more confusing than helpful, with the best of
intentions. The mike placement examples offer
a dreadful pianist (maybe he's a typical
amateur:) hacking away at Chopin while
mikes and drapes are shifted about. The
close-miked effect here described as "intimate"
sounds as though the body of the piano were
a hundred feet away, which is hardly likely
to clarify things though the effect is familiar
to anyone who has worked with mikes. (It was
correct, however, to do this recording in a
home-type living room, where most amateur
recording takes place.)
And finally may I take one more poke at a
few instances where tough problems are
dodged by falling back on technical mumbojumbo. (Mumbo-jumbo, that is, to the amateur.) Two unfortunate examples are the account of monaural miking and of the need for
a direct program feed into the recorder
(rather than a pickup with the mike from a
radio or phono loudspeaker, as is commonly
done by home users). Try this on your inquiring, non-electronic wife : "The proper way is
to feed the electrical signal from the output
of the detector or at any early audio stage in
the PM receiver directly into the radial input
of the tape recorder."
True, quite true ; but if you can understand
that language you don't need this record.
Elektra Code Course. Graded, with instruction booklet.
Elektra CC-1
■lac Holzman of Klektra, having tried a
standard i.e. ancient 78 rpm code course,
thought, "1 can do better than that." and
herewith the results, on a single LP. Out of
my field and I haven't taken time to try to
learn, but the beeps are very neatly recorded
(with only a slight annoying trace of groove
echo) in a rich tone with plenty of blip at the
beginning—no sine wave. this. And the grading is very gradual. Even I could keep up with
the earlier lessons. Alphabet, mixed letters,
letters and numbers, punctuation, two-character code groups, three, four, and finally towards the end, actual words and "ham" terms.
The tricky things are (a) you won't easily
memorize the letter groups as you would
words : a good idea, and (b) when you've got
through the whole at 33, play it at 45 and
then, if you dare, at 78. (If you have a big.
fat professional table you can whirl it with
your finger at about GO rpm and get a positively whirlwind code speed.)
3. CLASSIC BY-WAYS
Mogens Woldike Conducting. (J. C. Bach,
Haydn, Mozart, Dittersdorf). Danish
State Radio Chamber Orch.
London LL 1308
This fine record is full of mid-18th century
melody, as purveyed by four composers whose
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IS NOT A
COMPROMISE

THE SPEAKER MODEL A10 THAT GIVES TRULY
BALANCED SOUND AND ACCURATE REPRODUCTION IS AT
$87.50

14 x 9'/.," x 72"

iR-ffi

The ISI speaker system is the result of
a new approach to the art of reproducing
sound. A radical departure from conventional thinking in construction solves
some of the more outstanding problems
of sound production.
• Smoothness over a wide frequency range
(30-15,000 cps)
• Absence of coloration
• Clean transient response
• No resonant devices or horn loading
• No artificial presence peaks
• Will handle 50 watts of program material
through its full frequency range.
When used in pairs, these speakers are
the answer to stereophonic reproduction,
and more than double in efficiency for
monaural listening. Ask your distributor
for a demonstration of a pair.
The ISI system invites listening comparison with "LIVE" performance rather
than with other speaker systems.
NTERNATIONAL
I CIENTIFIC
■ NDUSTRIES CORP.
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO
Address inquiries to:
SALES OFFICE, 15 ELLIS ROAD
WESTON, MASS.
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Leader in the High-FideUty Record Field!
AUDIO
FIDELITY
Guaranteed total frequency range recordings . . . the
outstanding choice of Hi-Fi enthusiasts and manufacturers, alike!
3 THE DUKES Of DIXIEUNO

THE DUKES OF DIXIELAND—The most
exciting performance of authentic Dixieland ever recorded! . . . You Have to
Hear It To Relieve It! AFLP 1823

RENDEZVOUS A PARIS—Vol. 2 (Accordion de Paris). Once again the magic
accordion of Jo Basile and melodies of
Parisian nights.
AFLP 1821

i PLAZA deTOROS!

PLAZA DE TOROS! La Fiesta Brava!
Vol. 2 — Music of the Bullfight Ring
played by the Banda Taurina of Mexico.
AFLP 1817

MARIMBA MAMBO Y CHA CHA CHA—
Latin rhythms by Marimba Chiapas and
Orchestra for your dancing pleasure.
AFLP 1802
iThe BRAVE BULLS!

BRAVA

CHA CHA CHA — Pedro. Garcia, the Del
Prado Orchestra and the bubbling, infectious beat of the Cha Cha Cha.
AFLP 1810

THE BRAVE BULLS! La Fiesta Brava!
Music of an afternoon at the Bullfights
played by the Banda Taurina, Plaza
Mexico.
AFLP 1801

PATACHOU—Incomparable, exciting
FIESTA EN MEXICO—A rich, colorful
Patachou sings for you ... in French
variety of traditional music of Mexico
and English! Each a show-stopper . . .
played and sung by authentic Mariachi
each bursting with verve, joie de vivre!
Musicians.
AFLP 1816
AFLP 1814
12-inch LP (33 l/3rpm)—$5.95 each
NATIONALLY DISTRIBUTED BY
750 TENTH AVENUE
» DAUNTLESS INTERNATIONAL NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
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music is remarkably of an equality here—considering that two of the names are much more
famous than the other two. All the music
dates from that time of tremendously rapid
change, the 1760's and 70's, just before the
great flowering of Mozart's and of Haydn's
later works. The Mozart here is the early
Symphony #14 from his fifteenth year and
the Haydn is a relatively early Divertimento
from about 1760.
If you are a Mozart and Haydn fan—^there
are millions of them today—and if you are
curious as to the origins of such marvelously
perfected music, this is the sort of record
that can open up whole new vistas of understanding. Here is the symphony itself in the
process of coalescing—for that is clearly what
happened. ("Papa" Haydn didn't simply invent the form as we used to be told!) We
have here the lightness and decorative quality
of the Italian music and the symphonic feel
of an Italian type of overture to an opera—
J. C. Bach, "the" Bach's youngest son, contributes a three-movement work of this sort
which is virtually a symphony of the Mozart
type. But Mozart's own small symphony features a Viennese addition that Bach didn't
use. the dance-style minuet that rounded out
the larger symphonic form to four movements.
It came from many a Viennese work and Haydn's Divertimento, a typical one, has two
minuets in its rather formal entertainment
style.
Oddly enough, you'll find that the opening
sections of the Dittersdorf symphony strikes
as the most melodic and expressive music on
this disc, with the Mozart symphony coming
second. Both the Bach and the Haydn are on
a more glittering, cool level of expression. All
four works are beautifully recorded with
bright, close-up tone color and full, round
liveness, and the Danes play with excellent
style and feeling. The record itself is very
heavily cut and some passages may cause
tracking trouble with cartridges of insufficient compliance.
English Keyboard Music (Tudor to Restoration). Paul Wolfe, harpsichord.
Experiences Anonymes EA-0013
This is really a very good harpsichord record. of sturdy British music from the Tudor
age through to the mid-Seventeenth century.
Mr. Wolfe, who has wandered far from his
native Texas here, is nevertheless a relaxed,
easy player with what my ear would call a
considerable enthusiasm for the music he
plays and a good feeling for counterpoint, an
excellent sense of phrasing and rhythm and
color. The music, as the saying goes, "comes
alive."
Wolfe has studied with Landowska and
with one of her pupils ; my ear seems to detect a considerable Landowska touch in these
performances—in the phrasing, the flexibility
of the rhythm and in that peculiarly dramatic coloring (registration) that keeps Landowska's audiences figuratively hopping.
Maybe it's the conscious imitation of a good
student, but in Mr. Wolfe's case I can't find
any reason to object; if the imitation Is there,
it is well done and highly effective. Landowska fans—who probably haven't ever heard
the grand old lady play British music—should
be especially pleased.
A good collection, one side of short works
from a private Elizabethan collection, the
Mulliner Book, and the other side several
brilliant longer pieces from a late collection
written out by the splendid madrigal and keyboard composer, Thomas Tomkins, of the early
Seventeenth century ; two by himself, one by
William Byrd and one by John Bull—who
was a genuine and very British composer,
back in this period.
Mozart: Twelve Songs and Two Comic
Ensembles. M. Guilleaume, sop., L. WolfMatthdus, alto, H. Krebs, F. Wunderlich,
tens., H. G. Ndcker, bass; F. Neumayer,
"Mozart" piano.
Archive ARC 3061
I suppose you must like vocal music and
Mozart in particular if you are to enjoy this
one—but if you do, and if you are fond of exploring small corners of the musical world,
this is a superb disc and awfully funny, as
well as musically beautiful.
AUDIO • MAY, 1957

Mozart wrote more straight songs than most
of his opera fans realize. They are not arias
but true songs with "verses." not unlike those
of Schubert himself, yet the music benefits
from Mozart's enormous experience with thp
voice and operatic vocal expression. Indeed, if
you know your Mozart you'll hear ever-soclear influences from this or that opera—depending on the time of composition of these
songs. Wonderful !
But there are some works here that are big
ger, notably the Masonic-style cantata for
tenor K. 619, one of Mozart's very last works.
And the comic ensembles are preposterous—in
the real Mozart horse-play tradition, highly
suggestive, bawdy and howlingly funny, mixing Italian and German and sheer gibberish,
taking off the extremes of fancy opera writing,
about which Mozart knew so much.
Complete texts and translations, and the
singing is clear, musical and imaginative
throughout.
Woodwind Classics (Beethoven: Trio in
G. Quintet; Shaw: Little Suite from "For
the Gentlemen.Berkshire Woodwind
Ensemble.
Unicorn UNLP 1024
A slightly misleading title—this is made up
of two very early, little known Beethoven
works and a short filler piece by an early
American "primitive." The music is interest
ing. if not exactly tremendous stuff.
The best work is the Trio of Beethoven,
dating perhaps from his fifteenth year but
showing, as I hear it. quite Beethovenesque
details of melody and harmony in its Haydnlike framework. A very well written and well
balanced little work for piano, flute and bassoon. The Quintet, played by three horns,
oboe and bassoon, is highly doubtful, having
been largely lost; big hunks are filled in by
a researcher named Zellner. It isn't the Zeliner that leaves me cold—I'm sure most of us
wouldn't be able to spot his additions—but
merely the piece itself. Horny, thick, and
sort of dull.
Mr. Shaw's Massachusetts tidbit of 1807 is
the first woodwind music to be published by
an American, and it's pretty dull too. and
very amateurish as might be expected. No
amount of patriotic fervor can make such
early works interesting in the hearing!
It doesn't matter much, but Unicorn has
mixed its labels and lists the Trio where the
Quintet is. Somebody wasn't listening.
Adam Krieger: Neue Arien (12 Songs).
M. Guilleaume, sop., Hans-Peter Engel,
boy alto, J. Feyerabend, ten., F. Harlan,
bar., Kammermusikkreis Scheck, Neumeyer.
Archive ARC 3055
What unexpected pleasures there are in
some of these forbiddingly-titled Archive albums ! Herr Krieger died at an early age in
1006 at Dresden and left behind him numbers
of the most catchy, lyric, humorous, musical
little songs you can imagine, mostly solos but
some duets, each one set to harpsichord-cello
figured bass accompaniment, with a five-part
string interlude between each verse.
Krieger is very German and so. of course,
are these performers. But if you can get past
that, you'll begin to hear the charming wit
and philosophy, the superb melody, that makes
Krieger a sort of minor early Schubert and
Gilbert-and-Sullivan combined. Most of the
songs are of the sort you'll be humming to
yourself after a couple of hearings. One lovely
duet is between Venus and Cupid, her son.
with Cupid sung by a boy alto. Several of the
items are quite rowdy drinking songs—and
the performers are well aware of the fact. No
prissy singing here ! Recommended for any
tune lover and especially those who can understand salty German.
4. BIG NAMES
Haydn: Four Piano Sonatas. Kathleen
Long, piano.
London LL 1380
For today's ear. so accustomed to big piano
music both popular and "classical," the thin
Haydn sonatas are at first a bit perplexing.
But the many amateur pianists who have
AUDIO
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tried them out know well how quickly their
charm grows—and how tough they are to
play, under their seeming simplicity.
The key to this music of a time slightly
earlier than Mozart is in the original instru
ments that must have played it. The sonatas,
first, go very well on the harpsichord and are
often played thus—they abound in big. rich
arpeggio figures, trills and ornaments, clearly
suitable for harpsichord tone, and their "thinness" comes in part from the greater overtone
brilliance of the harpsichord, needing less
padding-out of notes for a full effect than in
the case of the big modern piano.
But there was a piano then, of course, and
it also is a key to the sound of these works,
in the period of transition from the harps',
chord to the piano. The piano of Haydn's and
Mozart's day as we now have frequently heard
is a bright, hard, brilliant little instrument
with a twangy, percussive bass and a steely
upper register. On such an instrument these
sonatas would not sound thin in tone at all.
Many a pianist today, intentionally or
otherwise, plays this music with a hard, brilliant, loud tone that does in fact restore a
good deal of the original style to the music.
Kathleen Long is not a player of this persuasion. however. She is clearly of the older
school that plays Haydn unequivocally for
the modern piano, and plays it with delicacy
and taste, if some tonal thinness. Her piano
is a big one and the bass is strong and bumbling, as Haydn's would not have been. The
sonatas do sound smallish.
But is "authentic" tone color more important than good musicianship? Hardly. If you
will take all of the above into account In
judging the outward sound of this Haydn 01
the piano, you'll the more enjoy Kathleen
Long's fine musical sense, her conviction that
these four works are top quality music and
not mere bits of whimsy and tinsel. It's a
good record.

Mozart: Piano Sonatas K. 333, 311, 282,
283; Rondo in A, K.511; Country Dances,
K.606. Wanda Landowska, piano.
RCA Victor LM 6044 (2)
Here is the famous harpsichordist in one
of her long-time but less well known roles,
that of pianist. (She has recorded piano before. on several occasions.) This album is a
postscript to her "final" project, the Bach
Well Tempered Clavier, already completed
on the harpsichord.
Let's say at once—since it must be said—
that I'm not in the camp who thinks the great
lady can do no wrong. Like all famous and
strong personalities in art, hers is so positive
as. on occasion, to flout many a less spectacular artist who may have different ideas.
This grand person is surely one of the big
dramatic names in our music and with every
reason. But her Mozart, fascinating stuff anil
as positive as ever, is going to hurt some
people's feelings on the subject.
I think we can enjoy and learn from a person like Landowska without having to go
along with her 100 per cent or be stepped
upon. As always, her rhythm and her phrasing. her feeling for the musical drama, are
superb and inimitable. She cannot play a note
of any music without making it forceful in
musical ways. And so Mozart, under her fingers, is strong and this very fact will distress
some—though not me—who think that Mozart's piano music should be delicate and
gossamer. Refined and well played -yes ; but
not gossamer! It could not have been so, in
any case, on Mozart's own rather hard and
brilliant little piano. (And it seemed big to
him. who had never seen a Stein way.)
But there's more here. Landowska plays
her Mozart, as I hear it. with a harpsichord
touch, dry, almost staccato, sharp and percussive. Possibly authentic—for in his day the
harpsichord was still the standard instrument
and its technique was the established keyboard technique. But there is also something
of the French-Russian approach to music in
this style that is clearly at odds with the
Austrian-German-English Mozart tradition, I
and this will grate on many souls, in the i
listening.
(Continued on page 71) |
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M ID AX Mid-Range

TREBAX Tweeter
Reproduce bass fundamentals to
as low as 20-cycles with no resonant peaks above that frequency,
and provide smooth response to
20,000 cycles.
ROCKBAR CORPORATION
650 Halstead Avenue, Mamaroneck, N. Y.
Canada: A. C. Simmonds and Sons Ltd., Tor., Ont.
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AUDAX

TONE ARM

NOW IN KIT FORM
Anyone can assemble it in about 10 minutes—and save 50% ! Exactly duplicates
Audax "Compass-Pivoted" transcription arm long recognked as top "blue
chip". "Selector-Index" permits
instant adjustment for any stylus
pressure. Newly-designed cartridge housing permits allimportant stylus-to-groove
alignment at a glance. Accommodates ANY make
cartridge.
KT-12 $14.55 NET
factory-assembled
$24.00 NET „
KT-16 $17.55 NET
factory-assembled
$30.00 NET
"Duplicates famous Audax
transcription arm, long recognized as tops . . ."
(Popular Electronics)
LISTENING QUALITY
IS EVERYTHING!
Impartial Lab reports on the new Audax
Hi-Q7 magnetic cartridge:
A leading recording studio:
"Because readings showed
an amazing total lack
of distortion, checktests were repeated
3 times"
Consumer sheet:
"Good frequency
and transient response. Practically
no high frequency
distortion. Low
intermodulation
distortion."
Listening quality is everything — and
Audax Hi-Q7 has it to a degree not
equalled by any other pickup. But —
HEAR it yourself . . . there is no other
way! Net $47.70, with 1 Chromatic Diamond and a Sapphire . . . Other models as
low as $20.70 Net.
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AUDAK COMPANY
500 - 5th Av«., New York 36, N. Y. Att: Mr. A.
□ I enclose 25« for handling & postage. Please
send FREE $1.00, 22-page "ELECTRONIC
PHONO FACTS" by pioneer Maximilian Well.
□ Send FREE latest catalog & name of nearest
dealer.
Name
Address
City
Zone .... State
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STYLUS-BALANCE
"This really works . . ." (Audio Magazine)
Stop deformation of record grooves! Only
Audax Stylus-Balance can give you the allimportant certainty of correct stylus pressure—ALWAYS. Precision-calibrated like
a pharmacist's balance. Works with any
arm and cartridge. Gold Finish. Net $4.80
LISTENING QUALITY CUTTERS
Flat to 14,000 cps. Distortion 0.6% at 1000
cps. Fully modulates groove with input of
about 16 db with 220 lines. Z's up to 500
ohms. Two models:
H-5
Net $111.00
H-4
Net $75.00
Any item, when shipped from N. Y. add 40('
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"The records listed below are not necessarily the linest recording's, technically
speaking', of recent months. . .
With that somewhat negative statement,
ton years ago, I began my first column in
the first issue of Audio Engineering. Believe it or not, this department really did
begin as a Record Revue, and managed to
stay in one piece under that title for six
years, too. Until my increasingly irrelevant
comments got so hopelessly far removed
from records that common sense indicated
a splitting up—and so "Aroio ETC." was
born, with the accent on the ETC.
In its slightly zany way, this column has
had, in those ten long years, I gather, some
influence on the course of home-style hi-fi.
We don't have any Hoopers or Opinion
Polls to tell us so and I could not prove
it to you statistically. Moreover I'm not
going to plough through 120 issues of
Audio just to demonstrate it—I've just
finished quailing at the very thought. I can
only suggest it via quotes of what I said
—when.
Thus T had hoped, this 10th Anniversary,
to concoct a neat and easily readable summary of the Can by contributions to audio
history over a decade. Fnstead I'm going
to take a look at merely one year, our first!
It was a fascinating year for all of us.
It is our most distant one and the most
glamorous for that reason, of course. But
that first year was also in special ways a
Year of Decision—for our magazine, for
the audio field itself and for our whole
country.
The war was almost two years over, in
1947, and at last, things were starting to
move. That year we finally caught up, in
America, with the time lost in the war. The
whole pent-up force of progress, held back
for so many years, burst forth and raced
forward, beginning in that year. New
things burst upon us from every side. New
businesses, new products, new industries,
new ideas. It was typical of that frenzied
time of progress that our magazine, a new
kind of magazine, should be founded, to
cater to a newly emerging professional
field, and that in the same year, the first
serious beginnings of an immense new
industry should have made themselves felt
—the home "high fidelity" business.
It was there, too, that I stepped in, in
my unprecedented role of garrulous record
reviewer, writing about records "etc." So
—let's look at my etceteras for 1947.
Our first "Record Revue" covered one
page (small size) and the "reviews"
weren't even reviews; I merely listed some
likely 78-rpm items that seemed to offer
good stuff for
the engineer's ears: Khatchaturian's '1 Gayne'' Suite in Columbia M
664, Copland's "A Lincoln Portrait" in
RCA Victor DM 1088, the "Sylvia" ballet
suite of Delibes on what I then listed as
Decca London EDA 2—one of the very
first of the famed ffrr records, then offered

on 78-rpm shellac.
But in that first issue I did unwittingly
start the chain of printed events that split
Canby in two for the present dual sections.
Right away, I started to editorialize, so
to speak. And in the process I used up
more than half the allotted space before
1 even got to the list of records! Typical,
the editor is likely to breathe, perfervidly.
In each succeeding issue the preliminary
stuff grew more extensive—and more varied
—but still we blithely called it "Record
Revue" and nobody seemed to mind. Soon
my ramblings under that unlikely title
became a sort of tradition. And "Record
Revue" it stayed until December, 1953,
when I finally broke in two of my own
weight.
In that first-issue spouting of Canbyese
I managed to make a flat prophesy that is
rather typical of most of mine, and indicates rather neatly the problem I'm having
in trying to glamorize my early years. I'll
give it to you in all its unvarnished platitudinousness.
"It is quite possible that for really high
fidelity equipment flic plastic record is the
only answer."
(That is, the only answer to the then
acute problem of surface noise in the old
shellac-type records.)
So the plastic record was the 1947 answer
to the record problem! Anybody could
have figured that out, you'll say. Look at
the billions of 'em now. But in 1947 not
anybody could. Only a very few "bodies"
were then hepped up on the idea of a universal plastic record. Records were shellac
and they stayed breakable, scratchy, and
78, for a long while afterwards. The LP
record wasn't announced until over a year
later—and didn't become universal for
five. Anybody who came out for plastic
records in 1947 was being radical-minded.
I wasn't radical. It was just common
sense. 1 was all for plastic records because
during the war I had worked with radio
transcription libraries pressed on vinylite,
and I was very well able to appreciate what
a good plastic disc could do with the aid
of wide-range recording and high-quality
magnetic cartridges, such as the WE 9A
heads we had used. I had even "aired"
the first RCA plastic 78 on my program,
with much furor, because it looked like a
big thing to me. It was (even though I
plaved it "flat," without roll-off, since I
hadn't learned about such matters then!).
Audio 1947
You '11 have to get your imagination to
work, then, if you want to recapture with
me a bit of the strange and distant world
of audio in 1947, ten years ago, and you'll
have to apply it to the whopping platitudes that I seem to have written back
then! For the nearer they were to the true
prophetic beam, the sillier they sound now.
Plastic records! That was only the beginning.
In 1947 the home audio business, the
AUDIO
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"hi-fi" of later years, did not exist. The
standard home phonograph ruled supreme
and it was not labelled high
fidelity. The
microscopic bit of ' 'hi-fi'1 commercially
available was then confined to two areas
T
mostly, for the handful of hardy souls who
had ideas about such radical things as
separate-unit
phonograph equipment. Either
mi signature
you got yourself one of the few expensive
0
professional-type amplifiers and the like,
or you went to the P.A. market and took
home one of those nice little P.A. amplifiers
with a mere 5 per cent distortion at 8 or
10 watts and no preamp. That was low-cost
hi-fi in 1947, for the very few who knew
about it.
In the fall of 1948 I quite seriously
recommended these P.A. jobs as the only
practical and inexpensive form of home
high fidelity, short of your own home-made
stuff. As of now, almost a decade later, I
stand back of my suggestions. Indeed, I
had a P.A. amplifier myself and I knew
that it could bring to any home a vast
improvement in sound quality over the
equivalent standard one-piece phonograph's
built-in amplifier. There wasn't anything
else.
And don't forget records. In 1947 there
was no microgroove, no IP, no 45. Only
"standard" breakable 78's. Among them,
once in a blue moon, a few of the new unbreakable plastics were thrown in, at positively outrageous prices. A single 78 plastic
—4 minutes to a side—cost more than a
top-price LP today. It was that sort of
plastic I had to deal with, which made my
prediction a pretty rash one]
great
....
But remember, too, that almost all recordings were then reissues of pre-war
jobs, new postwar recording sessions having
barely begun. And worse, the shellac maspeakers... terial (so-called) had not yet recovered
from that ghastly admixture of reclaimed
flotsam and jetsam that had afflicted virtually all discs made during the disrupted
war years. Surfaces in 1947 were terrible,
All that it takes to make a speaker great
and sudden wide-range sound had brought
— excellent basic design, precision-made
the noise problem horribly to the fore. Our
parts, painstaking craftsmanship,
first thought in "hi-fi" then was the record
meticulous assembly-goes into JBL
surface—our second, perhaps, was the
Signature Loudspeakers. The JBL
sound quality.
Signature Model D130 is the only
As for the general public in 1947, it is
politic to remember that the average record
fifteen-inch extended range speaker
owner then played his records scratchlessly
made with a four-inch voice coil of
via a fat crystal cartridge that was not-soedge-wound aluminum ribbon. It has a
flat to a high of around 3500 cps and rerigid cast frame, silvery dural dome,
quired something like three or four ounces
highly refined magnetic circuit. The
of weight on its removable steel point. The
0130 is distinguished by its clean,
new magnetics for home use were barely
smooth coverage of the complete audio
launched and generally unknown to the
layman, though this was not to be for
spectrum ... crisp, clean bass;
long, thanks to the firm intentions of such
smooth, extended highs. It is the most
as GE and Pickering.
efficient speaker made anywhere
But most of all, in 1947, there was no
such term as HI-PI in the popular mind.
Indeed, I suspect that the most significant
part of my quoted statement above was not
PRECISION
the reference to plastic, but the use of the
HIGH FREOUENCY
term high fidelity! I'm surprised at myUNITS
self, as of then, for this was long before
high fidelity had gone over to the magazines, and to the makers of mascara and
beer and what-have-you, and long before
anyone had thought to label every record
The greatest single improvement you
and every piece of phono equipment as hi-fi.
can make in your high fidelity system
High fidelity was a relatively esoteric term
is to add a JBL Signature High Frethen, and if I didn't invent it—I certainly
quency Unit. The popular 175DLH is
didn't—I was one of the first to start using
made with all of the precision necesit in everyday phonographic language.
sary to retain the subtleties which are
Some distinction! I'm not too sure I'm
the essence of high frequency reprohappy about it, all things considered . . .
duction. In addition it has an acoustical
Maybe I shoulda shut my mouth.
lens-an exclusive JBL Signature feaBut I didn't, and soon after that I was
ture — which disperses sound over a 90°
in the first hopeless throes of an attempt
solid angle with equal intensity regardto define high fidelity. A wasted labor of
less of frequency.
love—but, I see by the papers, people are
Circle 57A
still trying to do so, each time one of those
AUDIO
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If you are to hear fundamental bass
tones, your speaker must be properly
enclosed. JBL Signature Enclosures are
engineered to make full use of the great
sound potential in Signature Speakers.
They are handsome to look at, wonderful
to listen to. A wide range of typesbass reflex and folded horns —and sizes
is available. All are superbly engineered,
superbly designed, superbly built.
Panels of specially selected plywood
are precision cut. Joints are lock-mitred
and wood-welded. An unusually wide
choice of fine, hand-rubbed finishes is
offered. It is even possible to order an
enclosure from the factory to exactly
match a sample supplied by you. If you
want to build your own, you can get
detailed blueprints of most Signature
Enclosures from your audio dealer
or the manufacturer.

superb
enclosures
Below is shown the new JBL Signature
"Harkness," a back-loaded folded horn in
lowboy console styling. Although its'
proportions are such that it will be welcome
in any living room, the Harkness enclose$ an
ingeniously folded six foot horn path ior *
smooth, crisp, deep-down bass.

THERE IS A JBL
SIGNATURE SPEAKER
SYSTEM FOR
EVERYONE ... ONE IS
JUST RIGHT FOR YOU.
Write for free catalog and.technical
▼
bulletins and the name
of the authorized JBL
Signature Dealer in
0 mei
your community.
JAMES B. LANSING SOUND, INC
2439 Fletcher Drive, Los Angeles 39, Calif.
Circle 57B

special lii-fi supplements to the newspapers
and magazines comes out, each time a new
book or pamphlet on high fidelity is issued.
More power to 'em. I gave up defining
hi-fi about six years ago, when I started
my book, which incidentally, until the
editors thought better on possible ethical
grounds, I had planned to call "High Fidelity for the Music Lover." That was in
1951, and we were scared the censors might
think this fidelity stuff a bit too sexy for
any kind of "lover." Some librarian might
have put the book on the Marital Fidelity
shelf. ... So it became '' Home Music
Systems''—prosaic title—and I lost a claim
to fame. Just as well.

Why More People Buy Racon
HI-FI LOUDSPEAKERS
Racon is the oldest company (1922) in the U. S.
devoted exclusively to the manufacture of loudspeakers. Racon's 35 years of pioneering effort
have served as a guide in the rapid development of
the loudspeaker industry. Racon speakers differ
radically from competitive types by many exclusive features of construction and design. The model
15-HTX tri-cone above, is a typical example of
outstanding originality. It is characterized by the
following:
MAGNETIC STRUCTURE
A unique magnetic "pot" structure with external
leakage so minute that the outside surface will not
attract a pin. Yet the air gap will support an iron
weight of 1000 pounds!
FOAM SUSPENSION
A plastic foam suspension (pat. applied for) is
used between the cone and basket to provide high
compliance resulting in a lowered resonant freauency (24-30 cycles*) and for the first time, introducing pneumatic damping. There are no harmful
"hangover" or boomy effects.
CONE RE-ENFORCEMENT
A series of low-mass stiffening struts reinforce the
cone to permit distortion-free response at high
levels.
APEX DIFFUSER
A mid-range propagator is used in the 15-HTX to
increase output in the region where the large cone
would tend to fall off. It is set into a circumferential slot filled with a compliant compound near
the apex of the large cone.
TWEETER
The high frequency speaker is a combined compression and direct radiator type. Highs are clean
and natural without the strident quality of many
horn type tweeters.
CROSSOVER
Crossover at 2000 cycles is achieved mechanically
and at 5000 cycles electrically, built in.
SOLID GUARANTEE
Every Racon high fidelity loudspeaker is guaranteed
for one year.
TECHNICAL DATA
MODEL
15-HTX
RESPONSE
20-20,000
POWER
25 w.
IMPEDANCE
8 ohms
RES. FREQ.
24-30FLUX
14.500
CROSSOVER
2000, 5000
DISPERSION
100°
DIMENSIONS
151/8x81/2
SHIP WT.
27 lbs.
NET PRICE
109.50
-Normal production variation.
If your favorite dealer is out of stock, please
write us for name of the nearest one.
FREE LITERATURE ON REQUEST
r

HIGH FIDELITY LOUDSPEAKERS ^
RACON
ELECTRIC
COMPANY, INC.
1261 Bfoadway, New York 1, N.
Export: Joseph Plasencia
401 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Canada: Dominion Sound Equipments Ltd.
4040 St. Catherine St., West-Montreal 6, Que.
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Early Canbyese
That's a bit of the background. What,
then, was eating me—and the audio world
—back in 1947?
Well, it took me three or four issues to
settle down to work. If I have had something to do with shaping at least a hunk
of this mag, then the mag shaped me, too.
I started out most formally, as was befitting for an outsider in the professional
engineering field. (Eemcmber—no hi-fi
then.) But along about November of that
year 1 began to hit my then new stride.
"As a musician bungling into an engineer's private magazine (!), I occupy a
somewhat anomalous and very stimulating
position on this page," I began hopefully,
and thereby set the tone for the next nineand-a-half years. But before then I had,
in a somewhat formal kind of language,
barged into several interesting contemporary problems.
In our second issue—June, 1947—I took
up the idea of low-priced pickups of the
new lightweight types—wide-range crystal
and magnetic—and pointed out what seems
pretty darned obvious right now, that the
low-output magnetics would never be practical for the home user until somebody
started selling preamplifiers. Believe it or
not, this had to be suggested, in them thar
days! I don't know just when the first of
the separate phono preamps appeared, but
T can guarantee you the market was not
exactly flooded with them in June, 1947.
Then in the next issue I got off into a
fine account of the uses of tone color in
giving a sense of loudness to music, an
argument in favor of wide-range reproduction. If you blow or bow an instrument
hard, you get more of the higher overtones,
and this gives us a sense of strain and
"loudness"—even if in the reproduction
the actual volume isn't so loud. Cut off the
highs and you can't hear this loud effect
as well. Tricky, but essentially true and it
still holds for the necessary dynamic compression that we still have in all presentday records.
In August of 1947 T unwittingly described to a T (or an SSS) the coming
sound of our present hi-fi recording techniques. I was gabbing away about the tricks
of mike accentuation that could make for
brilliance of effect in musical recording
even with a top reproduced range of
around 4000 cycles, standard for home
phonos and for jukeboxes of the day. But,
said I, the advent of FM just before the
war (and I did a broadcast on FM from
1943 onward) showed us what strange and
remarkable sounds could be heard from
close-mike techniques, given the novelty of
real wide-range reproduction. Who among
us had heard such sounds then? Not many
people.
I described my wide-range, close-up
sound thusly, and you '11 admit that it fits
today's sound effects, though we no longer
very much object.
"A speaking- voice at one foot range
seems to hiss in your face; an oboe or

similar instrument at two or three feet or
even a dozen is strident and mechanical;
the player's breatii and the mechanics of
linger work are horribly apparent. A Ante
player spits saliva between every note,
perfectly audibly."
That's the first impact of hi-fi sound
on an unsuspecting ear! It is amazing how
we have adjusted ourselves to these same
effects now, and like them too.
Even in juke boxes and in broadcast
soap opera. You'll be amused at my August, 1947, description of what happened
when a conventional AM-style radio drama
was put on the FM air over our station.
As in all tear-jerkers, the heroine of the
show at one point broke down and had
herself a real, good cry, on the air. But
this was a high-fidelity cry—something
quite new, back then.
"The heroine iiad a g-ood cry—into lier
closely held microphone. The FM effect of
this perfectly standard AM technique was
as Niagara, or the air brakes on a dozen
trains!"
And I went on to elaborate on the novel
sounds of wide-range reproduction.
"A higli-lidelity system is snper-realistic in an embarrassing way; it gives yon
exactly, exactly the monanrai sound that
would he heard at the microphone's position. Close-to mike pickup, then, is impossibly hlg-h fldeilty. [N. B. Now we'd
say hi-fi], a ghastly dlstorion (actually
a lack of distortion) of the musical sound.
Engineers now working: with high fldeilty
are finding themselves backing- away
farther and farther. The whole beantiful
ediflce of close-to mike technique is
coming- up for a drastic overhauling, and
the field is wide open."
High fidelity, most definitely, was new,
exciting and different in 1947. There were,
of course, engineers who had heard widerange reproduction of sound long before
the war; but not many. A handpicked
handful. The rest of us had been living
and were still living with the standard
4000-eps top. I will not forget, myself, the
thrills and excitements of those first days
of real extended highs, the novelty of true
sibilant sounds coming out of a loudspeaker, of violin edge and triangle tings
and the scraping of an announcer's overtrained vocal chords. We couldn't believe
it.
It was, you'll remember, only a short
time before this that a sensational new
lightweight pickup was introduced featuring a tiny, red plastic cartridge and built-in
stylus, set into an arm that was named
after a well known snake. We installed two
of them in our FM station. By my own
listening, they reproduced no audible
sounds above roughly 4000 cps, and this
model continued to do the same with great
success for years afterwards. We found
them just fine; the surface noise on our
war-time records was gratifyingly reduced
and the quality of the music was just what
most people liked and wanted.
As far as the upper tones of music were
concerned, our fine new FM channel sent
out nothing but dead air!
We were all then so utterly conditioned
to that old-style, velvety, muffled kind of
sound that for us it was strictly "normal,"
quite standard, ordinary and acceptable.
The new wide-range high-fidelity effect was
strange, different and for many people very
unpleasant—especially when well dosed up
with attendant hiss and scratch. It was
widely said then that the mass of the
people obviously were never going to like
high fidelity, which was strictly for engineers and special fanatics. Ho-hum.
Distortion? Well, of course there was
plenty of it, especially on records. But
'' live'' FM sound was on the whole pretty
darned clean, and still people disliked it.
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My theory, then as and now, was that it
was a matter of association or conditioned
reflex. Play any high tones to a 1947 ear
and it winced automatically, even when the
tones were actually clean. I thought then,
and I was right, that when people finally
got used to clean wide-range sound, pleasant and undistorted, they would get over
the wince reaction and learn to love it.
They did.
Nowadays, ten years later, even the juke
boxes reproduce sibilants and wire brushes.
The old-style "tone control," which dominated every electric phonograph for twenty
years (and was inevitably turned all the
way down) is now no more. Instead, we
have RIAA and full-fidelity highs.
Said I in September 1947, reviewing
Columbia 78 rpm album M 693, "Le
Bourgeois Gentilhomme" by Strauss;
"One of the finest shellac records for
hlffli fidelity demonstration I've ever
heard. Very wide rnnpe, beautiful llvouess, excellent surfaces. [We always
worried about surfaces then.] But the
music lias much to do with it . . . the
orchestratloii is perfect for microphone
use—a hig-glsh orchestra hnt constantly
broken np into solos of all sorts and solo
groups, with wonderful tone-color contrast. Try side 3—filter to 4000 cps ami
the solo violinist disappears lilie magic,
open 'er up and he's there again!"
That's the way those of us who saw big
things in high fidelity went about promoting it, back in 1947. My judgment on that
recording seems to have been pretty good.
Today after ten years it is still in the
current LP catalogue, as ML 4800. (The
original master would have been a 16-inch
disc at 33, from which the 78's were
copied; the present LP was doubtless taped
off the same.)
Binaural and Home Hi-Fi
And so it went during that first year
that began with Vol. 1 No. 1 in May, 1947.
(Actually, it was Vol. SI, No. S, deriving
from Pacific Radio News which started in
1917, and several stages of Radio. Ed.)
Something new in audio every day, and
most of it so thoroughly "old stuff" now
that you can see how those of us who were
interested in audio at that time really had
to keep hopping.
I see my own attendance record wasn't
quite perfect. To my astonishment, I find
that in these ten years I've been represented in exactly 119 issues—out of 120.
In December, 1947, I was unaccountably
missing. Got my stuff in too late.
We started off that year 1948 with an
audio bang. On the reverse of my column
was a fine article with the magnificent
title, "The Present State of Magnetic Recording, Part III." It came from the
horse's mouth, or one of the horses' mouths,
an engineer from Minnesota Mining, which
at that point was getting itself wound up
in a new kind of red tape—recording tape.
So what's exciting about an article on
tape recording, you'll ask? Keep in mind
again, this was 1948 and tape in this country was barely at its beginning. In 1948
the entire (78-rpm) record industry was
still based upon disc master recording;
tape didn't take over in that momentous
area until the early 1950's and it didn't
catch on in the amateur home field for
many another year. Tape, like so much in
the audio realm, was in its commercial
infancy, but we were already talking
about it.
And in that January issue I touched for
the first time on a momentous subject, in
the light of today—binaural.
No, I wasn't talking about binaural
tapes—yet. But the stage was being set
already for that development, and I was
working myself into a tizzy about monaural
AUDIO
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MAGNIFICENT, BRUSHED BRASS CONTROL PANEL WITH THREE-DIMENSIONAL, DIE-CAST BEZEL

On

One

Compact

Chassis!

■ FM-AM TUNER
■ AUDIO CONTROLS
■ 30-WATT AMPLIFIER

THF FISHF.R "500" is the most concise form in which you can
acquire world-renowned FISHER quality and versatility. This
high fidelity unit features an extreme-sensitivity FM-AM tuner, a
Master Audio Control and a powerful 30-watt amplifier — all on one
compact chassis! Simply add a record player and loudspeaker and you
have a complete high fidelity system for your home. Its quality — in
the finest FISHER tradition. Its appearance — the timeless beauty
of classic simplicity.
r/mvv^ Only. $249.50
Mahogany or Blonde Cabinet, $19.95
Outstanding Features of THE FISHER "500"
■ Extreme sensitivity on F.M and AM. ■ Meter for micro-accurate tuning. ■ Full
wide-band FM detector for maximum capture ratio. ■ Powerful, 30-watt amplifier: handles 60-watt peaks ■ Uniform response. 16 to 32,000 cycles. " 4 inputs,
including separate tape playback preamp-equalizer. ■ 4, 8 and 16-ohm outputs
match all existing speakers. ■ Recorder output ahead of volume and tone controls. ■ 7 Controls, including 9-position Channel Selector (AM, F.M, AFS, KIAA
LP. NAB. TAPF, AUX 1 and AUX 2), Loudness Contour (4-position), Volume, Bass, Treble. AC-Power. Station Selector. ■ Beautiful die-cast, brushed
brass escutcheon and control panel. ■ Pin-point, channel indicator lights.
■ Smooth, flywheel tuning. ■ Largest, easy-to-read, slide-rule dial, with logging
scale. ■ High efficiency FM and AM antennas supplied. ■ 14 tubes plus 2
matched germanium diodes. ■ SIZE: 13%" wide x 13%" deep x 6%" high.
Prices Slightly Higher In The Far IVesi
=
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WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS
FISHER RADIO CORP., 21-29 44th DRIVE • L. I. CITY 1 • N. Y.
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liveness and the amazing difference between its '' one-eared'' sound and the
binaural, two-eared perception of natural
listening.
High fidelity, I had been saying, is a
faithfulness to an imagined original, since
we very seldom actually get to hear the
original live sound which is being reproduced for us. If we imagine a '' concert
hall'' sound, we are comparing our monaural living-room reproduction with a binaural two-eared concert and the comparison
is obviously false, unless we take into account the monaural-binaural difference.
. . In nine cases out of ten even the
intellig-ent listener who is asked to judge
'fldellty' Is quite unaware of the complications of monaural sound. Tills single
factor may account for a great deal more
confusion than most experts are ready
to admit,"
That's as of 1948 and now, almost ten
years later, the problem is very nearly the
same. Few listeners even today appreciate
the vast difference between monaural sound
and the same sound heard with two ears
on the spot.
Naturally, I was all ears, some time
later, when Magnecord first announced its
"binaural" twin-channel tape recorder
and in no time at all I was immersed in the
new excitements that blossomed, a bit prematurely, over "binaural" recording, and
wrote all about it in this department.
(Some of what I wrote I would gladly
swallow today! One lives and learns.) And
before twin-channel tape came along I had
found still another angle to the binaural
business—in the September, 1949, issue I
speculated at length upon the effect of a
two-eared, binaural hearing aid—one in
each ear. I still think that this was a
wonderful idea and hope that some day,
somebody will try it out. (Tch, tch—they
have, in eyeglass frames. Ed.)
Well, our first year was almost over, and
in the last of its months I got myself a
bee in my bonnet, beginning in February,
1948, concerning separate-unit home audio
equipment. Shades of today's hi-fi! These
articles make strange reading now. For,
you see, the very idea of separate-unit
equipment for amateur home use was still
a novel one—there was virtually none available commercially. And so I solemnly
started off with what seems a monumental
bit of obviousness—now:
"Most people insist on the all-in-one
console, In spile of disadvantages, and
this is significant for it must be considered. ... 1 have consistently recommended the separate-unit arrangement
[for home use]. Ft offers more for the
money, very much greater ilexlMllty, resistance to obsolescence, and performance
clearly superior according to engineers'
standards, to that of standard consoles
costing the same."
Now that mild little paragraph, in February, 1948, was all unbeknownst to me
very nearly the unofficial beginning of the
great home hi-fi movement, for better or
for worse. In 1948, it seems, very few
people were making flat statements in
print like that. Was I the first in print?
As far as I'm concerned the whole thing
was fairly obvious then, and is so still;
I'm merely wondering whether I didn't
come out even earlier in the same vein, in
the Saturday Review. But never mind—
somebody had to start talking like that in
print and this sheet. Audio Engineering,
was right in there spouting to all who
would listen, first or no.
But you'll be astonished at what followed next, in that first article. This will
show you neatly where I then stood on the
business of hi-fi in the American home.
"For under a hundred dollars a man
can have himself a good changer, a

modest "high lidelltj" amplltler or a P.A.
ainplltier and a good 13-Inch speaker; for
a bit extra there Is the GE or Pickering
cartridge or a nylon type crystal [!J. A
piece of wallboard battling gives as good
results as most confined radio cabinets.
In fact here Is surely the Ideal basic
equipment to suit in Its capacity the real
needs of the . . . consumer.
"Except that It has to bo put together.
Simple for some, but for the majority this
is an impossible thing! Wires to hook np,
soldering to be done. A large number
of phonograph owners are ready and willing to operate more than the over-simple
controls on an average machine and they
appreciate the immense values In the
unit system enough to forego the convenience of a simple console model—but
to put things together is another and an
insuperable problem. We non-engineers
are a bunch of incurable Milquetoasts In
this respect! Most people have an unreasonable fear of radio Innards. There
is high voltage about, they know, and
things suddenly go up in smoke. Inside
radios. . . . This, then, is a major disad\antage that keeps many of these people
from even attempting the unit plan of
construction.
"Suppose, then, to come to the point, I
were asked for suggestions as to how an
enterprising manufacturer might meet
the needs of this growing number of record owners who are unsatisfied with conventional radios and phonographs i My
approach would bo something as follows : . . ."
And thus, logically, I was all primed to
outline the next ten years of hi-fi in the
home. I had led myself up to it and I
plunged straight in, and spent pages getting over my basic idea, which was, very
simply, inexpensive home equipment that
would have the advantages of separateunit specialization, flexibility and good
construction plus an ease of hooking up
that was, as you can see, very decidedly
absent in those days.
I wouldn't quote you all those pages, if
I could. I'm not proud of some of the
zany ideas I had, and some of the less
zany ones, too. (I'm not so sure I'm all
for 2-watt amplifiers, as I was then, for
instance.) But I don't think that is the
point. What matters is that here we were,
in 1948, beginning to think about simple
equipment for ordinary home users, and
I was out plugging for general principles
that, quite clearly, have since become the
basis for our vast hi-fi home market. A
question of adapting equipment that until
that time had been primarily professional,
to a new and very different usefulness in
musical homes, with all that this adaptation implied.
"The problem can be met. It seems to
me. In the way that the vacuum cleaner
men, the makers of homo movie equipment and medium-priced still cameras
have met a similar kind of problem. By
facing the necessity for tlexlblllty, for
complications; and by solving these complications with fool-proof, mistake-proof,
Instantaneons connections and couplings.
Interchangeable parls, ingeniously simplified design that accords with the modern
home owner's Idea of convenience and dependnbillty, that builds confidence Instead
of fear. A vacuum cleaner is no simple
instrument these days and a good camera
even less so. 15ut ingenious (not costly)
design has removed the disadvantages to
a point where just about anybody can
and does use both."
Thus, you see, this magazine which,
theoretically, was an engineer's private
magazine, was helping to lay up foundations for the enormous developments that
have since taken place along these very
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lines. I suppose I should claim in a big
way that this department marched ahead
in proud leadership; the fact is, I don't
know whether it did or not—for all I can
say, never a hi-fi man read this stuff I
then wrote! But I surely can claim on the
basis of this evidence that we were in
there fighting along with the best.
And if we didn't lead the way in this
magazine, then you must admit we prophesied. One or the other, necessarily, any
way you look at it. I '11 end by quoting you
just the tail of my three articles, with
which, symbolically, I concluded our first
complete year in the April, 1948, issue:
"It remains to sug-frest, merely, that in
order to fulfill the basic idea of flexibility
and expansion for which tiie proposed
outfit is best suited [i.e. the separate-unit
low-cost system], a number of accessories
should be available, notably the radio
tuner, AM or FM, the record changer,
possibly other gadgets such as 1 a disc or
tape recorder (no wire recording for me!).
The policy iiere would seem to be fairly
obvious. Supply regular brands In these
items, adapted to fit into the standardized
pliig-togetlier system already envisioned.
. . . Tims a changer, an AM, FM, or
AM-FM tuner, so fixed up, could be
plugged instantly Into the existing- system
—extending' both its usefulness and the
beauty of its basic construction. In some
cases (lie "adapting" might mean no more
than the installation of a simple plug- at
triliing- cost—yet rig-iit there is the very
thing- your customer does not want to
have to do, for himself. That is our basic
idea."
And that, in 1948, would seem to me the
basic idea on which home "hi-fi" has since
been built. I'm certainly not sorry 1 wrote
those lines.
★ ★ ★ ★
Thus endeth the First Year of this column, and in no time at all we began our
Second Year; I plunged head over heels,
the very next issue, into the raging controversy over H. H. Scott's Dynamic Noise
Suppressor—and did I get myself snarled,
though no more than a lot of' other ardent
souls, I suspect. And before long, that very
spring, there was the sensation of the
century, the LP record, which burst in our
August issue, thanks to the usual pressschedule delay.
"If Microgroove recording is to survive
commercially, it must spread thronghont
the industry until it is in effect co-standard with present recording."
I intoned right there at the beginning,
when there were no LP's except Columbia's
and RCA wasn't saying anything at all. j
So it went . . . and I '11 have to stop.
In the next nine years, from 1948 on,
this department managed to step into—
or fall or bungle or slide into—practically
every new event in the hi-fi audio area, and
I spouted ideas, too many times to enumerate, that do, come to think of it, look
like predictions, as of today. But not being
a W.W. (Walter Winehell), I didn't make
'em dramatic and I can't make them so
now. As I say, they come out sounding like
platitudes.
That is precisely as it should be. For if
I'd made a lot of sensational bloopers that
really fell flat, I'd be anything but anticlimactic right now! You'd be splitting
your sides.
So, though I don't ever expect to get
an Oscar or a Fido, or what have you, as
the Father of Home Hi-Fi, I do ciaim to
have had my reporter's nose arid brains
at work on the subject as soon as anybody
and as successfully. And I ardently hope,
to tell the truth, that somebody did read
all that stuff I wrote and that, therefore,
maybe I did have a bit of influence on
home hi-fi as it is now. It's nice to think
so.
«
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Twelve Years of Superiority

The Altec

604

Duplex®

Since its introduction in 1945 the Altec 604 coaxial loudspeaker has
been considered the finest single frame loudspeaker in the world. The
604 Duplex has become the quality listening standard in the majority
of recording studios and broadcast stations. And, since the beginning
of the home high fidelity market, it has led the field in popular acceptance. More than 95% of all the 604 Duplexes built are still in service
today.
The reasons for the marked superiority of the speaker are surprisingly simple. Conceived originally as a professional quality standard,
the 604 was designed in a straight-forward manner and at the time of
its introduction incorporated many features new to the industry. Continuing research has resulted in the constant improvement of this
speaker, but it is interesting to note that the basic design features have
not yet been changed; the 604 remains superior and many of the features built into the 604 more than 12 years ago are now being promoted
in the high fidelity industry as "new developments" and "industry firsts,"
Let's examine the 604C Duplex in detail, analyzing the design features which have made it famous.
BASS SECTION
(a) The outer edge of the loudspeaker cone is c an-oed between
the cast frame and rigid cast clamping ring, instead of the more
common glued construction. This clamping ring permits more
accurate centering of the cone and assures its accurate location
overa long period, (b) The compliance section o* the cone is provided with a viscous anti-reflecting compliance damping to absorb sound waves which would introduce distortion if permitted
to reflect back down the cone, (c) The three inch voice-coil is
made of 95 turns of ribbon copper wire, wound or edge to provide
greater speaker efficiency. The ribbon is .0033' thick and .024'
wide and is coated with two .00025* layers of msu ation for protec*
tion against electrical shorting between turns cf the coil, (d) A
4.4 pound Almco V ri-f>g magnet provides high tf'iciency and precise control over the movement of the speaker cone, (e) The deep
voice-coil gap sides provide a long path of homogeneous flux
density permitting greater cone excursion (.75") while maintaining the voice-coil in a constant flux field. The- use of a shallow
gap would mean that the voice-coil would move to areas of varying
flux density with resulting distortion, (f) The woven annular compliance spider and damped cone compliance (b) permit free cone
excursion for a maximum natural cone resonance of 40 cycles
while at the same time controlling the cone movement to avoid
acoustic self resonances.
TREBLE SECTION
(g) The 1.75 inch voice-coil consists of 37 turns of double insulated edge wound aluminum ribbon .0023* thick and .014" wide for
maximum efficiency, (h) The domed diaphragm is made of an
exclusive fatigue resistant aluminum alloy for long life and high
rigidity. To provide the lowest possible mass an integral tangential compliance is formed of the same material, (i) A 1.2 pound
Alnico V ring magnet physically separated from the low frequency
structure, (j) A dual-annular phasing plu-g automatically
machined to assure complete production a;curacy. (k) A
mechano-acoustic loading cap to provide proper back loading of
the aluminum diaphragm. (I) A true exponential throat ending
in six exponential horns grouped
in a 2x3 multice lular configuration to provide a 40° by 962 distribution pattern. !t should be noted
that the exponential horn both in its sectoral and multicellular
shapes is still the only type of high frequency norn which has
proved acceptable in professional use.

The 604C including network $165.00

As you can see, the Altec 604 Duplex
was a truly revolutionary development
12 years ago and today, with its many
improvements, still displays a marked
degree of engineering superiority and a
performance throughout the entire range
from 30 to 22,000 cycles noticeably
superior to that of any other single frame
loudspeaker.
If you are not as yet acquainted with
the superb performance of Altec Duplex
loudspeakers, ask your dealer for a listening comparison with any other units.
We are sure you will hear the superiority
that has made the Duplex famous for
12 years.
Depl. 5-A
1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim, Calif.
161 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, New York
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CHARLES A. ROBERTSON'
is certain to be the latter which is subjected
A Night at Count Basle's
to the searchlight of Hammond's high musical
Vanguard VRS 8508 and
sound standards, tempered by a tolerance
permitting
him to discern talent in unlikely
No history of jazz can be complete without
relating some of the accomplishments of John places and extending to some of the products
Hammond. The list of artists he has discov- of his competitors. "In jazz the improvised
ered or furthered in their careers over the performance is all important," he stated.
past quarter of a century, from Benny Good- "When all the elements, economic and otherman to Ruby Braff, is lengthy and distin- wise, surrounding a recording date are underguished. Many a musician has been helped stood, allowances can sometimes be made for
over a rough spot by his words of encourage- bad sound. But with the competition so keen
ment or aid in finding employment, making a more and more companies are finding it poor
story that will never be told in full. But his economy to stint on quality. Outright dischampioning of jazz was preceded by an in- tortion is disappearing. However, jazz seems
fatuation with the world of sound as revealed to be going through the triangle stage which
by the phonograph record. It has not waned afflicted the classical field a year or so ago.
aspects of the music are emphasized
over the years and finds outlet today in his Various
effect and the result does not compare
activities as director of the Vanguard Jazz for
with
a
live
performance. Still it has escaped
Showcase.
worst of the echo chamber, so I suppose
At the age of thirteen this youthful en- the
I
can't
complain
too much."
thusiasm was fully formed and a request to
His first full time position in the industry
attend a recording session was fulfilled two came
1939 as associate recording drector
years later during Christmas vacation from of theinColumbia
Recording Corp., an affiliate
Hotchkiss. The scene was the Pathe Studios of CBS, as it was
then known. With three
at 114 E. 32nd St., as Herman Rose produced years out for Army service,
it continued until
several sides by George Hall's orchestra, fea- 194G. And his course in recording
technique
turing Walter Gross. Not all the mysteries of was advanced by Vinnie J. Liebler, now
chief
the art were immediately unfolded, as Ham engineer at Columbia.
mond explained : • It was 1926 and electrical
Next came a period as recording director at
recording was in its infancy. All the equipwhich he left to become president of
ment was hidden behind a screen and no out- Majestic,
Keynote.
This was merged with Mercury in
sider was allowed to see it."
1947,
where
Hammond worked with Bob Fine,
By 1932 his reputation as a collector and who developed
pitch cutting of LP
writer, especially for European periodicals, masters. Much variable
of the experimental work on
enabled him to obtain a commission to make this process, now
billed
as margin control,
a series of jazz dates for English consump- was done on jazz masters.
is equally
tion. These began with the Fletcher Hender- proud of having launched theHe company
in
son band in the old Columbia studios at 55 classical recording before he left the industry
Fifth Ave.. and Hammond said : "There was in 1952 to devote more time to his growing
no question of multi-miking then. The com- family.
pany had three studios with two microphones
was soon impatient to return to it, but
to be shared among them. Henry Lollio was at He
his own terms and in a capacity where the
the engineer on all the dates I made for Eng- executive
would be less severe. In
land. and I could not have picked a more December, pressures
1953, he began his association with
competent instructor. I have yet to meet an Vanguard and
it
seems
destined to be a lastengineer with a better, more honest ear. He ing one. "I am having more
fun than I ever
is with RCA-Victor in the Philippines now, had in the business," Hammond
said. "I can
and before that n Mexico where I believe he make just the things I want, including
the
produced the fine Perez Prado sides in 1949." work of unknowns. After we record them,
In the swing era. his close association with they usually are not unknown for long. Life
jazz musicians took him into nearly every is just too short to waste it on things I don't
important studio in the country. He remem- care about."
bers most favorably Liederkranz Hall on E.
At about this time. Seymour Solomon, pres58th St.. when it was first acquired by Co- ident
and musical director, while walking
lumbia in 1939. before it was split in half near his
in the Fort Greene section of
and finally willed to television. Victor used it Brooklyn, home
came upon the hall used for all
up to 1929 and it was there the Rhapsody in Vanguard domestic
recordings. Its acoustical
Blue was first made. Hammond insists there worth was evident on
sight of the stretches
is no electronic substitute for the tonal qual- of sturdy woodwork and
was confirmed by
ities of a large, acoustically-correct hall, and tests. The series of jazz dates
made there are
said : "Classical collectors are well aware recognized as the first by a commercial
many 78's still give listening pleasure because to bear comparison to the work of suchfirma
of this characteristic. It enables the ear to craftsman as Ewing Nunn. An attempt was
supply the missing frequencies better than made to keep the location secret. Persistent
some LP's on which overemphasized and dis- questioners were put off by citing an elusive
torted highs must be cut out entirely. Often barroom. Actually it is the auditorium of a
the jazz collector does not have as much to fraternal organization. "It is the nearest thing
work with, but an experienced listener can to the old Liederkranz Hall I know." said
restore much of the vibrancy missing on an Hammond. "We have experimented at length
old record : particularly OKEH's recorded on to determine how to put it to the best use
Union Square.
the stage curtains can be arSo the visitor to his E. 57th St. home is as and haveforfound
a final touching up of balance."
likely to find him playing a thirty-year-old ranged
He
is
in
over-all
charge of each jazz date
collector's item as an unedited tape. And it and stated well defined
ideas on how they are
best conducted : "That the musicians are at
* 732 The Parlcway, Mamaroneclc, N. Y. ease and ready to give a proper performance

is of first importance. I don't think it helps
them to separate sections as do some recording directors for multi-miking purposes, and
I am violently opposed to splitting up the
sections, especially the rhythm. Because it is
less distracting, the equipment is set up offstage in a separate room. Seymour is in
charge of this, aided by Jan Syrjala, but we
all check balance. In most cases two microphones are used, one for balance, though on
occasion three may be necessary. Every session has its own problems. When using the
Siemens AKG microphone, one that is constant is interference from the nearby FM
station WNYE, and we can't start until it
signs off in the afternoon.
"I am afraid I grew up in the single microphone school, where the band might be on one
side and a vocalist on the other. When the
hall is right, I believe it makes for the most
natural dynamics and is closest to what
would reach the ear on the scene. Many fine
recordings have been made by the multi-mike
technique, but more have been marred by false
dynamics and the riding of controls. There is
none of that on our records. Our executives
are all practising musicians and we know
what we want. Seymour is a violinist, his
brother Maynard, who is business manager, a
cellist, and I still play the viola. Quality is
maintained through all steps of production.
Masters are subjected to A-B checks with
original tapes and recut if necessary. Samples
from stampers are similarly checked."
Among the engineers on the current scene
whose work he admires most is John Pallidino of Contemporary, William Chapman of
Columbia, and Dick Bock of Pacific Jazz. Also
Dave Hancock, an independent, who helped on
the trip to the Apollo Theatre to catch an
on-the-spot stage show. "I have enjoyed making our two dates on the scene and want to
do more of them," said Hammond. "In fact,
arrangements are being made to go to the
Savoy ballroom for the Cootie Williams'
band."
Since the 1930's he has regularly visited
England and the Decca and EMI studios,
when they were far in advance of anything
on this side of the ocean. One of his models
is London FFRR sound and his most treasured compliment comes from its astute head
E. R. Lewis, who recently told Hammond his
records were up to their standard. He keeps
his hand in as a critic with a jazz column in
the plush quarterly "Gentry."
For the past eighteen months. Vanguard
has put domestic recordings on stereophonic
tape.
The long friendship of Hammond and Count
Basie makes the bar at 132nd Street and Seventh Avenue a natural stop in the round of
on-the-spot recordings. The occasion was a
welcome-home party for Joe Williams, singer
in the Basie band for the past two years, on
October 22, 1956. A choice group of blues
specialists is introduced by the host with a
front line of Emmett Berry, trumpet. Vic
Dickenson. trombone, and Marlowe Morris at
the Hammond organ. Bobby Donaldson,
drums, and Aaron Bell, bass, provide the
rhythm with Bobby Henderson, piano, and
the blindfold test of this session is to tell if
he is replaced.
This is the first time Joe Williams has been
heard in such an informal setting and it
should remove any doubts as to his abilities
as a blues singer. He does his best work on
record in the discursive More Than One For
My Baby. He has a new approach to / Want
a Little Girl and does Sent For You Yesterday for the first time. The band kicks off with
Indiana and is heard in Perdido. Too Marvelous For Words and Please Don't Talk About
Me When I'm Gone are duos for piano and
organ. Dickenson puts a blues flavor into
Canadian Sunset with some earthy choruses.
As an on-the-spot recording it has plenty
of atmosphere and some satisfying jazz, but
the engineers, under Seymour Solomon, were
handicapped by the smallness of the rooms,
especially with an electric organ. At the start
there is congestion in the bass which clears up
as the room fills with a sound-absorbing mass
of humanity. Though the random noise increases, one of the requisites of limited acoustics seems to be a goodly crowd. Norman
Granz. head of Clef Records, kindly allows
Count Basie to take part. It would be a
happy event if he would ask Hammond to return the favor by taking the Basie band out
to Brooklyn to record it for him as it should
be heard for a change.
AUDIO
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Kid Ory's Creole Jazz Band 1944/45:
Tailgate!
Good Time Jazz L 12022
The historic sixteen sides made by Kid Ory
in his comeback in 1944-45, after a decade
away from music, have been remastered by
recording director Ray DuNann and issued on
one LP. As one who bought the originals as
they were released, I remember the sound as
being outstanding in the days of poor wartime surfaces and undistinguished studio
work. It stands up well today. And so does
the music, as evidenced by the cheers greeting Ory, Ed Garland and Minor Hall, of the
original group, on a recent European tour.
Bobby Henderson: Handful of Keys
Vanguard VRS 851 1
The rediscovery of pianist Bobby Henderson makes one of those enjoyable tales which
soon becomes part of the folklore of jazz. In
the early 1930's, he had been accompanist for
the youthful Billie Holiday in Harlem and
in her debut on W. 52nd St. Then he disappeared from the scene until John Hammond
came across him in Albany last summer. Under the assumed name of Jody Bolden, he had
passed the last twenty years as a successful
entertainer in upstate cities.
The forty-six-year-old Henderson grew up
in the best tradition of the great Harlem
party piano as exemplified by James P. Johnson, Fats Waller and Lucky Roberts. He began his professional career in Harlem clubs
in the 1920's, but avoided playing in bands
and never got to a recording studio. Now a
series of albums are projected to show his
qualities as a pianist, composer, singer, and
trumpetman.
The six selections on the first side are all
Waller compositions, making a comparison to
the recorded originals inevitable. He most
closely resembles the early Waller, as he was
so seldom heard in public performances and
in the studios in later years. There is less
exuberance, but the same joy in the piano
and the completeness of its voice. His dynamic
shading is more subtle and he likes to caress
and linger over a phrase that Fats would toss
off with an air of bravado. He plays open
twelfths with both hands and puts down a
beat which draws the fullness of a jazz band
from the instrument. Jazzmen of this calibre
are truly timeless, and it is good to have
Henderson around in 1957.
There is an extended Jitterbug Waltz, a
singing Squeeze Me and the title tune, among
others. A ten-minute improvised Blues for
Fats opens the second side with moving tenderness. Sugar, Sweet Lorraine, and Twelfth St.
Rag are all based in the period when Waller
was doing his best work and are given experienced and melodic treatment. Really excellent piano sound, full dynamics, and a
depth that comes from a microphone not too
close to the sounding board.
Miles Davis: Birth of the Cool
Capitol T762
Generally regarded as one of the high
points in modern jazz, eleven of the twelve
numbers recorded by the Miles Davis group
in 1940-50 are successfully updated in sound
by remastering on one LP. They are not in
the least overshadowed by subsequent developments in the idiom and the wide-range
brought to the scores by the use of baritone
sax, French horn, and tuba give them a rich
tonal depth.
Formed with Gerry Mulligan and Gil Evans
the band was able to find only two weeks employment in a club. It is more emotional and
heated than the cool groups which gravitated
to the West coast, and more disciplined than
those remaining in the East. For various reasons. some of them economic, its creative impact has not been surpassed by a working
unit, or by specially assembled studio groups.
It might do well on the club circuit today,
but would do better in the concert hall. Some
enterprising entrepreneur should be inspired
to make up a package of the Miles Davis
quintet, the Gerry Mulligan sextet, and the
Modern Jazz Quartet, among others. Musicians from each could be drawn on to form
a larger group for the last portion of the concert. Only in a sustained atmosphere of interchange of ideas can such creative work be
forwarded.
AUDIO
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Look over the BEST BUYS
in

HI-FI...

fromS

HF60, HF50

EICO is a pioneer (1945) in kit test equipment —
leads the industry in distributor sales to trained and
critical users.
EICO has achieved this acceptance because
• EICO engineering policy is to stress electrical and mechanical quality, soundness
and functional completeness.
• EICO prices are low because they are justly
related to costs and geared for volume
sales.
The same engineering and price policy underlies ail
EICO high fidelity equipment. You can examine and
compare EICO at any of the 1200 neighborhood distributors and hi-fi specialists throughout the U.S.
Judge EICO's claims for yourself before you buy.
Wrife for FREE Catalog A-5.

L

ei:
HF12

L.
HfSI

HF52 50-WATT Ultra-Linear INTEGRATED
AMPLIFIER complete with Preamplifier,
Equalizer & Control Section
KIT $69.95
WIRED $109.95
Power amplifier section ossontially ulmtiral to
HF50, including output transformer, GZ34 rectifier, etc . Includes all-foedbuck equalizations
(5 pos.) tone controls. Centralab loudness
control R: separate level control that does not
affect response at any setting. Cathode follower
output to tape. Correct input loading for new
ceramics. Zero cross-talk Bianmlifieation input
output facilities.
x 15" x 10". Matchinp Cover E-l, $4.50.
HF12 12 WATT Williamson-type INTEGRATED
AMPLIFIER
KIT $34.95
WIRED $57.95
Complete with Preamplifier, Equalizer & Control Section. Equalized direct tape head magnetic phono inputs. Power Output: 12 w com.,
25 w pk. IM Dist.: 1.3rr @ 12 w. Freq. Resp.:
1 w; ±0.5 db 12-75,000 cps: 12 w; ±0.5 db
25-20,000 cps. 2-EL84, 3-ECC83/12AX7.
I-EZ8I.
HFSI TWO-WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM $39.95
complete with FACTORY-BUILT CABINET
Jensen heavy-duty 8" woofer & matching
Jensen compression-driver exponential horn
tweeter. Smooth clean bass &: crisp, extended
natural highs. Overall response: ±6 db
70-12,000 cps. Po wer-handling capacity: 25 w.
Impedance: 8 ohms. Bookshelf size: 23" X
11" X 9". 25 lbs. Wiring Time: 15 min.
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HF61 Master Control PREAMPLIFIER
KIT $24.95
WIRED $37.95
with Power Supply: KIT $29.95
WIRED $44.95
Does not add distortion or detract from wideband Of
transient response of finest power amplifiers at any
control settings. High-quality feedback circuitry
throughout R: most complete control A switching
facilities. Feedback scratch &: rumble filters, equilizations, tone controls. Centralab Senior "Compentrol"
loudness control, concentric level control 4 hi-level,
2 lo-level switched inputs. Extremely flat wideband
freq resp: ±0.3 db 12-50,000 cps. Extremely sensitive.
Negligible hum. noise, harmonic or IM distortion.
4-7/8" x 12-5/16" x 4-7/8". 8 lbs.
HF60 60-WATT Ultra-Linear POWER AMPLIFIER
with ACRO T0-330 Output Transformer
KIT $72.95
WIRED $99.95
FF86 volt ampl direct-coupled to 6SN7GTB K-coupled
phase inverter driving two U/L-connected p-p EL34
output tubes. GZ34 extra-rugged rectifier Rated output: GO w (130 w pk). IM Distortion: less than 1%
at (>0 w; 0.5% at 50 W. Harmonip Distortion: less than
0.5Tr from 20-20,000 cps within 1 db of rated power.
Sine Freq. Resp: at 1 w: ±0.1 db 15-35,000 Cps at any
level from 1 mw to rated power. Square Wave Resp:
excellent 20-25,000 cps: 3 usec rise-time; Sens: 0.52 v
for (50 W. 7" X 14" X 8". 30 lbs. Matching Cover E-2,
St.50.
HF50 50-WATT Ultra-Linear POWER AMPLIFIER
KIT $57.95
WIRED $87.95
Extremely high quality output transformer with extensively interleaved windings, 4, 8, and 16-ohm
speaker taps, grain-oriented steel, fully potted in
seamless steel case. All other specs equivalent to
HF60 but on 50 w level. Matching cover E-2, S t.SO.
HF20 20-WATT Ultra-Linear Williamson-type INTEGRATED
AMPLIFIER complete with Preamplifier, Equalizer &
Control Section
KIT $49.95
WIRED $79.95
Sets a new standard of performance at the price, kit
or wired. Rated Power Output: 20 w (34 w peak).
IM Distortion:
1.3%. Max Harmonic Distortion: below lr/r, 20-20,000 cps. within I db of 20 w. Power
Resp (20 w): ±0.5 dl) 20-20,000 cps: Freq Resp
{V\ w) : ±0.5 db 13-35,000 cps. 5 feedback equalizations. Low-distortion feedback tone controls. 4 hi-level
&: 2 lo-level inputs. Conservatively rated, fully potted
output transformer: grain-oriented steel, interleaved
windings. 81/2" x 15" x 10". 24 lbs. Matching Cover
E-l, Si.50.

84 Withers St., Brooklyn 11, N. Y.
(5) Prices 5% highei on West Coast.

There are reasons ....
WHY

THE

DYNAKIT
50 WATT HI-FI AMPLIFIER KIT
SOUNDS

BEST

1. New High Stability Circuif
Superior transient response with greater
clarity and definition. Designed for all
speaker loads including electrostatic.
2. Pre-Assembled Printed
Circuit Board
Assures fool-proof assembly in less than 3
hours and guarantees faithful reproduction
of performance specifications.
3. Superior Components Featuring
the A-430 Dynaco Transformer
And of course the following minimum specifications that can be exceeded by any home
constructor
Power Output: 50 watts continuous rating,
100 watts peak. Distortion: under 1% at
50 watts, less than 1% harmonic distortion
at any frequency 20 cps to 20 kc within 1
db of maximum. Response: Plus or minus
.5 db 6 cps to 60 kc. Plus or minus .1 db
20 cps to 20 kc. Square Wave Response:
Essentially undistorted 20 cps to 20 kc.
Sensitivity: 1.5 volts in for 50 watts out.
Damping Factor: 15. Output Impedances:
8 and 16 ohms. Tubes: 6CA7/EL-34 (2)
(65 50's can also be used) 6AN8, 5U4GB.
Size: 9" x 9" x 6^" high.

DYNAKIT
—,/i

Mark II
Slightly (Complete including
coverparts
and
inhigher
West aprotective
|| component

NEW! DYNA BIASET now included in
all Dynakits. Simplifies bias adjustment and assures optimum operating
conditions.
Available through leading Audio and
Electronic Parts Distributors
DYNA CO.
DEPT. A, 5142 MASTER ST., PHILA. 31, PA.

Trigger Alpert: Trigger Happy!
Riverside RLP 12-225
The Glenn Miller bass from 1940 on
through the Army band, Trigger Alpert has
settled down to studio work in recent years.
The virtues of allowing such a respected sideman to program and take charge of a session
are evident in the pains taken to secure eminent personnel and arrangements of more
than momentary value.
One of Alpert's ideas was to use only bass
and Ed Shaughnessy, drums, in the rhythm
section. Arrangers Tony Scott, Dick Hyman,
and Marty Paich have written to give him
considerable solo room. Trigger Happy by
Scott and his own Trigger Fantasy are showcases for the instrument.
The seven standards are all unhackneyed
and are further enlivened by the doubling
done by the reeds. Scott plays clarinet and
tenor; Zoot Sims, tenor and alto; A1 Cohn,
tenor and baritone. Joe Wilder, trumpet, and
Urbie Green, trombone, complete the smoothworking septet, sparked by the happy sound
of Alpert's walking, bottom bass. Recorded
by Reeve Sound Studios.
Lee Morgan Indeed!
Blue Note 1538
Eighteen-year-old Lee Morgan has held
down a featured-trumpet chair in the Dizzy
Gillespie band for the past six months. Since
the age of fifteen, he played weekends with
pickup groups around his native Philadelphia,
and helped out the Jazz Messengers during
one of their visits. He has the brashness of
youth, the technique of the prodigy, and an
instinctive grasp of the modern idiom.
All of which might not be enough to ensure
a successful LP without the sympathetic support given by the men on the date and some
incisive writing. Horace Silver, piano; Wilbur Ware, bass ; and Philly Joe Jones make
a faultless rhythm section. The quintet is
completed by Clarence Sharpe, another newcomer and friend from Philadelphia, who provides a supple and sensitive contrast to the
outpourings from the Morgan horn. It is a
case of two comparative unknowns accomplishing more in concert than either might
with someone more experienced but less compatible.
Horace Silver contributes Roccus, Benny
Golson. of the Gillespie band, Reggie of Chester and Standby, and Little T is by Donald
Byrd. Owen Marshal shows promise with Gaza
Strip and the slow, graceful The Lady. At
present Morgan resembles the mature Gillespie, who was twenty when he reached New
York and the Teddy Hill band. It took him
several years to put as much solo space on
record as Morgan has on this one disc. Just
how healthy is the present competition among
record companies for each new star will be
decided by timo and, in final analysis, the
individual musician.
Bill Evans: New Jazz Conceptions
Riverside RLP 12-223
Bill Evans, a 28-year-old pianist from
Plainfield, N.J. and the Mannes School of Music, has been working in the Tony Scott quartet for the past year. In his first LP he
closely resembles the clarinetist-leader in his
ability to give maturity to modern jazz ideas
while maintaining an individual voice. Rather
than use his musical vocabulary as a base for
innovation, he applies it to throwing fresh
light on standards, constructing long melodic
lines in his originals and in recasting the bop
tunes Our Delight and Conception in new perspective.
He is joined by Paul Motian, drums, also
a member of the quartet, and Teddy Kotick,
bass, in eight numbers. Evans plays three
solos and contributes four originals, from the
stimulating up-tempo Five and Displacement,
the too-brief Waltz for Dehhy, to the impressionistic blues No Cover. Clear piano sound
by Reeves Studios, but more dynamics from
the drums.
Duke Ellington: A Drum Is a Woman
Columbia CL 951
Described as a musical fantasy paralleling
the history of the origins of jazz, the word
fantasy should be underlined as Duke Ellington calls on his far-reaching imagination and

capacious wit to tell the tale of Carribee Joe
and his drum. He wisely refrains from asking his orchestra to copy the early styles of
jazz when he sketches the New Orleans period
and introduces Buddy Bolden, for he is well
aware of the difficulties his present band
would have in tintyping former Ellington organizations. When it is called upon to perform works long associated with him, it is
allowed to try to capture a mood on its own
terms. So it is Ellington's own individual approach to jazz as expressed by his current
musicians that is used to outline the eras
touched in this capricious saga, from the
West Indian jungle to a visionary emerald
rock garden on the moon. Whether it be New
Orleans, bop, calypso, or progressive sounds,
it is always Ellington.
The theme for such a project was first proposed to the leader in 1941 by Orson Welles
and abandoned in the planning stages. It was
exhumed in 195G and revamped in three
months with an eye to possible production on
television. It is evident that little is left of
the original idea. Since then the jazz scene
has altered considerably, and Ellington and
Billy Strayhorn collaborated with the late
John Latouche on a musical version of "The
Beggar's Opera." If anyone's influence is to
be found in this work, it probably comes
from this association.
Joya Sherrill, who toured with the band in
the mid-forties, has been recalled to sing the
rewarding part of Madam Zajj, the willful
siren who represents the drum which lures
Carribee Joe, as sung by Ozzie Bailey, from
his island home. Margaret Tynes, a soprano
known for her appearances in opera at the
New York City Center, makes her debut with
a jazz group and introduces the title song.
Candido and Terry Snyder are added to help
out drummer Sam Woodyard in the West Indian interludes. Betty Glamann, harpist, is
heard in the celestial Ballet of the Flying
Saucers.
There are frequent opportunities for the
featured instrumental soloists, but they give
most pleasure as a rich backing for the singers and narrator. Much narration on records
does not wear well after several hearings.
Ellington is of a different caliber, and he is
as artful as the late Fats Waller in his humorous way of turning a fanciful phrase. If
this work does nothing else, it may bring a
little humor back to the creative side of jazz.
Cecil Taylor Quartet, Vol. 1
Transition TRLP 19
An adventuresome pianist who takes up
where most of the modernists leave off, Cecil
Taylor is presented in his first LP with Ed
Lacey, a cool exponent of the soprano sax so
long associated only with Sidney Bechet and
his protegee Bob Wilber. The auditory effect
of the vibratoless sound is more pronounced
than in other members of the sax family.
Those accustomed to the hot Bechet tone may
not recognize the instrument until some of its
characteristics become evident.
With a background in music theory at the
New England Conservatory of Music, Taylor
is an accomplished technician and distributes
a fund of ideas much too liberally for immediate absorption. He seems impatient to get
his message over and does not hesitate to be
angular and dissonant, leaving an impression
of anxiety which can be intriguing or irritating depending upon the mood of the listener.
His three originals include an eleven-minute
blues, the balladic Song, and the up-tempo
Rickickshaio which bounces and bobs along
like its title. With some exciting drumming
by Denis Charles, it would serve as a quick
sampling of the vital Taylor imagination.
You'd lie So Nice To Come Home To is taken
as a piano solo. Buell Neidlinger is heard on
bass in the adequate recording by Steve Fassett.
Byrd Blows On Beacon Hill
Transition TRLP 17
It may have been the location or the atmosphere of a rainy, spring Sunday afternoon
which served to elicit a most relaxed and
lyrical performance from the much-recorded
new trumpetman Donald Byrd. Like many of
this label's dates, it was recorded by Steve
Fassett in his home on the Hill.
A full quartet is heard in four of the six
numbers: an idiomatic Little Rock Getaway,
a moody Polka Dots & Moonbeams, a reflective Stella By Starlight and If I Love Again.
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This last tuue was recently revived by Tbad
Jones and a comparison of the two solos is
rewarding. The efficient bassist Doug Watkins
and pianist Ray Santisi are allowed to improvise at length on What's New and People
Will Say We're in Love. Jim Zitano, drums,
completes the rhythm section.
Ted Heath: First American Tour
London LL 1564
Ted Heath's memento of last year's successful visit to the United States is released
as his current tour of our concert halls gets
under way. He presents polite swinging versions of a dozen numbers named for various
cities and localities, from the south-of-theborder On the Alamo to a robust Lullaby of
Broadway.
Good sound, danceable arrangements and
an occasional solo of interest, as in the Trumbauer-oriented I'm Coming Virginia and the
trumpet in Stars Fell on Alabama, make this
a desirable item for his numerous fans.
Chauncey Gray; Dancing at the Embassy
Club
Riverside RLP 12-804
Chauucey Gray is a current favorite in the
line of smart supper club orchestra leaders
who used to fill the airwaves in the days of
Bert Lown and Eddy Duchin. Now assorted
commentators have taken over the night air
and this suave music can be best heard on
records, or by picking up the tab at the Hotel
Ambassador's Embassy Club, where Gray has
played since 1954, on leaving the El Morocco
after a fourteen-year stretch.
The pianist-composer directs his band in a
dozen hit songs from this season's The Street
Where You Live, I've Grown Accustomed to
l our Face and / Could Have Danced All Night
to a sedate When the Saints Go Marching In.
His twenty-five years on the stand takes him
hack to 'Bye, 'Bye Blues, which he composed
with Lown. Danceable tempos in good sound.
La Fiesta Brava, Vol. 3, Torero!
Audio Fidelity AFLP 1818
The comprehensive documentation of the
music of the hull tight by the Banda Taurina
of the Plaza Mexico, under Genaro Nunez, is
continued with nine selections closely associated with the colorful spectacle. As many of
the compositions related to particular episodes in the action have been presented in the
two previous albums, the content is for the
most part a concert of diverting Spanishtinged backgrounds which fill interludes in
the action.
Silverio is dedicated to the famous Mexican
matador. Valencia is given an extended reading. as is Granada, named for the province in
Spain. The haunting Cuerdas de me Guitarra,
or "string of my guitar," begins side two
which is completed by the three-part suite
Aires Andaltices. Soundmen should note the
four rousing fanfares which separate the various tracks and are musical signals denoting
the Tuque de Cuadrillos, Toque de Muerte,
Toque Banderillas and Toque al Corral.
The unusually attractive package includes
a well-illustrated booklet of fifty pages on the
history and art of the ring by the Mexican
artist Rafael Vilar Alvarez, who is also credited with the dramatic cover poster. No better brief introduction to the subject is available. Helped along by a large auditorium, the
recording has the same healthy out-of-doors
sound marking the rest of the series.
Jo Basile: Rome With Love
Audio Fidelity AFLP 1822
Jo Basile is on home grounds as he takes
his accordion to Italy's capitol city for a
program of a dozen selections reflecting the
color and charm of its gracious streets and
surrounding countryside. As the violin is to
tlie Viennese so the accordion is to the Roman,
and Basile makes it sing with the romantic
skill of the native.
The superior recording places the instrument in a showcase displaying all its basic
power in danceable melodies which include
the Tango Chitarra Komana, Tarantella. An
ima e Core and Luna Rossa. Also such songs
as La Piccinina, Non Dimenticar' and Reginella Campagnola. making a varied program of
agreeable mood music for the soundwise ear.
(Continued on page 72)
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KLH
Research

and

Development

Corporation

A

newly

formed

organization

devoted to the design and manufacture of high quality sound
reproduction equipment for the
home.
The staff of KLH has had years of
experience in the design and production of loudspeakers and loudspeaker
systems. KLH will soon start producing a loudspeaker system using the
Acoustic Suspension principle under
license from Acoustic Research, Inc.
In order to make information available on the new system, KLH is preparing a comprehensive report on its
performance. Meaningful information
on the performance of loudspeakers
can be obtained by measurements,
providing that intelligently designed
procedures are followed. The report
in preparation describes and analyzes
the results of such measurements and,
in addition, describes the theory of
operation of the forthcoming system.
We will be glad to forward a copy of
the report in response to your request.

KLH RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT CORP.
30 CROSS STREET
CAMBRIDGE. MASSACHUSETTS

HAROLD LAWRENCE
Clouds, Panels and Draperies
Little Jack Horner
Sat in a corner
Listening to Hi-Fi
But his speaker was bad
And he was quite mad
For the music was naught
LOW nor

Now Little Jack Horner
Sits in a corner
His disposition's much
sweeter
For the music that swells
Is as clear as a bell
From his Twin-Cone
Norelco Speaker

^lorelco Ctc/ftSJ. Speakers are available in 5", 8" or 12" sizes in standard
impedances. Priced from $6.75 to
$59.98. Blueprints are available for
the do-it-yourself enclosure builder.
Norelco Enclosures are available in
three sizes, priced from $33.75 to
$119.95.
ADD TO... and improve any sound
system with fijorelco ®
♦FULL RESPONSE SPEAKERS
Write today to Dept. A5 for brochures
and prices of these unique speakers.
NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS CO., INC.
1 00 E. 42nd St., New York 1 7, N.Y.

ver since the first 20-piece band
clustered round a horn in pre-microE plione days, the proudest claim a record manufacturer could make about his
product was to compare it to concert hall,
' seat-on-the-aisle' realism. But if the discophile is also a concert-goer who is familiar with theatres and auditoriums, he
will know from personal experience that
the seat on the aisle is not always the
ticket to aural paradise.
Among the thousands of cartoons on
"audio-pathology" that spoof the enthusiast's search for the ultimate in sound
reproduction, certain basic themes predominate. There is the "house-wrecker"
who will stop at nothing to transform his
home into a laboratory, his living room
into a baffle; the "dial watcher" who is
hypnotized by the twitch of a needle or
the suspense of a frequency run; and other
species of the sound kingdom. One character who reappears frequently is often pictured sitting in a hall during a symphonic
program. Turning to his companion, he
whispers indignantly, '' This is awful.
There are no 'highs' in this performance ! '' The dual implication here is that
(1) this is his first concert and therefore
his first encounter with 'live' sound, and
(2) he is obviously a reckless treble
booster.
But our shocked audiofan may not be
as naive as all that, for a poorly constructed hall can be frequency-discriminating to a marked degree. With inadequate reflecting surfaces to distribute
sound and a high proportion of drapery
and plush to absorb it, acoustic sharpness
is at a minimum and there is a perceptible slicing off of the upper sound spectrum.
Some Hall Examples
Clarity and brilliance replace the conventional mellowness—and in some cases
fogginess—of nineteenth century auditoriums in such acoustically naked surroundings as London's Royal Pestival
Hall. Acoustical engineers have traveled
far and wide to see and hear the new
hall and have in many instances patterned
their own designs on this model. The
trouble with most of these imitations is
that the brilliance achieved is of a hollow
nature and strangely disappointing. Upon
closer examination, it may very well prove
that, instead of a clean reverberation,
there is a "slap" at loud passages due to
the shape of the hall and the materials
that went into its construction. The freN. r.

Jf. Ninth Street, New Yorlc 11,

quencies discriminated against are likely
to be in both bass and treble, thus producing a sort of compressed bounce in
forte sections and a lackluster quality in
softer moments. Clarity is thus obtained
at the expense of a truly wide dynamic
and frequency range, a situation which
gives the hall a curiously exposed sound.
'' A creaking shoe, a blow through the
exhaust valve of a horn, and a noisily
turned page become a major catastrophe,"
wrote a Boston critic about the new Kresge
Auditorium at Massachusetts' Institute of
Technology where the reverberation period
is one and a half seconds, half a second
longer than that of N.B.C.'s Studio 8-H.
Studio 8-H, the former home of Toscanini's orchestra, represented the culmination of the radio approach to sound. From
its infant days, the broadcasting studio
was designed to blot out all reverberation,
soak up all resonance. Now an all too prevalent sonic anachronism, the "dead" studio is graphically illustrated by a certain
gesture of the announcer whose voice is in
danger of being swallowed up in the cotton-like atmosphere: to improve things for
himself at least, he will improvise a baffle
by cupping a hand behind an ear, thereby
amplifying and giving body to his mellifluous tones. Even in this era of FM transmission and improved AM broadcasting,
however, the dead studio continues to be
built, though not every time.
In a tower in Hollywood that belongs
to no movie set and is neither old nor leaning, Capitol Records constructed recording
studios that are more sec than 8-H. Instrumentalists experience the peculiar sensation of hearing their tones evaporate in
mid-air, and singers' vocal cords seem to
wilt rather than vibrate as they should.
But no matter. In an underground concrete reverberation chamber located below
a parking lot at the side of the tower,
resonance-starved signals are sent coursing
through channels for a turn at the aural
trough before being mixed at the console.
Capitol's echo chamber is a very flexible
audio device: both the reverberation period and the amount of reverberation can
be adjusted and the effect can be applied
to one microphone or to many at the same
time. In "pop" repertoire this has proved
to be a very handy electronic gadget, or
rather acoustical gadget as the people at
Capitol prefer to call it. It is simple in
construction and yet capable of the most
subtle effects. Classical sessions, however,
are another matter. Musicians find the dry
acoustics disturbing and frustrating and
derive no comfort from the knowledge that
somewhere underneath, a microphone and
loudspeaker are adding the necessary reAUDIO
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verberation later. They want to hear it for
themselves—while they 're playing.
Concert halls require their own built-in
reverberation chambers, and no mixer can
compensate for inadequate or too abundant doses for the listener in the hall. But
even in the finest old halls, few designers
have succeeded in spreading sound evenly
throughout the theatre. In Carnegie Hall,
for example, with its renowned acoustics,
there are a number of '' deaf spots.'' The
sides of the parquet (orchestra) invite
phase distortion; in the entire parquet,
center included, the music soars over the
audience's head from an above-ear-level
height leaving a distinct off-focus impression. The dress circle hears something that
resembles a speaker system being demonstrated in a heavily carpeted and draped
room filled with people wearing their winter clothes. The best seats in the house are
in the balcony and the boxes (provided
you come early enough to claim front
positions in the latter).
Suggested Remedies
A hall with shortcomings need not be
doomed to a sort of acoustical purgatory.
It can often be rehabilitated. If its weakness lies in lack of brilliance, wooden panels along the sides or "clouds" on the
ceiling could improve matters by providing reflecting surfaces. If the orchestra's
shell is made of a flimsy, porous material,
it is undoubtedly performing a miserable
job of projection and should be replaced
with a sturdier model. As for drapery, that
is a twofold menace in that it both deadens the sound and can throw the orchestral musician off balance. Leopold Stokowski once refused to conduct in Washington
unless a set of rich velvet draperies were
drawn in Constitution Hall. He gave his
audience a 17-minute lecture on the science of acoustics and the refusal of the
management of the hall to recognize sound
principles. If more conductors took such
a stand, concert-going could be a much
more pleasant entertainment sonically than
it now is in too many halls.
A first-class recording places the listener
in a seat he could seldom hope to land in
the concert hall, one to which the entire
frequency range is evenly projected, with
the right reverberation period for the
work and the orchestral forces involved,
with each instrument in proper relation to
each other, and with no acoustic interference on the part of drapery, jutting balconies overhead, and other sonic distractions.
On a smaller scale, the audiofan is faced
with similar acoustical challenges when it
comes to playing back this recording.
Given a balanced set of components, he
must determine the best position for his
speaker system. Are the highs being properly dispersed? Is there a sufficiently long
path for the bass waves to follow? What
about the proportion of hard reflecting
surfaces to those of soft, absorbent material. Is the room square, rectangular, small,
large, with low or high ceiling? Thus, the
discophile must solve in miniature the
problems that confront acoustical engineers if he is to approximate live concert
hall sound.
^
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THE NEW ALTEC LANSING
"Acoustic
MICROPHONE
SPECIFICATIONS
Type Dynamic
Frequency Response 30-15.000 cps
Output Impedance Low, 30/50 ohms
Medium, 150/250 ohms
High, 20,000 ohms
Output Level: —58 dbm/10 dynes/cm-'
Dimensions; Diameter, 1" body, 1-1 /2" max.
Length, 7" (without connector)
Weight 8 oz. (without connector)
Finish Black and green anodized
Mounting
Slidein" holder with 5/8"-27
Swivel head.
Price: $96.00 net

6A Stand Switch
Is an accessory
and must be
ordered separately

RUGGED! DEPENDABLE! Years in development,
the new Altec "Acoustic Gate"* principle is available for the
first time in the sensational Altec 680A microphone. This
feature eliminates the high frequency peaks inherent in
conventional dynamic microphones; and provides
outstanding performance throughout an extended high
frequency range. Here at last is a broadcast dynamic that can
be used under any conditions. It is unaffected by wind, water,
dirt or weather. The amazing Altec "Acoustic Gate"* 680A
is first for quality, ruggedness and serviceability.

r- - - ^
"Acoustic Gate" is a
peripheral sound entrance
channel of 2 mil width which
provides an acoustical resistance
loading to the front of the
diaphragm thereby eliminating
high frequency peaks
and extending the frequency
response over an
exceptionally wide range.
(Patent Pending)
L

—"'""I
G«»
SOUND REPUTATION SECOND TO NONE
Write Dept. 5-AJ
1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim, Calif. . 161 Sixth Ave., New York 13. N.Y.
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NEW
PRODUCTS
of unusual design. A switch at
• Portable Anechoic Chamber. This new 0.9 and 1.8 microvolt signals, respectively. phragrn
rear of the microphone permits selec"AN—ECK—OIC" chamber is designed for Drift is only 20 kc from a cold start, with the
the scaled-down testing of small micro- complete stability reached after only one tion of omnidirectional or unidirectional
phones, hearing aids, signal devices, and minute of operation. Complete shielding response. A control which permits a
other miniaturized electronic and mechani- permits reduction of spurious radiation to choice among three low-frequency recal equipment. Measuring only 4S"w x a point far "below FCC requirements. sponse curves is located on the power
42"d x 60"h over-all, the chamber can be Cathode-follower output gives 3 volts for supply. Output is -70 db. Distance be100 per cent modulated signal, and per- tween microphone and power supply may
mits up to 200-ft. separation between be up to 240 ft. Output impedance is 600
tuner and amplifier. The tuning system is ohms. The C37A microphone is manufacunique in the fact that as the pointer tured in Japan by Tokyo Tsushin Kogyo,
travels across the dial it takes the form Ltd., and is imported exclusively in the
of an exclamation point (!) as the center U.S. by Intersearch, 7 Arcadia, Cincinnati,
of each channel is reached. Controls include station selector, level control and
on-oft switch. Madison Fielding Corpora- • Klipsch-Desig-ned Speaker Enclosure
tion, 863 Madison St., Brooklyn 21, N. T. Kits. Designated the "Quik-Craft" series
E-ll because of the eage with which they are
with only one tool—a screw• Genalex KT88 Output Tube. This tube assembled
driver, these new Knight speaker enclois designed to keep pace with the trend sures are of the widely accepted Klipsch
toward compactness in amplifiers and to corner-horn type. Supplied in easy-to-asfurnish high power with exceptionally low semble knocked-down form, all exposed
distortion. Developed and manufactured wood panels of these low-cost cabinets are
by General Electric Company of England,
it is essentially a more powerful version
easily moved between widely spaced industrial test areas. The portable unit incorporates essentially the same structural
features as full-size anechoic chambers,
including AN-ECK-OIC acoustical wedge
units, complete wire rtiesh lining of the
chamber, a hinged wedge-covered chamber
access door, and provisions for external
electrical connections. The test chamber,
measuring 16" x 20" X 32", is designed for
a low-frequency cutoff of 250 cps. Floors
which are set within the free area of the
chamber between wedge points can be built
of either spring-tension cable or grating.
Manufactured by Eckel Corporation, 155
Fawcett St., Cambridge, Mass.
E-9
• Microphone Calibration Apparatus. Designed for accurate calibration of the
Brush condenser microphone Model BL4111 as well as the MK-0002 microphone
cartridge employed in the Brush ''artificial of the popular ICTG6, with up to twice the
ear," this equipment permits both a cali- output and even lower distortion. Despite
bration procedure which is a simplified the higher rating, it is considerably
form of the standardized reciprocity calithan the KT66. With fixed bias,
bration technique in accordance with the smaller
an output of 100 watts may be obtained
from a pair of KTSS's with a plate supply
of 560 volts. The KT88 fits the standard
octal socket and has the same pin connections as the 6L6 and KT66. For full
information, write Department K-22, British Industries Corp., Port Washington,
:E 12
furniture finished hi mahogany or blonde
N. Y.
and models are available for 12- and 15-in.
• Condenser Microphone. Sturdy construc- speakers. All parts are precision-cut, and
tion and stable operation are combined there is no need for sawing, sanding, gluwith high precision in the new Sony Type ing, or drilling. Flexibility of the QuikC37A microphone. Stated to have a fre- Craft enclosures is heightened by the inquency range of 20 to 18,000 cps ±2 db, clusion of an adapter panel which permits
mounting of tweeter components.
the unit uses a hand-made titanium dia- internal
Further information may be obtained by
writing Allied Radio Corporation, 100 N.
Western Ave., Chicago SO, 111.
E-14
ASA standard Z24.4., and the determination of the complete frequency-response
curve of the microphone by means of an
• AU-Transistor Audio Oscillator. The
electrostatic actuator. The first measureAudiolator, a fully-transistorized BFO
ment yields the accurate absolute sensitivity of the microphone at any arbitrary
small enough to be held in one hand, covfrequency without the use of any preers a frequency range of 50 to 15,000 cps
calibrated standard by using three conwithin 1 db with a single sweep of the
denser cartridges. The second measuredial. Powered by mercury or penlight batment gives the total frequency response
teries, the instrument is designed primaof the microphone between 20 and 20,000
rily for field service including industrial,
ops. Brush Electronics Company, 3405
Perkins Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio.
E-10
• Madison Fielding" TM Tuner. Excertional sensitivity and frequency response
of 20 to 20,000 cps within 1 db characterize the new low-priced Madison Fielding
Series FM-15 FM tuner. Full limiting is
achieved with a 0.7 5-micro volt signal,
while 20 and 30 db quieting result from

AUDIO
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HARVEY

typOitOJl

HI-FI

May, 1957
When tber6 is something new in Audio, you will always see it first at Harvey's, Each audio advance seems to find Harvey
i S advanceme
a?Harve PTy
!™
'
"'- Manufacturers as well as consumers have gotten to realize that the men down
Tn
H
Z
,
.1
\
audio
business,
both inas what
they lor
sell the
andRCA
in how
theyBritain
sell it.line.
Probably the best example ol Harvey's place
in the industry is the choice ol Harvey Radio
the outlet
Great
To the high fidelity lan in England the RCA label on a high fidelity component means the ultimate in quality. Now at last, the
mencan audio enthusiast who wants to buy superior English design in high fidelity is given the opportunity.

Take the wonderful FM Tuner as an example and you will find an exactness and
precision very rarely duplicated in manufacturing design. The new RCA electron-ray
tuning indicator insures exact tuning for perfect response. You tune for level heights of
the 2 fluorescent light bars and perfect tuning is yours. Here is the most sensitive, easy
to use tuning indicator you have ever seen. Another of the many refinements in the RCA
FM tuner iS the automatic
M A.F
Z! r rC 1,holds
u your .tuning
• permanently. Exceptional
you have
the improved
■electronicresults
lock"
of
sensitivity to 2frequency
microvoltscontrol.
for 20 Once
db guieting
givestuned,
greatly
part'cuiariy in fringe areas. Price: S79.50 (less power supply). Power requirements-395 volts at 40 mils; 6.3 volts AC for filament
Zr , Amplifier
I an^S' below.
.W^Ch
nCA

15 readlly ava lable

'

the average amplifier. Plug in connector is furnished for use in connection with

Then evaluate the RCA Power Amplifier and its companion equipment, the
preamplifier control unit and you have a package which embodies the latest in electroacoustic features. Maintaining the highest level of physical design and careful workmanship, you can be sure of the utmost quality and the enjoyment which only comes from
using the finest. Just take a look at these amplifier features. A power output (20 watts;
undistorted, 40 watts peak) maintained to the limits of the audible frequency spectrum
Distortion at full output measurable only by the most sensitive laboratory equipment.
This is truly a fine amplifier system and can well stand comparison with the best in
American design.
The companion preamplifier control unit is so designed as to provide accurate
record compensation for all agreed standards. Complete mixing facilities are available for
microphone, radio and tape. The output is 1.2 volts from cathode follower stage. The RCA
power amplifier and preamplifier control unit are so perfectly integrated as to provide a
combinafion that can meet any pick-up or recording requirement. Price: SJ69.50
Pin this day of fine speaker systems, audio perfectionists still maintain a preference for the
Bozak product. The full utilization of the basic Bozak loudspeakers are such as to provide a bass,
midrange and treble sufficiently capable to translate the original into an exact reproduction. They
are capable in their physical and acoustical characteristics, and like building blocks, CDmbine
easily into speaker systems of various sizes. They differ in realism and power by reason Dnly of
the number of individual speakers and the size of enclosure employed. Typical of the Bozak design,
both in terms of sound reproduction and furniture styling, is the Elegant B-305. Housed within the
infinite baffle enclosure are 2 B207As, a complete 2-way system in itself: 1 B209, a mid-range of
the highest clarity: and 1 N102, a convertible crossover network. The resultant sound is a treat to
,he ear
. a robust true pitch
' dean
throughout highs,
the entire
— crystal-clear
balanced
naturally against
bass
and and
sweetfullnon-metallic
with audible
a wide spectrum
angle listening
area of middles
120 degrees.
The
enclosure measures 36V2 wide, I8V2" deep, 32" high. Price: Model B-305, Contemporary , . . $390,00

There is no question in the mind of the hi-fi listener that a fine cartridge is a requisite for the best reproduction. Each component must of necessity reach maximum standards for maximum listening pleasure and
when looking for the best cartridge, you just can't overlook the Electro-Sonic Concert Series, recognized among the finest by record manufacturers, radio stations and audio engineers. The ESL cartridge does
make a difference where a difference is required. Impartial Audio League tests show that the ESL is
unsurpassed in smoothness, clarity and naturalness of reproduction. The design not only gives your record
a treat, but what you hear is an endless treat of listening pleasure. The price is far less than you would
imagine — $35.95.
Remember HARVEY's mail order service! Just enclose an extra allowance for shipping charges
(.excess will be promptly refunded) and let us ship your order the same day we receive it.
HARVEY RADIO CO., INC. 1123 Avenue of the Americas (6th Ave. at 43rd St.), New York 36, N.Y. JUdsotl 2-1500
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commercial and domestic hi-fi, and military applications. Adjustments are provided for zero beat and fine frequency
control. Output of the Audiolator is 1 volt
maximum at 600 ohms output impedance.
Attenuation is continuously variable from
zero to maximum. Dimensions are 6 x 2 x
3% ins. For complete information and detailed specifications, write Kay Electric
Company, 14 Maple Ave., Pine Brook, N. J.
E-15
• Weathers Stylus Force Gaug-e. This lowpriced device provides an easy and accurate method of checking stylus force
while a record is playing. Simple to operate, the user places the tone arm on the
record, hooks the gauge beneath the arm,
Are you Boom Conscious?...
Most people know by this time that many, expensive advertising and high-pressure sales
if not most, loudspeaker enclosures . . . re- promotion.
And so it goes, even though, actually, no
Sardless of size or price . . . boom. Boom is
ever heard boom from a live orchestra.
lat dull, heavy, toneless thud often heard at one
And
a live orchestra is not a boom-box,
low frequencies. Boom is also called "one-note why since
anyone want a boom-box in his
bass" or "juke box bass." It is an inherent home?should
Fortunately,
no one has to buy a boomcharacteristic of so-called "resonant" enclo- box.
sures. Boom is nothing but distortion, and any
To
those
who
want
live-music facsimile inspeaker system that booms is not high fidelity. stead of boom, competent
sound engineers unNotwithstanding this, and believe it or not, equivocally recommend THE
BRADFORD
there are still people who will spend hundreds, PERFECT BAFFLE. IT DOES NOT
and even thousands, of dollars for prime ampli- . . . EVER. The result is clean, trueBOOM
bass.
fiers, tuners, etc., and then go out and buy a This is accomplished by a new, patented device
boom-box. Why?
upon a scientific principle. It is not a
A noted psychiatrist undertook to find the based
or folded horn.
answer. He found that (1) some people mistake bass-reflex
it satisfies every other criteria of
mere loudness (so-called "augmented" bass) theMoreover,
discriminating
audiophile: Compactness;
for true bass; (2) others are unable to tell the
12" X 12" x 9" for 8s and 10s; 17" x 17" x 14"
difference between true bass and boom;
12s and ISs. Finest Construction and Finish;
some think boom is bass; (4) others think for
boom is bass because it comes from large %", genuine mahogany, korina blond, walnut
and/or expensive enclosures; (5) others have and ebony veneers; and unfinished birch. Econfrom $34.50 to $69.50.
a fixation for expiring myths, such as, "the omy;
If you are boom conscious, want live-music
bigger the box the better the sound"; (6)
facsimile
instead of those dull, heavy, toneless
some innately resist progress and never seem
able to adjust themselves to better things as thuds, hie to your dealer or write for literature.
they come along; (7) others are impressed by
BRADFORD & COMPANY, 27 East 38th Street, New York 16, N. Y,

THE OUESTION: Do you know where you can find information about
the current articles in magazines about microwaves, loudspeakers, television
repairing, electronic musical instruments, traveling-wave tubes, transistor
amplifiers, oscilloscopes, or any other electronic subject?
THE ANSWER:

then lifts the gauge until the stylus is
raised from the surface of the record. As
soon as the sound ceases, the gauge indicates the stylus force at which the tone
arm is functioning. Manufactured by
Weathers Industries, 66 E. Gloucester
Pike, Harrington, N. J.
11-16
• Speaker Enclosure. The new^Californian
speaker cabinet, recently introduced by
Argos Products Company Genoa, 111., is
available in finished form or as a pre-finished kit. The top panel is made of St.
R.egis Panelite, a material which gives the
appearance of wood, yet is extremely hard

IeCIoDeX
FORMERLY
PADIOFILE
Not a new publication, but one which for over ten years has served engineers,
libraries, experimenters, researchers, hobbyists, radio amateurs, radio and TV
repairmen, and anyone else connected with radio or electronics. Covers radio,
television, electronics, and related subjects, and published bi-monthly as a
cumulative index throughout the year, with the last issue of the year an
Annual which may be kept as a permanent record of all electronic periodical
literature.
LECTRODEX—the electronics index—is now published by Radio Magazines,
Inc., and has been expanded to include the contents of twenty magazines
in
the radio and electronics fields. Sold by subscript:on only,
^or on® ^earl'
$5.50 for two years. Back Annual issues are available from 1946 through
1955, 50^ per copy. Subscrib# now and know where to find the information
you often need so badly.
RADIO MAGAZINES, INC.
P. O. Box 629,
Mineola, N. Y.
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and which resists scratches, scuffing, cigarette burns, and common stains. The Californian uses the new Jensen Ultraflex
principle to enhance speaker performance.
Space for a tweeter is incorporated. Available in blonde or mahogany at the same
B-171
price.
**
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RECORDS
(from page 55)
Most controversial are Landowska's ornamentations and cadenzas, added deliberately
to the written music. She is dead right in principle. It was. in plain fact, expected of the
player then that he improvise and ornament
the plain notes of the printed music ! The art
of it was complex, highly musical—and very
clearly explained in all sorts of treatises.
Landowska is perfectly correct in asserting
her own right to ornament Mozart as she sees
fit. We all should do it more, as the pops
and jazz players do in their music. They have
the proper approach.
I have only one reservation : I don't think
much, if I may dare to say so, of Landowska's
additions. They aren't anything to write home
about and I'm sorry to have to say that I
think her added cadenza to the B Plat Sonata
is badly composed and out of all proportion
in its length and size. It could be beautiful.
Landowska, it seems, is after all a performer first, and no composer, in true 20th
Century style.
Bach: Concerto in D minor for Harpsichord. Bach; Concerto in C for Two Harpsichords. Karl Richter, Eduard Muller,
harps.; Ens. of the Ansbach Bach Festival, Richter.
London LL 1445
Bach: Concerto in D minor for Piano.
Sviatoslav Richter; State Orch. of U.S.S.R.,
Sanderling. Prokofieff: Violin Concerto
#2. Leonid Kogan; State Orch. U.S.S.R.,
Kondrashin.
Monitor MC-2002
By an odd coincidence here is Bach's familiar D minor Concerto played by two gentlemen named Richter, one on the harpsichord
and the other on piano. Karl R. is German.
Sviatoslav R. is Russian, and both play the
music very well on their respective instruments.
The Russians are lately doing very well,
too, in recording. This Monitor LP, from Russian tapes, is beautifully recorded and the
Bach is played with an admirable smoothness
and accuracy, without a trace of harshness
yet with intensity and fine phrasing. This is
as good a piano version as I've heard in a
long time—and the music is well suited to
the piano.
The highly lyric Second Concerto of Prokofieff on the reverse is played with the same
purity and accuracy, but, I'd say, without
the warmth and passion that there is in the
music, and the same goes for the fiddler.
Leonid Kogan. Maybe I'm making mental
comparisons with the old and now-extinct
Heifetz recording, which was more dramatic
than this one.
The Ansbach Festival players in Germany
also play the Bach well, in a different manner. Theirs is more of an intimate, chamber
concerto effect, milder and less dramatic—
but they are dealing with the less powerful
harpsichord and the difference is quite proper.
Especially since, praise be, London has recorded the harpsichord at the right very low
level as it actually sounds in performance
against a string group.
Good ! It^s surprising how often the "limitations'' of music such as this turn out to be
assets. An amplified harpsichord in this music
is ugly and heavy, the effect monotonous, the
string sound thrown out of balance ; yet many
a recording has been made that way. Just
listen to the solid sound of the strings here,
against the delicate thinness of the harpsichord's music. This is how Bach heard it,
and felt it.
The same goes for the two-harpsichord
work, which benefits even more pleasantly
from the low-level harpsichord miking. Bach
sketches only a minimum of orchestral accompaniment, letting the two keyboards intertwine in the utmost complexity. Here, the silvery, faint sound of the two instruments is
both clear and easy to follow, the occasional
gruff interjections of the strings a good contrast.
AUDIO
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OUTPUT TRANSFORMER

| - S. PAT. NO. 2.680.618

IN
THIS SYMBOL IDENTIFIES EQUIPMENT MEETING QUALITY STANDARDS PRESCRIBED BY HEROES ENTERPRISES

;
:

Acrosound transformers with the black and gold "K"
symbol are correctly tapped for top performance in
Ultra-Linear circuits. Enjoy the finest in sound . . .
with the transformer that assures best Ultra-Linear
results. Write for our free 16 page catalog.
Send 25<t for new booklet "Theory and Operation of the Ultra-Linear Circuit"
ACRO
PRODUCTS COMPANY
369 SHURS LANE • PHILADELPHIA 20, PENNSYLVANIA

TAPE RECORDERS
AND
TAPE RECORDING

TAPE

RECORDERS
AND

TAPE

RECORDING
By

Harold D. Weiler
Author of
"High Fidelity Simplified"
The first complete book for the home recordist. Tells why, how,
and what in easily understood language—not too technical, yet
technically accurate. Covers sound, room acoustics, microphones, microphone techniques, editing and splicing, sound
effects and how to make them, maintenance, and adding sound
to slides and home movies.
RADIO MAGAZINES, INC., Book Division
P. O. Box 629, Mineola, N. Y.
Please send me
copies of Weiler's TAPE RECORDERS AND TAPE RECORDING. I enclose check □ money order Q □ Board cover. $3.95,
□ paper cover, $2.95.
Name
Address
City
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LEONARD RADIO....
For the most
Versatile
Home & Industrial
Tape Recording
Applications

TANDBERG
featuring
8 hours play on
a 7" reel
Tandberg alone gives you the pleasure
of correct speed selection for varied
programs. Recording live music at IVz
IPS the Tandberg registers the full
sound spectrum audible to the human
ear.
Foolproof operation permits changing
from fast forward to fast rewind instantaneously without tearing or even
stretching '/a mil tapes.
Available in 2 or 3 speed models with
or without provision for foot control.
Model 2 .... 2 speed .... $249.50
Model 2F . 2 spd, ft. control $299.50
Model 3 .... 3 speed
$299.50
Model 3F . 3 spd, ft. control $349.50
Complete specifications on request.
On demonstration at our studio.
TANDBERG HI-FI
CORNER SPEAKER
The TANDBERG Corner Speaker is
only 29.4 in. high, 20.9 in. wide and
9.6 in. deep. The Wide Frequency
Range from 60 to 16,000 cycles is
provided by its combination of 8"
speaker and a tweeter cone, both
driven from the same coil. The cone is
so designed with a metal diffusion grill
that the high frequencies are distributed over a wide angle. An excellent choice for industrial, school and
home applications where space is at a
premium and tastes in musical and
sound reproduction runs high.
Model 165BK
$66.50
Complete specifications on request.
On demonstration at our studio.
Mail orders filled. 25% deposit, balance C.O.D.
RADIO, INC.
roHl 7, N.Y. COrtlandf 7-OJ15
Circle 72A
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JAZZ
(from page 65)
Frederick Fennell: Music of Leroy Anderson
Mercury MG 50130
The welcome record debut of Frederick
i'Vimt'll as a conauctor of "pops" repertoire
will be cheered by all admirers of his work
wilh the uuique i^aslmau iSymphonic Wind
liusemble, as long as it does not interrupt the
ilow of discs by that lively orgamzatiou. He
lias chosen the refreshing composition of Leroy Anderson to Introduce tUe Kastman Rochester "Pops" Orchestra, ft is heard in the
trotting tileigh Kide, Forgotten Dreams, Uerenata, Trumpeter's Lullaby, Fenny-Whistle
aony, Sandpaper Ballet, and Bugler's Holiday.
The second side is devoted to an arrangement of six Gaelic airs in the Irish Suite.
Anderson is well-known for his novelty eflects and they are kept in musical context in
sound characteristic of ihe Olympian series.
Atlantic 1252
This Is My Beloved
Since its publication in February, 11)43,
Walter Benton's slim volume of poems in the
lorm of a diary conveying the joys and heartaches of young love has gone into thirty-two
editions and become standard stock with
booksellers everywhere. It reached records in
the early days of LP and soon found a secure
place on the shelves. Now in a setting composed and orchestrated by Vernon Duke, its
continued popularity seems assured.
The young actor Alfred Ryder lends a virile
voice to the reading and is sensitive to its
many moods. The author has rearranged the
poems in more dramatic order, as well as
editing and slightly emasculating some passages. It is a version to take a place beside
this season's other bit of esoterica; Caedmeon's presentation of Siobhan McKenna in
the Molly Bloom Soliloquy from James Joyce's
"Ulysses."
The score is brittle and sophisticated, more
in the spirit of the upper East Side than
Greenwich Village setting. However, the original locale has become a high-rent district
and many of its former inhabitants have
moved uptown or to the suburbs, and the sentiments are universal. It will not be surprising to find a folk singer putting parts of it
to guitar accompaniment. Best touches are
in the bar scene, a distant barrel organ, and
a heartfelt waltz for "Each season of the
year I will be forgetting you."
Lehman Engel conducts the orchestra, and
a chorus which does not intrude more than
to change the scene or mood. You may want
to mark equalization setting on the liner, as
it cannot be done successfully until after
entry of the piano.
Vinton Wight: Sound of Steam Locomotives No. 2
Folkways FX 6153
The behemoths of the roadbed are left to
speed on their way as Vinton Wight turns to
the smaller switch engine to detail the makeup of a train in his second volume on the
steam locomotive. His equipment was set up
in the Burlington yards in and about Lincoln,
Nebraska, to catch the sounds of the cars as
they are shifted and classified. He then follows a loaded string to a grain elevator near
the city and brings them back empty.
By Western standards a switcher is still
quite a hunk of engine so there is no dearth
of sound as they meander about the yard,
or double up to help surmount a hill. Finally
the roundhouse is entered as they are put to
bed with snorts, grunts and ponderous wheezing.
No adventurer with a tape recorder should
neglect to becoihe acquainted with Wight's
work. It is sound that tells a story, has more
than momentary value, and was found within
motoring distance of his home. The editing
required the splicing of a thirty minute tape
as many as forty-four times to remove extraneous noises. It is testimony to what care,
patience and a little imagination can accomplish.

3-way system components
THE WOOFER ; PW-15A
If the frequency response
shows a rise in the vicinity of the cone resonance
^ iHBm lli ^equency, it indicates that
^ IwlHillEi both efficiency and transient characteristics of the speaker in question
are poor, and the sound will be an unpleasant boomy one. When a speaker is overdamped,however,both efficiency and transient
characteristics will be good, yet, one never
fails to receive an impression that bass response is inadequate. The PW-15A is
designed so that the frequency response, the
efficiency ratio and the transient characteristics are at optimum levels.
THE SQUAKER : MH-300
Multi-cellular horn gives a
flat response and wide
distribution characteristics.
See the photograph of
the tone burst generator,
showing how thi j medium range transient
characteristics are examined.
THE TWEETER : PT-2
Covers the range from 3,000
r—
to 16,000 cycles with smoothw
ness
and free from distortion.
\S
THE CROSSOVER NETWORK ;
DN-3
3-channel constant resistance
type. Crossover frequency is
4,000 and 600 cycles.
THE LEVEL CONTROL : AT-16
Through the use of unique
hookup (Patent Pending), load
impedance variation from input
V e- is very small.
s

Write for information to ;—
FUKUIN ELECTRIC WORKS, LTD.
5, Otowacho 6-chome, Bunkyoku,
Tokyo, Japan
Circle 72B
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ABOVE ALL, THE EAR
(from page 16)
put variations of the microphone at various frequencies and intensities. How are
these variations mapped? By feeding
sounds from a speaker into the microphone and measuring the output. Here,
the electrical-to-sound-output variations
of the speaker must be taken into account. How are these variations mapped?
With a microphone. . . .
T could continue on this circle endlessly
but I think enough of its arc has been
constructed to show that it is a circle.
1 suppose that there have been instruments devised to measure sound pressures almost uniformly, but there is
never any way of knowing when the
measurements are uniform. The whole
problem could be written in a trivial
algebraic expression involving two unknowns, and neither of the unknowns
can be found until the other unknown
becomes known. Which comes first, tin
chicken or the egg?
This same circle is encountered in almost all energy measurements, such as
the volt or the erg, but the measurement
is given a beginning point by the establishment of a definite unit of measurement (volt and erg) which are defined in
terms of certain results and which are
in turn correlated to the other units of
energy. Thus the volt is simply that electromotive force required to send a current of one ampere through a conductor
having a resistance of one ohm. By appropriate computations, it can be found
that a volt is equal to 10T ergs.
Finding a similar unit for sound was
not so easy, but the decibel was finally
arrived at, based on power in watts expended in certain loads. The decibel,
however, is not closely correlated to the
human ear and is more an electrical
measure than an actual sound measure.
This, among other things, can be inferred
from the Fletcher-Munson research.
Of course, I have been exaggerating
the situation somewhat in order to put
across my point. Considering the basic
impossibility of measuring pure sound
as such, engineers have succeeded remarkably in approximating measurements. But the point still remains: the
ear stands aloof and inviolable, the final
and most important link in any sound
reproducing system.
Mr. Briggs even concedes to the importance of the ear in various places
throughout his book. In chapter 12,
which is devoted to questions and answers, a New York City man writes and
complains that a bass-reflex enclosure
he had constructed sounded excellent
with the back removed but with the back
screwed on, "The 15-inch unit continued
to produce the bass, the tweeter poured
out the highs, but the body was missing.
AUDIO
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rr/sw/r
^slightly higher west of the Mississippi
write for literature

marantz company
25-14 Broadway

AT

Long Island City 6, N. Y.

LAST!

The book you have waited
for so long —
EDGAR M. VILLCHUR'S
HANDBOOK
SOUND

OF

REPRODUCTION

For over two years, this material ran in consecutive Issues of AUDIO and was followed
avidly by every reader. Now available in
book form, with corrections and minor revisions, this material will be recognized as the basis of a thorough course in sound reproduction. Covers the
subject from the elements of sound to individual chapters on each of the
important components of a sound reproducing system. Ready for immediate
delivery, $6.50 postpaid (Foreign, $7.00 postpaid).
Customary discounts to dealers and distributors
RADIO MAGAZINES, INC., Book Division
P. O. Box 629, Mineola, N. Y.
Please send me
copies of Villchur's HANDBOOK OF SOUND
REPRODUCTION. I enclose check □ money order □ for
$6.50 each.
Name
Address
City

Zone

State
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"The AR-1W woofer gives the cleanest
bass response I ever have heard."
AUDIO
(Eduard Tatnall Canby)
.. the highs impressed me immediately
as very lovely, smooth, unprepossessing, musical (for music) and unusually natural. No
super-hi-fi screech and scratch ... As to the
lows... I was no end impressed, from the
first time 1 ran my finger over a pickup stylus
and got that hearty, wall-shaking thump that
betokens real bottom bass to the time when
I had played records and tapes on the speaker
for some months on end."
Vhe Audio Ceague Report *
"Speaker systems that will develop much
less than 30% distortion at 30 cycles are
few and far between. Our standard reference
speaker system,t the best we've ever seen,
has about 5% distortion at 30 cycles."
*Vol. 1 No. 9, Oct., '55. Authorized quotation #30.
For the complete technical and subjective report on
the AR-1 consult Vol. I No. 11, The Audio League
Report, Pleasantville, N. Y.
nheAR-lW
The Saturday Rxvim
(r. s. Lamer)
.. goes down into the low, low bass with
exemplary smoothness and low distortion. It
is startling to hear the fundamentals of low
organ notes come out, pure and undefiled,
from a box that is two feet long and about
a foot high."

Removing the back remedied the defect.
Should I leave well alone?" Mr. Briggs
replied, in part, "It seems to me that
when you leave the back off the cabinet
you obtain very useful reflection from
the wall and there is a lot to be said for
this type of reproduction. I would certainly use the system which sounds best,
even if contrary to every textbook.
"In any case, as the body has disappeared, there would not be much point
in screwing down the lid of the coffin."
Bravo! Mr. Briggs. That which sounds
best is genuinely to be preferred, "even
if contrary to every textbook." And
thank you for that delightful pun.
We must remember, if wo had no ears,
there would be no point in expending our
energies (and incomes) on high fidelity.
Yet, there are people who quote response
figures endlessly and prattle on about
cathode followers and air couplers, and
when asked how their rig sounds, seem
to be deeply insulted. Sometimes I wonder if they ever turn their reproducing
systems on, except to make measurements.
Out of all this, I hope to distill a few
sterling particles of advice to each of the
several categories of hi-fi people, as follows :
To the man with good response data
—We admire and love you. We would
like to have good data too. But you are
henceforth limited to three minutes of
describing your data, after which you
will turn the rig on, allow the listener to
select the recordings he wishes to hear,
and then shut up and listen with your
guest.
VARIABLE

To the man with good sound—You are
one chosen among many. Don't worry
about a thing. You have achieved the
ultimate. If the man with good data
comes to visit you and starts asking
about the data on your rig or starts describing the data on his, put on your
favorite Brahms and turn up the volume
of your good sound so high that you
can't hear each other. Thus good sound,
literally and figuratively, overrides data.
To the man who knows nothing of hi-fi
—Perhaps you are better off than all the
rest. If you visit the house of the man
with good sound, you will want to return
again and again and you may be infected
with a desire to know about hi-fi. This
may eventually lead you to the man with
good data. Don't be discouraged; arm
yourself with this one request: "Let's
hear it play." If he refuses, then break
off your friendship. He's not worth
knowing and he can't teach you anything about appreciating hi-fi.
To the novice who's shopping for a
rig—You, too, have one powerful weapon
against all comers, that being the demand
to hear the rig in operation. Don't shop
on the basis of specifications alone.
Never buy without first hearing. And
don't be ashamed of your lack of hi-fi
knowledge. Even if you don't know IM
from Imdrin, you're on a par with the
experts if you listen carefully. An ear is
an ear is an ear. If you feel that your ear
isn't trained like that of an expert (what
should it do—sit up and bark?), remember, it's your hi-fi rig; you've got
to live with it, not the experts.
And to all the rest of you—Remember
the ear. Yours are perfect.

ATTENUATION
{from page 46)

corresponding to the losses marked on
the plug-in unit.
As an example, suppose we plug in a
network of 150 to 150 ohms impedance

BOX

with shunt resistors for 25, 30 and 35 db
losses, respectively. Then, impedances at
the input and output binding posts will
be 150 ohms and losses of 25, 30 and 35

High Jidelity
{Roy Allison)
"... a woofer that works exceptionally
well because of its small size, not in spite
of it ... I have heard clean extended bass
like this only from enclosures that were at
least six or seven times its size."
^Nation
(B. H. Haggin)
.. achieves the seemingly impossible; a
real and clearly defined bass in a cabinet only
14 by 11 by 25 inches in si^e."
audiocraft"The reproduced sound* so perfectly duplicated that of the organ that no one could be
sure which was playing."
*At a demonstration of live vs. recorded pipe
organ, in which the reproducing system included
four AR-l's.
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC.
24 Thorndike St., Cambridge 41, Mass.
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Fig. 3. Using the method described, the switch may be mounted on a small metal box
with a socket for the plug-In pads, each of which accommodates three values of
attenuation.
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db will be obtained when the switch is
set to these values as indicated on the
dial. It can be seen, therefore, that the
device is very flexible, inasmuch as several shunt resistors may be used without
changing the series resistors, or for close
tolerance work, individual networks may
be plugged in, using the exact values of
R,, Bg and B3 as required.
The values of resistors for various impedances and attenuations may be obtained by the constructor from numerous published attenuator tables, two of
which will be found in the references1-2
given at the end of this article.
For the mathematically inclined
reader the following formulas are included which may be used to compute
the resistor values for attenuating networks of equal input, output impedances
and varying losses. The symbols given
in the formulas are as shown in Fig. 1.
(K-l)
=Z
B, 2
2 (K + l)
2ZK
B,
~ {K + l) {K-l)
where Z = Z1 = Zt, (that is, Z, and Z,
are of the same impedance value) and
K equals the voltage or current ratio of
the input and output of the network. K,
db
then, is also equal to, iT = 10 20 . This is
true because db = 20 log EJE^, or 20
log 7,/Zs. The above formulas are for
"H" pads. For "T" pads the same equations apply except the values found for
B1 and B,, must be multiplied by 2.
Accuracy Check
If the constructor has available an
audio oscillator and sensitive a. c. voltmeter he may check the attenuating
characteristics of his networks, if necessary for critical applications, by hand
picking the resistors or using various
resistors in parallel, and may thus construct pads with very close tolerances.
The signal from the oscillator is fed to
the attenuator input which will not require a terminating resistor if the oscillator output impedance matches the attenuator impedance. If the oscillator is
of the more generally used high-impedance type, a terminating resistor equal
1
"Commonly Used T and H Pads",
The Recording and Beproduction of Sound,
page 775, by Oliver Read, Howard W.
Sams
and Co., Publisher.
2
"Forty Commonly Used Pads", Electronics For Engineers, page 9, by Markus
and Zeluff, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Publisher.

PLUG-IN UNIT

OCTAL SOCKET

BINDING POSTS
BINDING POST

r
5

T-

SW1
db SWITCH
040 35 30 ot

Fig. 4. (A) Wiring of the pads as constructed in plug-in form, and (B), the
wiring of the switch in the unit shown
in Fig. 3. Only those switch positions indicated on the pads are to be used. Any
three adjacent values separated by
either 5 or 10 db may be used.
to the input characteristic impedance of
the pad must be placed across the input
and the oscillator bridged across the
resistor. In either case, a terminating
resistor equivalent to the pad output impedance must also be connected across
the output of the pad.
The signal voltage is then measured
across the pad input with the meter and
recorded as Ej. The voltage at the output of the pad is also measured and recorded as Et. The loss of the attenuator
in decibels is then equal to, db = 20 log
Ej/Eg. As an example, if EI=2 volts,
and Et = 0.2 volts, then the loss is 20
log 2/0.2, or 20 db.
These pads are designed, of course,
for low power work and high test-signal
voltages should not be applied to the input when using low wattage resistors.

PRINTED WIRING
{from page 20)
not so obvious is that a similar advantage high frequencies for the stability criapplies in the construction of any feed- teria. Many feedback amplifiers have
back amplifier. Feedback amplifiers rely to be re-engineered during production,
on the over-all performance around the merely because lead dress changes.
feedback loop at the extreme low and Maybe one of the assemblers left the
AUDIO

The AR-1 acoustic suspension* speaker
system is now widely recognized as reproducing
the cleanest, most extended, and most uniform
bass at the present state of the art. It is employed as a reference testing standard, as a
broadcast and recording studio monitor, as an
acoustical laboratory test instrument, and in
thousands of music lovers' homes.
The AR-2, our second model, is a two-way
speaker system (10 in. acoust c suspension
woofer and newly developed tweeter assembly),
in a cabinet slightly smaller than that of the
AR-1—131/2"x24"xll3/8". It is suitable for use
with any high quality amplifier which supplies
10 or more clean watts over the entire audio
range.

MAY, 1957

The price of the AR-2 in harawooa veneer
is $96.00, compared to the AR-l's $185.00.
Nevertheless we invite you to judge it directly,
at your sound dealer's, against conventional
bass-reflex or horn systems. The design sacrifices in the AR-2, comparatively small, have
mainly to do with giving up some of the AR-l's
performance in the nether low-frequency regions, performance which is most costly to come
by. The AR-2 can radiate a clean, relatively full
signal at 30 cycles.
The AR-2 speaker was designed as the
standard for medium-cost high fidelity systems.
Our tests have shown it to be so far ahead of its
price class that we think it will come to be
regarded as such a standard within its first year.

Literature, including complete performance
specifications, available on request from:
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC.
24 Thorndike St., Cambridge 41, Mass.
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8 Watt Audio
Amplifiers

Featuring 4 interchangeable
Input Panels
Designed for high quality
sound systems,Langevin Type
138 Series low noise, low distortion Amplifiers feature
self-contained power supply
and plug-in type connectors.
Taps on the output transformer for the entire 138
Series permit matching at
3.2, 6.4, 16, and 600 ohms.
Small and compact, the 138
Series1 Amplifiers measure
only 3 /8" wide 5" high, and
13" long in a 16 gauge col
rolled steel chassis.

MAXSON MAKES IT
Specifications
Harmonic Distortion: All Models
<2.0% 30-15 KC across 6.4 ohm |
tap at +39 dbm
138-G (includes a preamplifier input]
for microphones)
Source Impedance: 30, 150, 250, '
600 ohms
Gain: 96 db 600 ohms input — 600
ohms output at 1 KC
Output Noise: —63 dbm below full
output
Response: +1.5 db 30 to 15,000 cps
138-K (includes a preamplifier equalized for G.E. or Pickering type pickups)
Source Impedance: 6800 ohms
Gain: 75.3 db bridging 600 ohms at
1 KC
Output Noise: —52 dbm below full
output
138-L (includes a preamplifier input
for high impedance microphones or
crystal pickup)
Source Impedance: 1 megohm
Gain: 77 db bridge 600 ohms at 1 VC
Output Noise: —63 dbm below full
output
Response: —1.5 db 30 to 15,000 cps
138-M (includes an input panel designed for bridging or cueing)
Source Impedance: 150, 600, 5,000,
20,000 ohms
Gain: 58 db 600 ohm input — 600
ohm output at 1 KC
Output Noise: —76 dbm below full
output
Response: ±1.0 db 30 to 15,000 cps
Complete specifications for
138 Series available upon request. Write: Audio Dept. 7.
MAXSON
INSTRUMENTS
47-37 Austell Ploce
long Island City 1, New York
Division of the W. L. Maxson Corporation

line and the replacement dresses the lead
almost imperceptibly differently, in spite
of the fact that tools are provided for
this purpose.
In the amplifiers for this product line,
a type of circuit and output transformer
have been combined that would not he
economically possible with conventional
production methods. The extreme consistency of the production method makes
the circuit feasible (and indeed a very
good one to operate) because it precisely controls the stability criteria enabling performance to be consistently
maintained.
Who Benefits?
This investigation shows conclusively
that the printed wiring technique has
a place in high fidelity equipment. The
consumer benefits by getting a better
product, custom produced, at lower cost.
In the high fidelity field many consumers seem to visualize, their amplifier
as having been custom built by the manufacturer. They believe the engineer had
that particular amplifier on the bench
and adjusted its performance to be well
nigh perfect. The conventional method
of construction does not produce any
such a consistency of product. It is true
a prototype may have been built like
the consumer imagines he has in his
home. But the production item he actually gets is far from meeting this standard of perfection. The deviation between
individual units in a production run of
high fidelity equipment is likely to be
much wider than in a run of automobiles,
for example, because of the cumulative
effect of component tolerances and differences in lead dress on the over-all
stability criteria and other characteristics of the amplifier.
Use of the printed wiring technique
enables much closer tolerances to be
maintained in all these parts of the
amplifier production. It enables a close
inspection at every stage in production
so the final product really does come out
as the "custom built" item the consumer
visualizes. This extremely close control
makes it possible for the designer to put
out a product that comes much nearer
the peak of its performance than is feasible with conventional methods, which
require too much tolerance for production deviation.
But the consumer is not the only one
to benefit. Prom management point of
view, a decision is involved. A much
bigger initial investment is necessary
before any product starts coming off the
line. A lot of work is needed to change
over from one system to the other. But
Harman-Kardon experience shows the
benefits are well worth it.
Production people have a much happier job. There is more interest and less
frustration in their work. Quality control is much easier and they can keep
the standards up quite well. Employees

The clocks keep ticking
away. We need your dollars to make each minute
count in the fight against
cancer.
With $70, we can buy an
eyepiece micrometer . . .
$48 buys a laboratory
flowmeter...$15 buys an
instrument sterilizer ...
$3.75,ahematocrit reader.
Only you can decide how
much you can afford to
send. But send it today,
to help us keep moving
ahead in the struggle to
save lives.
Send a generous check to
"Cancer" c/o your local
Post Office.
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
AUDIO
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Brings Out The Best
In Your Hi Fi Set!

Csriridge
NEWEST ADVANCE IN MAGNETIC
CARTRIDGE DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE
Miratwin Variable Reluctance Magnetic Cartridge features unusual wide-range response
and sensitivity . . . Faithfully and minutely
brings out the rich, full tones of today's
recordings!
LOADED WITH HI fl FEATURES
AT YOUR DEALER NOW !
MST-2A — MIRATWIN Turnover ONLY
Cartridge with two Sapphire Styll $22.50
MST-20 — MIRATWIN Turnover
Cartridge with Diamond Stylus
for Microgroove and Sapphire ONLY
$45.00
Stylus for Standard
AUDIOGERSH CORPORATION
514 Broadway, New York 12, N. Y. • WOrth 6 0800
In Canada: Alias Radio Corp., Ltd. • Toronto, Canada
Circle 77A
startling silence
for the perfectionist
/IgweMMmts
yy turntable

The hush of an empty church, even though
the synchronous motor is running — this is
the Connoisseur, crafted in traditional
English quality. Precision machining assures
pure sound reproduction. Non-magnetic, 12"
lathe-turned table; precision ground spindle;
phosphor bronze turntable bearing; ±2%
variation provided for all 3 speeds; hysteresis motor.
$110.00
TURNTABLE; Rumble—better than 50
db down; Wow—less than 0.15% of
rated speed; Dimensions: 13%xl5%".
PICKUP: Frequency Response ■— 2020,000 cps ±2 db at 33% rpm; Effective Mass — 4 mg; Impedance — 400
ohms at 1000 cps.
"Dynabalanced" tone arm with Mark II
super-lightweight pickup
w/diamond stylus
$49.50
w/sapphire stylus
$34.50
Write today for literature.
ERCOMA CORPORATION!
(Electronic Division)
551 Fifth Ave., Dept. 74 , New York 17, N. Y.
In Canada: Astral Electric Co. Ltd.
Ith Danforth Road, Toronto 13
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are better satisfied because they feel an
incentive and that they have a "stake"
in the end product instead of being just
one of the cogs in a large production
machine.
With conventional design of high fidelity equipment, purchasing personnel
are often in trouble due to no fault of
their own. The output transformer, for
example, does not seem to behave, because of some changes that may or may
not be due to the work of the transformer supplier. The purchasing agent
is always the man "in between" who has
to try and keep both ends happy. This
problem is eased by the use of the
printed wiring technique, which makes
it much simpler to lay down a satisfactory procedure.
Engineers have had a perpetual moan
that they are never allowed to finish developing a really good product. It always has to be rushed into production
and in consequence needs re-engineering
at various stages during production almost continuously. The printed wiring
technique has brought an end to this
state of frustration for the engineer.
He can now work a good design right
to the end, finalize it, then translate
the design to printed wiring. He then has
something he knows will work consistently in production. He can now forget
this item and allow production to take
it away and make it by the thousand,
while he starts to work on the development of another good product for the
company line.
Maybe some engineers, being the perverse people they are, will now feel regret at the loss of opportunity to roam
around production "trouble-snooping."
But once the re-orientation is made and
new products are designed on the basis
of producing a good unit and then translating it into a printed circuit, engineering personnel should be much happier
that the product turns out consistently
according to their design.
Finally let's not forget the man who
always complains he is forgotten—the
service technician. Although printed wiring turns out a better product, this does
not mean it will be free from possible
defect or failure. So how does the service technician fare when it comes into
his shop? Unlike many of the printed
TV sets, that bristle with boards in obscure places, the design adopted here is
extremely lucid.
The printed board is laid out extremely visibly close underneath the bottom plate. In the service manual a photograph of this printed wiring conforms
exactly with what the technician will see
when he removes the bottom cover. This
was impossible with the old wiring
method. The wires never ran in exactly
the places that either a photograph or
a sketch showed. Having the entire amplifier on a single printed board makes
the unit extremely compact so a few

Where else but In

a

Tandberg
could you receive

such Tape Recorder
Values

• Speeds—1%, 3%, IVz ips—without audible wow or flutter at any
speed.
• A hand-rubbed furniture cabinet and luggage transport
case in one unit.
• Microphone included has flat response within 3db to 13,000 cps.
• Balanced Playback Amplifier
with measured distortion of
under 1% at 2 watts, 5% at
3.3 watts.
• High quality, high fidelity, Goodmans Speaker with a wide-range
frequency response.
• Playing time up to 4 hours, 16
minutes at 1% ips cn standard 1,200 ft. roll of tape. ,
• Superior built-in quality to provide better than ever audio performance at the Incomparable
Value Price of $299.50.
As(c your dealer for a
demonstration or write for
full information to.

10 E. 52nd St., New York 22, N. Y.
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wm©
The ULTIMATE In
HIGH FIDELITY
SPEAKERS
Combining
Outstanding
Tone Quality
and Economy

Complete line of
extendedrangeand
coaxial speakers,
woofers and tweeters. Write for detailed information.
UNITED AUDIO PRODUCTS
(Div. of United Optical Mfg. Corp.)
202 East 19th St., N. Y. C. 3, N. Y.
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quick measurements can quickly trace
down the fault.
The work of removing faulty components and replacing requires a slightly
different soldering technique, but one
that most technicians will by now be
used to, from handling TV sets with
printed boards. Even complicated components, like tube sockets or function
switches, can be replaced by snipping the
connections round, removing each spike
or pin one at a time with a solder iron,
and putting in the replacement. The
time taken will be considerably less than
for replacing the equivalent component
in a conventionally wired set and there
is much less likelihood of error, because
it is impossible to connect the wrong
wire to the wrong pin of a tube socket
or the wrong terminal of a switch.
The over-all impression gained from
this investigation is that printed wiring
represents a turning to a new phase in
high fidelity equipment manufacture.
This makes possible the bringing of high
quality high fidelity equipment into the
home of a great many more people, just
as the invention of movable type, and
particularly the mechanical compositing
machine, made books and printed magazines available to a much wider number
of people. Nowadays it is possible to
have the highest quality books in the
home at extremely low cost. This development is making the best quality
high fidelity equipment available to the
widest number of people for a minimum
cost.

LETTERS
(from page 6)

GIBSON GIRL® TAPE SPLICERS
SP-4
% 3.50
1. Semi-Pro
TS-4JR
6.50
2. Junior
TS-4STD
8.50
3. Standard
11.50
TS-4DLX
4. De luxe
(net) 55.00
5. Industrial (5 sizes to I"
ROBINS PHONO AND TAPE ACCESSORIES
6. Splicing tape
ST-500
$ .39
7. Jockey Cloth for Tapes JCT-2
1.00
8. Tape Threader
TT-I
.98
9. AUD-O-FILE
AF-SO (net) 23.99
10. Changer Covers
CC-I, 2
2.00
11. Turntable Covers
CC-3
2.50
12. Disclosures
ElO. 12 (pkg) 1.20
13. Jockey Cloth for Records JC-I
1.00
14. KleeNeeDLE.
NB-I
1.50
15. Phono-Cushion. 10". 12" PC-10. 12
1.50
16. Atomic Jewel
SE-90
5.00
At Dealers Everywhere
ROBINS
INDUSTRIES
BAYSIDE
61. NEW YORK CORP.
CIRCLE 78B

the ear must again be used for the final
judgement and approval. There would be
little point in listening to music which
laboratory instruments claimed was adequately reproduced while the ear was painfully violated. The point is, however, that
if properly and carefully conducted testing
is done, (Italics ours. Ed.) there will be
good agreement between the objective and
the subjective evaluations.
One more fact must be realized. The oar
is very adaptable, and unless unusually
well trained, finds acceptable and pleasant
many sounds bearing little resemblance to
the original. Thus many sound systems are
tolerable, but once given a quick A-B switch
to the original sound, or to a more nearly
perfect reproducer, even an uncritical listener is aware of the difference.
Each manufacturer undoubtedly does as
well as he can, but unfortunately not all
reach the same degree of success, and the
uniformity of excellence may be questioned seriously. There is not more than
one tweeter on the market, for instance,
which comes even close to doing a proper
job as far as this listener's ears are concerned. Instrument checks are consistent
with that opinion. Similar statements could
be made for pickup cartridges, enclosures,
and the rest. Many products have such intolerable departures from adequate performance that they are immediately ruled

—CLASSIFIED—
Rates: lO* per word per Insertion for noncommercial
advertisements; 23* per word for commercial advertisements. Rates are net, and no discounts will be
ailowed. Copy must be accompanied by remittance In
full, and must reach the New York office by the first of
the month preceding the date of issue.
THE AUDIO EXCHANGE has the largest
selection of new and fully guaranteed used
equipment. Catalog of used equipment on request. Audio Exchange. Dept. AE. 159-19 Hillside Ave., Jamaica 32, N. Y. AXtel 7-7577 ;
307 Mamaroneck Ave., White Plains, N. Y.
\VH 8-3380.
AUDIO EXCHANGE EXCHANGES AUDIO
HIGH-FIDELITY SPEAKERS REPAIRED
Amprite Speaker Service
TO Vesey St., New York 7, N. Y. BA 7-2580
6-Element BROAD-BAND FM ANTENNAS.
All seamless aluminum. .$10.95 ppd. Wholesale Supply Co., Lunenburg 10, Mass.
LOOKING FOR CLEAN RESPONSE TO
20 CYCLES? Listen to the radically new
Racon "Hi-C" 15" foam suspension speaker.
Write for free literature. Racon Electric Co..
Inc., 1201 Broadway, New York 1, N. Y.
Long playing records 20 to 50% discounts ;
brand new factory fresh ; unplayed ; all labels.
Send 20£ for catalog to Record Discount
Club, 1108 Winbern, Houston 4, Texas.
Real bargains in name brand hi-fi equipment. Some new, some demonstration equipment, some used. All guaranteed as represented. Send for list. AUDIO-VISION COMPANY, 1270 Old Coast Highway, Santa Barbara, California.
FOR SALE—Ampex 350 2-case portable,
perfect condition, never used commercially,
$875.00. J. K. Smith, Gardnerville, Nevada.
RJ/Wharfedale S8BC speaker system in attractive blonde enclosure. Perfect condition.
Cost $00.00. Sell for $40.00. Dana, Sagamore
Road, Marblehead, Mass.
SELL excellent condition used Stephens
microphone equipment. One C-l head, $75.00 ;
three C-2 heads $50.00 each ; three OD-4 oscillator demodulators, $95.00 each ; one OD-5
oscillator demodulator, $58.00 ; three OD-4
cases, $17.50 each ; two head extension cables,
$7.50 each ; two head swivels with cable,
$22.50 each. All or any part. T. W. Coulter,
5337 Pagewood Lane, Houston 19, Texas.
FOR SALE—MUST MOVE
Hi-Fidelity business—established over 9
years. More complete hi-li installations done
on Long Island than all others in the field.
Located on Long Island's Gold Coast.
Business property
50' x 100'
Demonstration showroom
930 sq. ft.
Workshop
1000 sq. ft.
Storage
700 sq. ft.
Garage
240 sq. ft.
Available with or without woodworking machinery. Adequate room on second floor for
4-room apartment with separate entrance.
Price $28,500, morgage available. Reply Box
CB-1, AUDIO.
out. Yet their advertising claims glow as
attractively as the rest.
If one does not have recourse to a lab
full of equipment or a trusted expert opinion, try this. Get a demonstration of several systems as quickly as possible after
coming from a live concert, preferably full
orchestral material with more strings than
percussion. The experience will be charmingly instructive.
Leon D. Harmon,
Institute for Advanced Study,
Electronic Computer Project,
Princeton, N. J.
AUDIO
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PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY
the finest in Hi-Fi
featuring ^Lectux^ncc.,
HIGH FIDELITY COMPONENTS
SOUND
corroratiom
820 W. Oljmpic Bl»d. - l *. 15, Cllil. - III 7 0271
Circle 79A
HIGH-FIDELITY HOUSE
Most complete stock of Audio
components In the West
Phone: RYan 1-8171
536 S. Fair Oaks, Pasadena I, Calif.
Circle 79B

antenna systems
High gain Broadband Yagl fw max. sensitivity to both
72 and 300 ohm Input. Designed for fringe FM.
APPARATUS DEVELOPMENT CO.
Dept. C
Wethersfield 9, Connecticut
Circle 79C

j

Since 1944

HOLLYWOOD ELECTRONICS
DISTRIBUTORS OF HI-FI COMPONENTS

7460 Melroie Ave • Los Angeles 46,Calif ■ WEbster 3-8208
Circle 79D
CANADA
High Fidelity Equipment
Complete Lines • Complete Service
Hi-Fi Records — Components
and Accessories
ftLECTRO-PoiCE
^ SOUND SYSTEMS
U1 DUN OAS ST. WEST. TORONTO, CANADA.
Circle 79E
IF YOU ARE MOVING
Please notify our Circulation Department
at least 5 weeks in advance. The Post
Office does not forward magazines sent
to wrong destinations unless you pay additional postage, and we can NOT duplicate copies sent to you once. To save
yourself, us, and the Post Office a headache, won't you please cooperate? When
notifying us, please give your old address
and your new address.
Circulation Department
RADIO MAGAZINES, INC.
P. O. Box 629, Mineola, N. Y.
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REVOLUTIONARY
fioi&i ...
• AMPEX FORMS NEW DIVISION. In a
move designed to improve service to the
company's customers for professional
equipment, Ampex Corporation has formed
a new Professional Products Division, devoted exclusively to the production and
sales of equipment for the professional
recording and broadcast industries.
Robert Paulson, formerly Ampex audio
sales manager in the New York area, has
been named sales manager of the new division and will headquarter in the company's home office at Redwood City, Calif.
In announcing the new set-up, Phillip
I. Gundy, vice-president, stated that the
new division would begin operations May
1, selling directly from factory to customers in the specified industries.
Sales engineers in seven metropolitan
areas will inaugurate the direct sales program, calling only upon professional customers.
Ampex products which will be marketed
by the Professional Products Division include Videotape recorders, automatic
programming systems, time-delay systems
for broadcasting, high-speed tape duplication systems. Models 300 and 350 studio
recorders. Model 601 portable recorder, and
Model G20 amplifier-speaker. Ampex dealers who have been selling professional
Ampex products will continue to handle
Models 350, 601 and 620.
• NEW PLANT FOR REK-O-KUT. A new
25,000 square foot plant devoted exclusively to the manufacture of Rek-O-Kut
high fidelity components and recording
equipment will be placed in operation in
July, according to George Silber, company
president. An outgrowth of the greatly
increased sales volume in the high fidelity
industry in recent years, the new plant
will be entirely modern and will enable
Rek-O-Kut to substantially increase its
production over present facilities. Occupying an entire city block in Queens, N. Y.,
the plant will feature executive offices,
production facilities, testing, inspection
and shipping departments all located on
one floor.
Silber reports that in addition to expansion, plans for 1958 call for greater
diversification in the products Rek-O-Kut
manufactures.
• IHFM P.R. COMMITTEE MEETS. Plans
for an extensive educational campaign,
utilizing all available forms of exploitation, were blocked out during the first
meeting of the newly-formed Public Relations and Promotion Advisory Committee of the Institute of High Fidelity Manufacturers. Members of the committee are:
Tom Dempsey, Reeves Soundcraft Corporation; Lawrence J. Epstein, University
Loudspeakers, Inc., Chairman; Arthur
Gasman, British Industries Corporation;
C. G. McProud, Radio Magazines, Inc.;
Ray Pepe, James B. Lansing Sound, Inc.;
Adrian Price, Wexton Company; Oliver
Read, Ziff-Davis Publishing Company, and
Harold Reiss, Friend-Reiss Advertising.
In the chairman's report of the meeting,
Epstein says that "I am delighted to report encouraging progress, and have no
hesitancy in stating that much can be
achieved from the activities of this committee."
Members of the committee were chosen
with the thought of taking best advantage
of the special talents and experiences
available within the Institute. Membership comprises two representatives each
from (a) technical press, (b) member
advertising agencies serving member
clients and (c) advertising and promotion
managers of Institute members.
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Excllusive;
Tone Arm scans records automatically for starting groove. Automatic tone arm locking device
prevents styli damage when not in use. An
Automatic Record Changer or a fully Automatic
Record Player, as desired.
•MEMBER*NSniUTI o f
NOW available with fourspeeds, As
78, 45, 33-1/3, 16-2/3 RPM
Changing Cycle and Pause
Timer are independent of
changer speeds.
UNITED AUDIO PRODUCTS
(Olv. of United Optical Mfg. Carp.)
202 East 19th St., N. Y. C. 3, N. Y.
-SPECIAL HI-FI BARGAINREPLICA
RECORDS
while they last!
5 — 1 0 inch LP's for only $10.00
reg. $4.00 each — $20.00 value
2 inch LP's for only $10.00
reg. $5.95 each — $24.00 value
QUANTITIES LIMITED!
ORDER NOW! WHILE THEY LAST!
LIST 2 ALTERNATE CHOICES
SABRA RECORDS
465 West 51st St., New York 19
Please send me: (Alternate choice check Col. B)
A
B
10" REPLICA RECORDS
500 The Latin Set
501 Glockenspiels, Vol. 1
502 Hal Pearl at Aragon Organ
503 Glockenspiels, Vol. 2
505 Glockenspiels, Vol. 3
506 Organ Echoes
507 Glockenspiels, Vol. 4
508 Swell To Great
512 Helen's Holiday
1000 The Johnny Hamlin Quintet
12" REPLICA RECORDS
1001 The Hi-Fimonics
201 Concerts in Contrast
2501 Glockenspiels, Vol. 1
2503 Glockenspiels, Vol. 2
504 A! Melgard at Chicago Stadium Organ
Al Melgard at Chicago Stadium Organ,
510 Vol.
2
513 Matinee

CITY.
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SAVE V2 — PAY PART-BY-PART — HAVE FUN
Assembling the Schober
=1 ^

ii

wi

ORGAN in KIT form
ADVERTISING
INDEX
SAVE
25%

This is our
CROUP SUBSCRIPTION PLAN
Now you, your friends and co-workers
can save $1.00 on each subscription
to AUDIO. If you send 6 or more subscriptions for the U.S., Possessions and
Canada, they will cost each subscriber
$3.00 each, 'A less than the regular
one year subscription price. Present
subscriptions may be renewed or extended as part of a group. Remittance
to accompany orders.
AUDIO is still the only publication
devoted entirely to
• Audio
• Broadcasting equipment
• Acoustics
• Home music systems
• Recording
• PA systems
• Record Revues
(Please print)
Name
Address
□ New

□ Renewal

Name
Address
□ New

□ Renewal

Name
Address
Q New

□ Renewal

Name
Address
□ New

□ Renewal . .

Name
Address
□ New

□ Renewal
•■•

Name
Address
□ New

□ Renewal

U. S., Possessions, and Canada only
RADIO MAGAZINES, INC.
P. 0. Box 629, Mineola, N. Y.

Acoustic Research, Inc
74, 75
Aero Products Company
71
Altec Lansing Corporation
61, 67
AMI Incorporated
31
Amperex Electronic Corporation
5
Apparatus Development Company
79
Astatic Corporation
4
Audak Company
56
Audio Fidelity Recordings
50, 54
Audiogersh Corporation
77
Belden Manufacturing Company
49
Bell Telephone Laboratories
14
Bogen, David Company, Inc
40, 41
Bozak, R. T., Sales Company
37
Bradford & Company
70
British Industries Corporation , facing p. 1, 3
Classified
78
Dyna Company
64
Eico
63
Electro-Sonic Laboratories, Inc
60
Electro-Voice, Inc
Cov. Ill
Electro-Voice Sound Systems
79
Ercona Corporation
77
Fairchild Recording Equipment Co
47
Fisher Radio Corporation
59
Fukuin Electric Works, Ltd
72
Goodmans Industries, Ltd
55
Harvey Radio Company, Inc
69
Harman-Kardon, Inc
35
Heath Co
9, 10, 11
High Fidelity House
79
Hollywood Electronics
79
Hycor Division of International Resistance Company
2
International Scientific Industries Corp.
52, 53
JansZen Speakers (Neshaminy
Electronic Corp.)
7
Jensen Manufacturing Company
33
Kierulff Sound Corporation
79
KLH Research and Development
Corporation
65
Lansing, James B., Sound, Inc
57
Leonard Radio, Inc
72
Marantz Company
73
Maxson Instruments
76
Mullard Overseas, Ltd
39
North American Philips Co., Inc
66
Pickering & Company
13
Pilot Radio Corporation
29
Professional Directory
79
Racon Electric Co., Inc
58
Radio Corporation of America
43
Rauland-Borg Corp
80
Rigo Enterprises
6
Robins Industries Corporation
78
Sabra Records
79
Schober Organ Corporation
80
Shure Brothers, Inc
1
Sonotone Corporation
45
Stephens Manufacturing Corporation Cov. IV
Tandberg
77
Tung-Sol Electric, Inc
8
United Audio Products
78, 79
University Loudspeakers, Inc
27
Weathers Industries, Inc
Cov. II

Now you can afford a real, full concert organ, just
like those made by the foremost organ manufacturers. Because over V2 the cost is saved when you
assemble it yourself. And it's REALLY EASY: only
24 separate units, all with printed circuits, and
detailed-to-the-smallest-step instructions. In addition, you purchase each of the 24 kits when you are
ready for it — and can afford it.
You'll get a real kick out of putting the ^Schober
Electronic Organ together — and then sitting down
and pulling out the stops for Strings, Trumpets,
Clarinets, Diapasons, Flutes, etc.
Compact CONSOLE
One of the many exclusive features of this exceptional offer is the handsome console, made by hand
in Old World Craftsman manner. It is equally at
home in a traditional or modern setting, and takes
little more space than a spinet piano.
Free Literature
Complete descriptive booklet and price list are
available on request. And, if you wish to hear the
glorious pipe organ tone of the Schober Electronic
Organ, a 10" long playing recording by Dr. C. A. J.
Parmentier, renowned organist, is available for $2.
This is refundable when you order. Write today and
see what a fine instrument you can get at such a
great saving.
The SCHOBER ORGAN CORPORATION
2248-K Broadway, New York 24, N.Y.
"Designed by Richard H. Dorf
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HI-FI

A
The "golden ensemble"...
Tuner, Preamp and Amplifier
in a single, compact, balanced
unit.. .complete II1-F1 at
extremely low cost...
one of a complete line of
advanced design high fidelity
tuners, amplifiers and components...
hear these quality RAULAND units at
your Hi-Fi dealer or write for details. ..
RAULAND-BORG CORPORATION
3515 W. Addison St., Dept. G, Chicago 18, III.
Circle SOB
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To moke it just as easy as possible for AUDIO'S readers to subscribe, order books, get
further information about the new products and the new literature mentioned in the pages
of the magazine, or ro get catalog sheets and brochures describing articles advertised, we
provide herewith three cards. We know that many readers are loath to cut coupons from
the pages of their favorite magazine because they have told us so. And we know that many
times one would like to have complete and thorough data about something he sees in these
pages, yet he considers it too much trouble to hunt up paper and envelope—not to
mention the stamp—and write a long letter detailing what he wants
to know. This is just as simple as we know how to make
it with the exception of stenciling each subscriber's name
and address on each of the postcards—an operation
which would be highly impractical from the printing
standpoint. But from now on, when you want more
information about something you have seen advertised
or mentioned in AUDIO you need only indicate it on
the appropriate card, print your name and address, and
drop it in the nearest postbox. We pay the postage, and it goes
without saying that we wouldn't include these cards if we didn't welcome your
jise of them. And, for the first time, you can enter your subscription without sending a penny
with your order—we'll bill you later. For books, we'll have to ask for the money in advance,
but only for books
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CUT APART ON DASHED LINES

Readers have told us that they often wont to
know more about some of the items mentioned in the New Products and New Literature pages of the magazine, but that they
do not want to take the time and effort to
write to each one of the sources individually
to get all the information they need As o
matter of fact, in an average issue there
are usually ten items in the New Literature
column, and between ten and fifteen on
the New Products pages. It is conceivable
that the average reader might want information on at least ten of these items, since
they are selected with.the interests of most of
AUDIO'S readers in mind. Thus one would
have to have ten envelopes, ten sheets of
paper, and ten three cent stamps, together
with the need for writing the ten letters
and inscribing each with name and address.
We do it all for you, assuming that you are
willing to circle the items about which more

information is desired and to write your name
and address once. We will forward your
inquiries to the organization involved, and
you will receive the data you want with only
one inquiry Isn't that as simple as A B C?
In just the same way you can get more information about any product that is adyertlsed
in the pages of AUDIO. Note the page on
which the advertisement appears and circle
it on the back side of this card. When there
are two or more ads on the same page, the
page number is followed by a letter, and the
designation appears under each individual
advertisement. Write your name and address
clearly—someone has to decipher it—and it
is a good idea to mark the card for all the
information you want the first time, for there
is only one card in each copy of the magazine. Of course, you could subscribe to
two copies
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Please send me the books checked below,
postage paid. I enclose check □ money order Q
for $
In full payment.
oo
Tape Recorders and Tape
Recording
Harold D. Weiler
□ Paper Cover, $2.95
□ Board Cover, $3.95
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□ the 3rd Audio Anthology
Board cover, $3.50
□ the 3rd Audio Anthology
Paper cover, $2.50.
□ Handbook of Sound Reproduction
$6.50

•5
70
o

□ AUDIO—Bound Volumes—
1956 Issues
$ I 0.00 (In U. S. only)

To start receiving Audio monthly without
any effort on your part to locate one
on the newsstands or at your jobber's,
mark the appropriate boxes with crosses,
tear out the card, and drop it into a
handy postbox. If you are one of those
who always pays in advance, we will
accept your check or money order—we
do not recommend cash to be sent
through the mails—enclose the card in
an envelope, and mail. This will cost
you an extra three cents, so if you wait
until we send you a bill, we'll enclose a
business reply envelope for your convenience. We try to make it as easy for
you as we know how.
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NOW IT IS EASIER — ONLY ONE CARD
is necessary to get more information about any New Product or
New Literature item, or about any product advertised in these pages.

M
o

H
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Ai the end of each item of New Literature, New Products, or Equipment Reports
you will notice a letter and a number—the
letter indicates the month and the number
Indicates which item it is. All you have to
do to get full information about the product
or to get the literature described is to
circle the appropriate number, add your
name and address and mail it to us. We'll
do the rest, and you may be sure that
we'll be prompt because we are just as
anxious for your inquiries to get to their
destination as you are—and besides, we
don't have room enough around the office
to accumulate a lot of cards. Circle one
item, if you wish, or all of them—we'll
carry on from there. This whole system
breaks down if there is a charge for the
New Literature described, so if you can
suggest any improvements in this service,
we would appreciate hearing about them.
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To get more information about the products that are advertised in each issue of
AUDIO—use the new card at the left. Fill
in your name and address clearly and
circle the number of the page on which the
advertisement appears. When there are
two or more ads on a page, each one has
under it a notation such as Circle 23a.
Circle 48b, or Circle 76c and the same
numbers appear on the card. Numbers
C-2, C-3, and C-4 refer to the covers—
C-2 is the inside front cover, C-3 the
inside back cover, and C-4 is the outside back cover. SB is "The Sounding
Board.''
The only w»y to derive any benefit
from this service is to use the card for all
the information you want. We think you
will find this new system more convenient
and that you will use it more and more.

Model 18WK.
Net $115

Model 18 W,
Net $115

Model 15WK,
Net $85

Model 15W,
Net $85

Model 15BWK,
Net $43

Model 15BW,
Net $43

Model 15TRX,
Net $145

Model 15TRXB,
Net $79

Model 12TRX
Net $120

ELECTRO-VOICE
TRX Extended-Range
Integrated 3-Way
Loudspeaker Systems
Model 12WK,
Net $65

Model 12W,
Net $65

Model 12BW,
Net $33

ELECTRO-VOICE
Radax Coaxial Integrated
Full-Range
2-Way Loudspeaker
Systems
Model 12TRXB,
Net $64

Model SP12,
Net $65

HIGH-FIDELITY
Model SP15.
Net $85

Model SP12B,
Net $33

ELECTRO-VOICE
Mid-Bass
Driver-Horn
Assembly

Outperform, Outsell Them AH!
First in sales of Hi-Fi Equipment, the most
complete line of High Fidelity Speakers.
ELECTRO-VOICE manufactures the most complete high-fidelity
product family . . . speakers, speaker systems, speaker enclosures, amplifiers, preamps, tuners, phono cartridges, do-ityourself enclosure kits, and microphones. Available at leading
high fidelity distributors.
See, Hear Electro-Voice—Today's Best Selling High Fidelity—
At Your E-V Hi-Fi Dealer Today I
Write for Catalog 118£lec6tcrykicz.
ELECTRO-VOICE, INC. • BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN
Canada: E-V of Canada, Ltd., 73 Crockford Boulevard, Scarborough, Ontario
Export; 13 East 40th Street, New York 16, U. S. A. Cables: ARLA6

Model SP8B,
Net $29.50

ELECTRO-VOICE
Coaxial Mid-Range
Drivers

Model 828HF with
A8419, Net $28

Model 8HD,
Net $18

Model SP15B
Net $43

Diffraction Horns

Model 848HF,
Net $52

Model T25A,
Net $58

SPEAKERS

Model T10A,
Net $42.50

Model 847HF,
Net $33

Model 6HD,
Net $22

Model T35,
Net $33

Model T35B,
Net $21

no hark ...no growl... no yelp from these

Just a rich and robust bass response that gives a majestic voice to music reproduction. Adding
a Tru-Sonic woofer to your speaker system means unearthing buried sound ... bringing out the
rock-bottom of the audio spectrum. Whether it's the Tru-Sonic 15" 103LX or the 12" 120LX,
both are produced of the finest materials and are engineered for superb bass realism.
Listen... you'll always hear more from:
©STiE^i-aiEi^S TRXJ- rsoivTic:
8538 Warner Drive, Culver City, California
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103LX . . . $76.50

